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ABSTRACT
A new method for identifying the microfabric (geometric arrangement of
platelets) of cohesive soil using X-ray diffraction technique without the need for a pole
figure device is introduced in this study. This method is based on identifying the
occurrence of basal and prism peaks in a given X-ray diffraction pattern and their relative
intensities observed in the pattern. Five different specimen preparation techniques are
used to prepare the Kaolin clay specimens with different particle orientations to identify
their microfabrics using X-ray diffraction analysis, and the results are assessed in
conjunction with high magnification SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) images. The
proposed method does not require impregnation of clay with alternate pore fluids/epoxy,
and is able to identify the undisturbed microfabric of clay sample at its natural water
content. This method is further used for evaluating the variation in microfabric of slurry
consolidated specimens of Kaolin clay due to triaxial shearing under compression and
extension loading conditions. Based on the lubricated end triaxial tests on the clay
specimens with two distinct microfabrics (flocculated and dispersed) and the X-ray
diffraction analysis of these specimens before and after shearing, this study shows that
the extension shearing may cause a significant re-orientation of particles within the
specimen unlike the effect of compression shearing.
The impact of microfabric on shear strength behavior of Kaolin clay is studied for
the variation of confining pressure, stress history, and loading/boundary conditions by
perfonning a series of triaxial experiments using lubricated ends. The importance of
using appropriate drainage conditions for the lubricated ends in triaxial device is
discussed based on the experimental observations during drained and undrained triaxial
V

tests performed at three different drainage conditions. Good drainage conditions of
lubricated end platens offered significantly higher values of shear strength, effective
friction angle, volumetric deformation, and axial strain at failure conditions in
comparison to the corresponding values obtained for the poor and intermediate drainage
conditions. Using improved drainage conditions, a series of triaxial compression and
extension tests are performed on normally consolidated (NC) and heavily
overconsolidated (HOC, overconsolidation ratio =10) specimens of Kaolin clay with two
extreme microfabrics (dispersed and flocculated) under drained and undrained conditions.
Three different values of confining pressure (207, 276, and 345 kPa) are used to evaluate
the effect of confining pressure on shear behavior of dispersed and flocculated specimens
of Kaolin clay. A comparison between the drained and undrained shear response is
presented for the variation in the loading conditions ( compression and extension) and the
stress history (NC and HOC) of soil. This study also includes a discussion on the
occurrence of strain localization within the clay specimens tested using lubricated ends,
which is believed to be a successful method of reducing non-uniformity in stress-strain
and deformation behavior of soil based on the importance of lubricated ends over
frictional ends. The impact of microfabric, confining pressure, loading conditions, stress
history, and drainage conditions on the pattern of strain localization within the solid
cylindrical specimen of Kaolin clay is discussed based on the digital image analysis of its
deformation profile.
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION
In soil mechanics, considerable effort has been devoted to the determination of
mechanical properties of soil such as strength, compressibility and permeability. It is
evident that all such factors depend, among other things, upon the structure of the soil,
and hence a study of soil structure is basic to an understanding of its mechanical
properties. Structure represents the geometrical arrangement of particles and contact
forces between them . The geometrical arrangement of particles and associated voids is
often termed fabric, and is a component of structure that is most amenable to
measurement. Since the structure concept has been invoked to explain so many features
for representing clay behavior, a reliable quantitative method for determining the fabric
of clay is extremely important. The fabric of a clay soil can be considered at three length
of scales. From smallest to largest, they are: Microfabric, Minifabric, and Macrofabric
(Mitchell 1 99 3 ). The microfabric, the smallest in fabric scale, is assumed to consist of
regular aggregations of particles (less than 2µm) and very small pores between them. The
Minifabric contains the aggregations of the microfabric and the inter-assemblage pores
between them. The macrofabric is used to describe cracks, fissures, root holes,
laminations etc. An understanding of the influence of microfabric on the engineering
behavior of fine-grained soil like clays is important. Particle association in clay
suspensions can be described in the form of dispersed microfabric and flocculated
microfabric. Flocculated microfabric refers to the particles of a sample that are oriented
in all possible directions with equal probability; whereas, dispersed microfabric refers to
the particles that are aligned in a preferential direction .
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Figures 1.1 and 1. 2 show the SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) images and
schematic diagram of particle arrangements for two distinct microfabric patterns of
Kaolin clay. The clay platelets in flocculated microfabric are randomly oriented, and
predominant contacts between the platelets are face-to-edge, as shown in Fig 1. 1. As
shown in Fig 1 .2, most of the clay platelets in dispersed microfabric are aligned
horizontally (SEM images taken from the top i.e. the vertical direction) and the contacts
between them are face-to-face. The major objective of the present research is to develop a
technique to identify the microfabric of clay (using standard X-ray diffractometer in this
study) and investigate the effect of the microfabric on its shear strength properties by
performing triaxial tests on Kaolin clay specimens with flocculated and dispersed
microfabric. This study also explains the effect of shearing on microfabric of clay by
considering the X-ray diffraction patterns of the specimen before and after shear
deformation under compression and extension loading conditions. A significant effort has
been made to study the strain localization phenomenon and pattern of shear banding
within the clay specimens with dispersed and flocculated microfabric under drained and
undrained shearing conditions using Digital Imaging technique.
The faces of the Kaolin clay particles are usually negatively charged while the
edges are positively charged in an aqueous medium (Carty 1 999), as shown in Fig 1.3.
This view is supported in the literature by studies demonstrating the agglomeration of
negatively charged gold particles to the positively charged edges of clay platelets as
observed via transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Therefore, faces (negative
charge) and edges (positive charge) attract each other leading to a flocculated micro fabric
in aqueous medium and build the face-to-edge contact between the clay particles. When
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Side view
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Fig. 1.1 Kaolin clay specimen with flocculated microfabric
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Fig. 1.2 Kaolin clay specimen with dispersed microfabric
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Fig. 1 .3 Clay particle in the aqueous medium

the same Kaolin clay powder is mixed with a dispersing agent such as Sodium Hexa-meta
phosphate in aqueous medium, the dispersing agent is absorbed by the positively charged
edges and the platelets are left with negatively charged faces. As a result, the platelets
repel each other and find the most stable arrangement with their faces . parallel to each
other. This leads to the formation of a dispersed microfabric containing face-to-face
contact between the clay particles (Fig 1 .2).
Shear strength of a soil is the property of the soil that enables soil mass to keep in
equilibrium when its surface is under any loading condition which produces shearing
stresses. It has been reported in the previous investigations that the shear strength
parameters c and <p of a cohesive soil could depend on a combination of physical and
physico-chemical factors (Yong 1 961, Nagaraj 1959). The important physical factors are
the spontaneous adhesion between the particles depending upon the magnitude of the Van
der Waal's forces of attraction and the geometric arrangement of the particles, which
determine the interparticle contacts (face-to-edge, face-to-face). The shear strength
parameters depend on the particle orientation and thickness of the diffused double layer,
which is governed by the electrolytic concentration and cation valency. If the electrolytic
environment of a clayey soil is changed by adding flocculating agent (such as: Calcium
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Oxide), the potential energy is reduced, which may lead to lower inter-particle repulsion
resulting in an increase in the angle of internal friction of soil (<I>). On the contrary, the
potential energy is increased in presence of a dispersing agent (such as: Sodium Hexa
meta Phosphate), which may lead to a significant decrease in the friction angle of soil.
The present research deals with the variation in shear strength behavior of Kaolin clay
before and after treatment of clay with electrolytic agent.
A conventional triaxial test on a cylindrical specimen is often used in the
laboratory for obtaining shear strength properties of soil with controlled drainage
conditions. A major drawback of the conventional triaxial system is the non-uniformity
of stress and deformation state along the height of a specimen during externally applied
load/deformation. The main source of this non-uniformity is the shear stress in the radial
direction at the frictional ends, which can cause both the barreling effect and the
concentration of dilation (volume expansion due to shear) in local zones, which in tum
results in the possibility of premature development of failure state. Rowe and Barden
(1964), Barden and McDermott (1965), and Sarsby et al. (1982) used the lubricated end
platens in triaxial testing setup to minimize the friction at the specimen ends so that the
specimen deforms uniformly over its full height and provides a marked increase in the
uniformity of pore pressure distribution within the clay specimen. In the current study, all
the experiments were performed on cylindrical clay specimens with a slenderness ratio
(height/diameter ratio; HID) of 1 using lubricated end triaxial system, which can provide
a more stable geometry and much greater uniformity of stress and deformation
throughout the test and allows the specimen to retain its cylindrical shape even at large
strains, as suggested by Rowe and Barden ( 1 964 ). These cylindrical specimens with
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flocculated microfabric were obtained by mixing powdered Kaolin clay with de-aired and
de-ionized water at a water content of 155% and consolidating under Ko condition at 207
kPa axial stress using slurry consolidation technique. The dispersed microfabric
specimens were obtained by using the similar procedure and with the use of 2%
dispersant (Calgon) in the clay slurry with 155% water content.
This dissertation presents the results from extensive laboratory investigations of
Kaolin clay related to the following: i) Identification of microfabric of clay using X-ray
diffraction technique, ii) Variation in shear strength behavior of clay with respect to
compression and extension tests on normally consolidated and heavily overconsolidated
clay specimens with different microfabrics under drained and undrained conditions using
Lubricated end triaxial setup, iii) Strain localization in solid cylindrical clay specimen
using digital image analysis, and iv) Effect of shearing on microfabric of clay using X
ray diffraction technique. Chapter 2 introduces a new method for the identification of
microfabric of cohesive soil. The results obtained from this method are also verified
using SEM images of the specimens. Many specimens with controlled microfabric were
prepared in the laboratory using various specimen preparation techniques to check the
reliability and versatility . of the proposed method. Chapter 3 presents the effect of
confining pressure on the shear strength behavior of Kaolin clay using lubricated end
triaxial setup. Compression and extension tests were performed at various confining
pressures on normally consolidated (NC) and heavily overconsolidated (HOC) day
specimens to study the various aspects of the shear behavior of clay considering stress
path, overconsolidation ratio, and drainage conditions. Chapter 4 addresses the issues
regarding improvement in drainage conditions in lubricated ends and also presents the
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experimental data for drained shear strength properties of clay, and is new contribution to
the literature. Chapter 5 evaluates the effect of microfabric on shear behavior of Kaolin
clay performing triaxial compression and extension tests on cylindrical clay specimens
with flocculated and dispersed microfabrics. Chapter 6 deals with the initiation and
propagation of shear banding in the solid cylindrical clay specimens with respect to the
variation microfabric of specimens (flocculated, dispersed), confining stress, method of
external loading (compression, extension), previous history of the clay specimens
(normally consolidated, overconsolidated), and drainage conditions (drained, undrained).
Chapter 7 presents the variation in microfabric of clay before and after shearing using X
ray diffraction technique.
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CHAPTER 2 : IDENTIFICATION OF MICROFABRIC OF KAOLIN
CLAY USING X-RAY DIFFRACTION TECHNIQUE
This chapter is a slightly revised version of a paper with the same title submitted
to the Geotechnical Testing Journal of ASTM in 2 004 by Ajanta Sachan and Dayakar
Penumadu:
Sachan A., and Penumadu, D. "Identification of micro fabric of Kaolin clay using
X-ray diffraction technique." In review, Geotechnical Testing Journal, ASTM.
My primary contribution to this paper includes (1) development of the problem
into a work relevant to my study of X-ray diffraction technique and identification of the
microfabric of Kaolin clay, (2 ) identification of the study areas, (3) gathering and
interpretation of literature, (4) performing laboratory experiments, (5) interpretation and
analysis of test results, (6) associated writing.
ABSTRACT

A new method is introduced in this study to identify the microfabric (geometric
arrangement of platelets) of Kaolin clay using X-ray diffraction technique. The proposed
method of evaluating the microfabric is used on Kaolin samples obtained from different
laboratory procedures. Two different Kaolin clays are used to assess the consistency and
versatility of the proposed method with respect to various sampling techniques for clays
with different physical properties, and varying microfabric. The proposed method is
based on identifying the presence of basal and prism peaks from the X-ray diffraction
pattern and corresponding relative intensity values. The present study also demonstrates
conditions for which Scanning Electron Micrographs (SEM) are not capable of accurately
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identifying the microfabric. The method proposed in this study uses relative amplitudes
.

'

of basal and prism peaks avoiding difficult sample and surface preparation procedures.
This method is found to be a rapid and accurate method for identifying the microfabric of
Kaolin clay and should prove to be valuable for routine implementation for studying
structured natural clays.
INTRODUCTION

It is generally believed that the arrangement of particles in fine-grained soil has a
profound effect on the properties of cohesive soils, and characterization of the
deformation behavior of clay (DeGroot, and Sheahan 1995, and Sheahan et al. 2004) with
certain microstructure is of great importance. The geometric arrangement of particles and
associated voids is called fabric. The fabric of soil is considered relative to three levels of
scale. From smallest to largest they are: microfabric, minifabric, and macrofabric
(Mitchell 1993). The present research concentrates on evaluating the microfabric of fine
grained soil specimen prepared in the laboratory. This research will also help in
understanding the micro level mechanisms of clay such as physico-chemical interactions
of clay particles (Hueckel 2002), which can largely influence the macro level engineering
properties of clays. Many methods (such as Optical microscopy, Scanning Electron
Microscope, Transmission electron microscopy, and to limited extent X-ray diffraction)
have been used in the past to study the microfabric of fine-grained soils. Optical and
electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction offer the advantage of providing direct
unambiguous information about specific fabric features, provided the samples are
representative and the sample preparation procedures do not destroy the original structure
(Mitchell 1956).
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Clay platelets are generally too small to be individually resolved in an optical
microscope, but the global features of their aggregate orientation may be deduced by
using polarized light (Gillott 1 970). Identification of microfabric by using optical
microscopy is based on the determination of size of the representative area of the
specimen and estimation of the orientation within a micrograph {Tovey and Wong 1 978).
A most promising development, scanning electron microscope (SEM), was first applied
to the study of soil's structure by Roscoe (1 967). O'Brien (1971) used scanning and high
voltage electron microscope to observe the microfabric of laboratory sedimented moist
uncompressed Kaolin samples. Electron microscope (SEM and TEM) can reveal clay
particles and their arrangements directly. The practical limit of the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) is about 100 A0 ; however, lesser magnification is sufficient to resolve
details of clay particles and other very small constituents (Mitchell 1993). The practical
limit of the resolution of transmission electron microscope {TEM) is smaller than 10 AO ,
and atomic planes can be seen. The main problem in using electron microscope for
studying the microfabric of cohesive soil is the difficulty related to the preparation of
sample surface, surface replica, or ultra thin sections that can retain the undisturbed
features of microfabric. Wet soil samples can not be studied directly without a special
environmental cell, in both types of electron microscopy (SEM and TEM) because it
requires an evacuated sample chamber. Unitt (1975) proposed the idea of orientation
analysis of scanning electron micrographs by using digital micrographs and intensity
gradient features. Penumadu (1996) further improved the digital information processing
approach as applied to SEM to quantify the microfabric of clay soil.
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Brindley (1953) used a X-ray powder camera to measure structure of shales,
clays, and similar materials. A slight modification of Brindley's technique was employed
by Raitburd (1958 and 1960) on dried clay specimens. Although Raitburd's X-ray data
was quantitative, the specimens were dried prior to testing in a diffractometer, which can
influence the original microfabric of the wet clay. Mitchell (1956) used an innovative
technique, which minimized disruption of the original microfabric during drying by
gradually replacing the pore water with polyalcohol which was easily solidified to give
the clay rigidity for handling. Martin (1962) described a method for quantitative
microfabric measurement of wet clay samples, which involved the following steps:
impregnate the wet clay with polyalcohol, grind a flat surface, and examine the surface
by X-ray diffractometer equipped with Schulz pole figure device for measuring the
amount, direction, and variability in particle orientation within the clay sample.
Although, generally, the method of analyzing preferred orientation is two dimensional,
Martin (1966) used the Schulz pole figure device that involves X-ray diffraction data
from three rotating axes.
The X-ray diffraction method has the advantage of quantifying the microfabric in
a way that may not be possible with optical and electron microscope methods. In the X
ray diffraction process, the measured diffraction pattern represents both the sample's
surface and irradiated volume for a depth of 30-50 µm (Archer 1969). In the case of
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), the secondary electrons are reflected only from
the surface of sample (Barden and Sides 1971).

Therefore, SEM can identify the

microfabric of only topmost surface of the sample. Thus X-ray diffraction technique has
the potential to give more representative results than SEM. The standard X-ray
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diffraction device is widely available and inexpensive in comparison to the Pole figure
device. Martin (1966) and Martin and Ladd (1974) published X-ray diffraction results
obtained from the Pole figure device; however, the interpreted microfabric was not
confirmed with the SEM images and the sampling technique required impregnation of
sample with epoxy with relatively high viscosity and shrinkage potential leading to
possible disturbance during impregnation.
Currently, there is no established quantitative, accurate, simple and easily
available method for the identification of the microfabric of clay. A new method is
introduced in this study with the use of easily available and widely used standard X-Ray
diffraction device without the need for a pole figure device. This method allows the clay
sample to be used directly either in wet or dry state. No impregnation of the sample is
required in the proposed approach. The test results from this study were also evaluated
against SEM pictures. This paper will also describe the situations when SEM may not be
able to give accurate results for revealing microfabric of clay.
PREVIOUS WORK
X-ray diffraction is the most widely used method for identifying the mineralogy
. of a given type of clay. When X-rays strike a crystal of clay particle, they penetrate to a
depth of several million atomic layers of the crystal before being absorbed. At each
atomic plane, a minute portion of the X-ray beam is absorbed by individual atoms. The
atoms then oscillate as dipoles and radiate reflections in all directions. Radiation in
certain directions will be in phase and can be interpreted in simplistic fashion as a wave
resulting from a reflection of the incident beam. In-phase radiations emerge as a coherent
beam that can be detected on a film or by a radiation counting device (detector). In-phase
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radiation can be seen in XRD pattern as a peak. As shown in Fig 2. 1, Bragg's law (n1i.. =
2 d.sin0), forms the basis for the identification of microfabric of clay mineral by using X
ray diffraction analysis. All prominent atomic planes in a crystal produce a reflection
when properly positioned with respect to the X-ray beam. A is wave length of X-rays, and
n is whole number corresponding to the order of reflection (for first order of reflection,
n= 1 ). d is the spacing between atomic planes for e. g. spacing between two 001 planes for
Kaolin clay is 7.2 A0 • Figures 2.2 a and 2 .2 b show the basal planes and prism planes
respectively within a unit cell of a clay particle. Since no two minerals can have the
identical spacings between atomic planes in three dimensions, the angle (0) at which
diffraction occurs can be used for identification. Thus, each mineral can produce a
characteristic set of reflections at values of 2 0 corresponding to the spacing of the
prominent atomic planes. Mitchell (1 993) reported that the intensities of the different
reflections in the XRD pattern vary according to the density of atomic packing and
orientation of particle within the clay sample. The intensity of X-ray diffraction from a
particular crystallographic plane of a given material within a soil mass depends on:
amount of mineral in the volume of soil irradiated, and the proportion of the grains of that
mineral which are properly oriented (Mitchell 1 993). Crystallographic planes are
categorized in two types: i) Basal planes (001 , 002 ), atomic planes which are
perpendicular to Z axis, ii) Prism planes (02 0, 1 10), atomic planes which are not
perpendicular to Z axis. For the clay minerals, parallel orientation of platelets enhances
the basal reflections but decrease the intensity of reflections from planes oriented in other
directions (prism planes) (Mitchell 1 993) .
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Fig. 2.1 X-ray diffraction technique. (a) Bragg's Law: nA = 2d sin8, (b) Standard X
ray diffractometer (Testing system used in current research)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.2 Planes in unit cell of Kaolin clay. (a) Basal planes (001 , 002) in unit cell of
Kaolin clay, (b) Prism planes (020,1 10) in unit cell of Kaolin clay
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The X-ray diffraction data on Kaolin clay presented by Gurner ( 1 932), Brindley
and Robinson (1 946), Martin (1 966), Gillot (1 970), Yoshinaka and Kazama (1 973), and
Martin and Ladd ( 1974) indicates that the clay specimens with dispersed microfabric
have strong basal peaks (reflections from basal planes such as 001 , 002) but show a
decrease in intensity for prism peaks (reflections from prism planes such as 020, 1 1 0).
Thus the intensity of basal and prism peaks provides a measure of microfabric of clay
specimen. Basal and prism peaks are shown in Fig 2.2.
Gruner (1 932), and Brindley & Robinson (1 946) used X-ray diffraction technique
to investigate the crystal structure of Kaolinite clay. Brindley and Robinson also
concentrated on the issue of randomness in the arrangement of Kaolin layers in minerals
of Kaolinite-halloysite. Mitchell (1 956) also investigated the microfabric of soils using
X-ray diffraction technique. Microfabric of natural clay was examined using clay
specimens impregnated with polyalcohol. Various other impregnants were used including
non-cemented materials, durcupan fluka, gelatine, polyalcohol, carbowax, water
dispersable epoxy resin, and vestopal by Meade (1961), Brewer (1 964), Kay (1 965),
Martin (1 966), West (1 966) and Smart (1 967) respectively. In addition to changes in the
microfabric due to the impregnation procedure, Barden and Sides (1 97 1 ) pointed out that
grinding or polishing of the surface of impregnated samples resulted in a loss of
resolution (intensity values for various peaks) even when hard epoxy resins were used.
The importance of this surface disturbance depends on whether a penetration or a
reflexion process is involved. They suggested that the more research is required on
impregnation technique which can provide minimum disturbance during impregnation.
Gillot (1 970) described the variation in microfabric of Leda clay with change in
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the palaeosalinity of the clay. Fabric index (Fl) was calculated using area of basal peak
(001) for identifying the microfabric of clay specimens impregnated with carbowax.
Yoshinaka and Kazama (1 973) used similar identification method for Kaolin clay using
area of 001 and 002 basal peaks. Martin and Ladd (1974) used the amplitude of 002
(basal peak) and 020 (prism peak) for identifying the microfabric of wet Kaolin clay
specimen impregnated with polyalcohol using an X-ray diffraction technique equipped
with a sophisticated and expensive pole figure device which permits motions in three
directions (about X, Y, Z axis) and at the same time maintains focusing geometry to
satisfy the Bragg's equation. Fig 2.3 shows the movements of the specimen in all three
directions: 1) w rotation- specimen rotates about the XX' axis, 2) � rotation- specimen
rotates about the YY' axis, 3) a rotation- specimen rotates about the ZZ' axis.
vertical slit
X - ray beam

z

H 0r i zontal sli1

rototion

Axis of 0 rotatton

z'

Axi s o f

o(

rototion

Fig. 2.3 Pole figure device used by Martin (1966)
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Past studies typically used selective peaks (00 1 , 002 and 020) for
identification/quantification of the microfabric of clay. As identified by Mitchell (1 993)
"Each mineral will produce a characteristic set of reflections at values of 0 corresponding
to the spacings of the prominent planes. The intensities of the different reflections vary
according to the density of atomic packing and other factors." Atomic packing is directly
related to the orientation of clay platelets and consequently affects the microfabric of
specimen. Therefore, all significant peaks from prominent planes in X-ray pattern should
be considered in the analysis as was done in the present study. The goals of this study
included evaluating (quantitatively) the microfabric of clays without a need for
impregnation using polymer based resins or alternative fluids leading to solidification and
subsequent surface preparation, considering all significant basal and prism peaks from the
X-ray diffraction patterns, and using a standard diffraction device (without the need for
specialized equipment such as a pole figure device) that is commonly available.
STRUCTURE OF KAOLIN CLAY

The present study consists of X-ray diffraction experiments performed on Kaolin
clay mineral; therefore, it is necessary to know the structure and arrangement of atoms
within the Kaolin clay particle. The structure of Kaolin ·clay consists of sheets of Si02
(silica) tetrahedral bonded to sheets of Ali03 (alumina) octahedral as shown in Fig 2.4.
Silica and alumina sheets are continuous in the a and b directions and stacked one above
the other along c axis. Young and Hewat (1988) reported that the Kaolin clay mineral has
triclinic structure. As shown in Fig 2.5, the specifications of a unit cell for Kaolin clay
are: a = 0.5 1 5 nm, b = 0.895 nm, c = 0.7 1 5 nm, a = 91 .8°,

p = 104.8 °, and y = 90.0°. Each

atomic layer has a thickness of about 7.2 AO (tetrahedral sheet =2.1 AO and octahedral
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Silica tetrahedral sheet

Alumina octahedral sheet

Fig. 2.4 Structure of Kaolin clay
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(a)
Unit cell of Kaolin clay
(Triclinic crystal Structure)

Kaolin clay particle
Basal plane

Edge
Prism plane

(b)

Unit cell

Oo

Kaolinite

Fig. 2.5 Arrangement of atoms in unit cell and crystal structure. (a) Triclinic crystal
structure (unit cell) and particle of Kaolin clay (Carroll 1 970), (b) Arrangement of
atoms in unit cell of Kaolin clay (Brindley 1 951)
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sheet = 5.1 A0), which is 00 1 plane (do01

=

7.2 A0) of Kaolin. Fig 2.5a shows the unit cell

of Kaolin clay and the placement of unit cell in a crystal of Kaolin clay. Fig 2.5b shows
the arrangement of Kaolin clay atoms (Al, Si, 0, OH) in a unit cell of Kaolin clay and the
arrangement of two unit cells within a particle of Kaolin clay. Fig 2.6 gives complete
information about the arrangement of unit cells within a Kaolin clay particle. Carroll
(1 970) reported that approximately 600 unit cells form one particle of Kaolin, which is
about 9.0 nm wide, 10.3 nm long and 2.1 nm thick (10 x 20 x 3 cells). These particles
have a platelet like structure, which has an average diameter of 2µm.
The faces of the Kaolin clay particles are negatively charged while the edges are
positively charged in an aqueous medium (Carty 1 999). This view is supported in the
literature by studies demonstrating the agglomeration of negatively charged gold particles
to the positively charged edges of clay platelets as observed via transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). Therefore, faces (negative charge) and edges (positive charge) attract
each other leading to a flocculated microfabric in aqueous medium. Flocculated
microfabric has face-to-edge or edge-to face contact in between clay particles as shown
in Fig 2.7a.
When the same Kaolin clay powder is now mixed with a dispersing agent such as
Sodium Hexa-metaphosphate in aqueous medium, the dispersing agent is absorbed by the
positively charged edges and the platelets are left with negatively charged faces and
edges. Carty (1 999) showed that adsorption of dispersant is only possible on the particle
edges considering the basal plane and edge surface area ratios for idealized hexagonal
platelets of Kaolin clay. As a result, the particles find a stable arrangement with their
faces parallel to each other. This leads to the formation of a dispersed microfabric.
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(b)

(001) plane

(001) plane

Fig. 2.6 Arrangement of unit cells in Kaolin clay particle. (a) Atomic planes in unit
cell to form the Kaolin clay particle, (b) Stacking of unit cells in Kaolin clay particle
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Fig. 2.7 Geometric arrangement of Kaolin clay platelets for extreme cases. (a)
Flocculated microfabric (Face-to-edge or edge-to-face contact), (b) Dispersed
microfabric (Face-to-face contact)
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Dispersed microfabric has face-to-face contact in between clay particles as shown in Fig
2.7b.
PROPOSED METHOD

The X-ray diffraction pattern obtained from a X-ray diffraction device without the
need for Pole figure device (Fig 2 .1 b), can be analyzed on the basis of two simple
observations: i) type of peaks found in X-ray diffraction pattern of the sample, as given in
Table 2. 1 , ii) Intensity of the peaks with respect to the highest intensity peak in the X-ray
diffraction pattern of given sample. The faces of the clay particles consist of mostly basal
planes and edges of clay particles consist of mostly prism planes and this is supported by
the research work performed by Ross and Kerr (1931), Gruner (1932 ), Hendricks (1 938)
and (1 942 ), Grim (1942 ), Brindley (194 6) and (1 95 1 ), Martin (1966), Martin and Ladd
(1 974), Carroll (1970), Carty (1 999). The microfabric (flocculated and dispersed) of a
soil specimen is identified on the basis of the existence of type of peak (basal or prism)
and their relative intensity in the X-ray diffraction pattern.

Table 2.1 Position of basal and prism peaks in the XRD pattern of Kaolin clay
Type of
Peaks

Basal Peaks

Prism Peaks

Peaks

20 (degrees)

00 1
002

12.3
24.8

003

37.6

004

51.1

020

1 9.8

I to

1 30
202
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20.3
35. 1
38.3

Identification of Flocculated Microfabric

The presence of high intensity basal peaks and relatively high intensity prism
peaks in the X-ray diffraction pattern of a sample indicates that X-rays are reflecting from
basal planes as well as prism planes as shown in Fig. 2.7a. Prism planes are positioned at
the edges of clay particles and basal planes are positioned at the faces of particles . This
means that particles are oriented randomly (face-to-edge or edge-to-face contact in
between the particles) and this can be identified as flocculated microfabric .
Identification of Dispersed Microfabric

The presence of high intensity basal peaks in the X-ray diffraction pattern of a
sample indicates that X-rays are reflecting from basal atomic planes, which are
positioned at the faces of clay particles due to the atomic bonding of Kaolin clay mineral
as shown in Fig 2 . 7b . This indicates that particles are oriented parallel to each other
(face-to-face contact in between the particles) and this can be identified as dispersed
microfabric .
Experimental Program

In the current study, all experiments were performed on easily available and
inexpensive standard X-Ray diffraction device without a need for impregnation of the
specimen using both wet and dry specimens . All the results obtained from this proposed
method were evaluated using SEM images when possible to check the reliability of this
method.

APPARATUS
In the current study, experiments were performed on Siemens standard
diffractometer (Model No # 000794), which allows the specimen to rotate about one axis
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as shown in Fig 2.lb. X-ray detector moves by 20 angle from incident ray when the
specimen holder rotates by 0 angle about a given axis. All X-ray diffraction experiments
were performed for 20 varying from o0 to 8 5° because Kaolin clay shows most of its
significant peaks within this range. A complete XRD pattern thus consists of a series of
peaks (reflections) of different intensities and corresponding 20 values.
MATERIAL AND SAMPLING TECHNIQUE

Various sample preparation techniques such as deposition of clay film on a glass
slide, in powdered form, and using slurry consolidation approach were used to prepare
homogenous and reproducible samples of Kaolin clay with different microfabrics. Two
types of Kaolin clays (Clayl and Clay2) were used to assess the accuracy of the proposed
method. The specific gravity, liquid limit (Casagrande apparatus), plastic limit, and grain
size distribution curves for two clays were determined and unified class system was used
to describe soils Clayl and Clay2. Index properties of Clayl and Clay2 are summarized
in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 Physical properties of Kaolin clays

Specific Gravity (Gs)

Kaolin
Clayl
2.65

Kaolin
Clay2
2.63

Liquid Limit (LL)

74

62

Plasticity Index (PD

33

30

Unified Soil Classification

CH

CH

% finer than 2 µm (PC)

18

62

Engineering property
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Sampling Techniques
Several sample preparation techniques were used to produce the Kaolin clay
samples with different microfabrics at times by controlling the chemistry of clay-water
suspension system to check the reliability and versatility of the proposed method.
Sample Preparation Technique No.1 :

A powered sample was prepared by taking dry powdered clay in a sample holder
of X-ray diffraction device.
Sample Preparation Technique No.2:

A glass slide sample was prepared by using clay slurry, which was prepared by
mixing 50

gm

of powdered clay with 12 5 ml de-ionized water with 4 % dispersant

(Sodium Hexa Meta Phosphate). Additionally, de-ionized water was added to finally
obtain 1000 ml solution, as suggested in hydrometer test method. A thin layer of clay
slurry was placed on the glass slide and kept the slide at room temperature for air drying.
Sample Preparation Technique No.3:

A glass slide sample was prepared by obtaining a thin film of clay slurry and
subsequent drying. The clay slurry was prepared using 50 gm powdered clay mixed with
1000 ml of de-ionized water.
Sample Preparation Technique No.4:

A cylindrical bulk sample (102 mm dia. and 102 mm ht.) was prepared by using
the slurry consolidation technique suggested by Penumadu et al (1998). Slurry with 155 %
water content was consolidated under Ko condition (constant vertical stress and zero
lateral strain) at 2 07 kPa vertical effective stress. A rectangular small bulk specimen
(l7x7x7mrn.3) was then cut from the larger cylindrical sample. The disturbed sample
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surface during trimming process was removed by peeling off the surface layers using
double stick tape. Finally, a bulk specimen of 17x7x7mm3 was used in X-ray diffraction
device to get the diffraction pattern.
Sample Preparation Technique No.5:

This technique was similar to the sampling technique 4; however, the clay slurry
used for preparing the cylindrical bulk sample was slightly different. In this sampling
technique, 1 55 % water content slurry was prepared by mixing powdered Kaolin clay in
2 % solution of dispersant to obtain dispersed microfabric.
All bulk samples obtained from slurry consolidation were peeled off as suggested
by Mitchell (1 993) with the help of double stick tape to minimize disturbance effect due
to the shearing effect on the surface during the process of extracting a smaller sample
suitable for X-ray diffraction technique from a larger bulk sample. This additional sample
surface preparation is necessary for the analysis of bulk samples because the structure of
the clay sample at the fracture surface is severely disturbed and is not representative of
the undisturbed material. It is difficult to peel off the layers from the wet sample because
of the strong bonding between the clay platelets and pore-water.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Several clay samples with different microfabrics were prepared by using different
sampling techniques as mentioned in previous section. These samples were used to obtain
the representative X-ray diffraction patterns and their SEM pictures were used to confirm
the results. A summary of the results obtained for powdered, glass slide, and bulk clay
samples is given in Table 2 .3.
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Table 2.3 A summary of X-ray diffraction and SEM test results
Sampl
e
No.

Type
of clay

SI

Kaolin
clayI

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9
(wet)

S9
(dry)

SIO

Kaolin
clay2
Kaolin
clayI
Kaolin
clay2
Kaolin
clayI
Kaolin
clay2
Kaolin
clay2
Kaolin
clay2
Kaolin
clay2

Kaolin
clay2

Kaolin
clay2

Sample
Preparation
technique

X-ray diffraction results

SEM

Peaks

Results

Results

High intensity Basal Peaks

Flocculated

Flocculated

High intensity Prism peaks

Fig 2.8a

Fig 2.8b

High intensity Basal Peaks

Flocculated

Flocculated

High intensity Prism peaks

Fig 2.9a

Fig 2.9b

Sample
preparation
technique No.2

High intensity Basal Peaks

Dispersed

Dispersed

No prism peak

Fig 2 . I 0a

Fig 2.10b

Sample
preparation
technique No.2

High intensity Basal Peaks

Dispersed

Dispersed

No prism peak

Fig 2 . l l a

Fig 2. l lb

Sample
preparation
technique No.3

High intensity Basal Peaks

Flocculated

Dispersed, Fig 2. I 2b

High intensity Prism peaks

Fig 2 . 1 2a

(topmost surface)

High intensity Basal Peaks

Flocculated

Dispersed, Fig 2. I 3b

High intensity Prism peaks

Fig 2.13a

(topmost surface)

High intensity Basal Peaks

Flocculated

Flocculated

High intensity Prism peaks

Fig 2. I4a

Fig 2. I4b

Sample
preparation
technique No.5

High intensity Basal Peaks

Dispersed

Dispersed

No prism peak

Fig 2.15a

Fig 2. 15b

Sample
preparation
technique No.4
(with few
chang�
Sample
preparation
technique No.4
(with few
changes}
Sample
preparation
technique No.4
(with few
changes)

High intensity Basal Peaks

Flocculated

Not possible

High intensity Prism peaks

Fig 2 . I 6a

for wet sample

High intensity Basal Peaks

Flocculated

Flocculated

High intensity Prism peaks

Fig 2. I 6b

Fig 2 . I 6c

High intensity Basal Peaks

Flocculated

Dispersed, Fig I 7b

High intensity Prism peaks

Fig 2. I7a

(topmost surface)

Sample
preparation
technique No. I
Sample
preparation
technique No. I

Sample
preparation
technique No.3
Sample
preparation
technique No.4
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Fig. 2.8 Microfabric of powdered sample S 1 made with kaolin clay 1 and prepared
by using sample preparation technique No.1. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern of sample
S1, (b) SEM picture of sample S 1
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Fig. 2.9 Microfabric of powdered sample S2 made with Kaolin clay 2 and prepared
by using sample preparation technique No.1. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern of sample
S2, (b) SEM picture of sample S2
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Fig. 2.10 Microfabric of glass slide sample S3 made with Kaolin clay 1 and prepared
by using sample preparation technique No.2. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern of sample
S3, (b) SEM picture of sample S3
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Fig. 2.1 1 Microfabric of glass slide sample S4 made with Kaolin clay 2 and prepared
by using sample preparation technique No.2. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern of sample
S4, (b) SEM picture of sample S4
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Fig. 2.12 Microfabric of glass slide sample S5 made with Kaolin clay 1 and prepared
by using sample preparation technique No.3. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern of sample
S5, (b) SEM picture of sample S5
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Fig. 2.13 Microfabric of glass slide sample S6 made with Kaolin clay 2 and prepared
by using sample preparation technique No.3. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern of sample
S6, (b) SEM picture of sample S6
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Fig. 2.14 Microfabric of bulk sample S7 made with Kaolin clay 2 and prepared by
using sample preparation technique No.4. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern of sample
S7, (b) SEM picture of sample S7
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Fig. 2.1 5 Microfabric of bulk sample S8 made with Kaolin clay 2 and prepared by
using sample preparation technique No.5. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern of sample
S8, (b) SEM picture of sample S8
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Fig. 2.16 Microfabric of bulk sample S9 made with Kaolin clay 2 using sample
preparation technique No.4 with and without drying. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern
of sample S9 before drying, (b) X-ray diffraction pattern of sample S9 after drying
and peeling off surface layers from the bulk sample
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Fig. 2.16 continued. (c) SEM picture of sample S9 after drying and peeling
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Fig. 2.17 Microfabric of bulk sample S10 made with Kaolin clay 2 using sample
preparation technique No.4 without peeling off surface layers from the bulk sample.
(a) X-ray diffraction pattern of sample S10, (b) SEM picture of sample S10
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Powdered Samples
Sample SJ and S2:

X-ray diffraction pattern of powered sample S1 (Fig 2.8) shows high intensity
basal peaks and prism peaks. The faces of the clay platelets consist of mostly basal planes
and edges of clay particles consist of mostly prism planes as mentioned above. Therefore
sample S 1 has clay particles that are oriented randomly as proposed in Fig 2.7a. Thus, the
microfabric of soil sample S1 might be inferred as flocculated microfabric from X-ray
diffraction data. SEM picture of soil sample S1 (Fig 2.8b) shows faces and edges of clay
particles; which corresponds to flocculated microfabric. X-ray diffraction pattern of
sample S2 (Fig 2.9) also shows high intensity basal and prism peaks, which corresponds
to flocculated microfabric and corresponding SEM picture of the sample S2 confirms the
result as shown on the surface of the irradiated volume. X-ray diffraction pattern of S2
(made with Kaolin clay2) shows an additional peak at 26.4°, which is not observed for S1
(made with Kaolin clayl ). This peak corresponds to the quartz mineral, which means that
Kaolin clay2 contains a small amount of quartz.
Glass Slide Samples
Sample S3 and S4:

X-ray diffraction pattern of sample S3 (Fig 2.10) shows only high intensity basal
peaks. Since faces of clay platelets consist of mostly basal planes, as proposed in this
paper the microfabric should correspond to dispersed (face to face contact)
conceptualized in Fig 2.7b. SEM picture of soil sample S3 shows only faces of the clay
particles normal to deposition axis confirming the proposed observations. X-ray
diffraction pattern of sample S4 (Fig 2.11) also shows high intensity basal peaks without
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prism peaks indicating dispersed microfabric and corresponding electron micrographs
validates the interpretation.
As mentioned above, Kaolin clay2 has small amount of quartz; therefore, X-ray
diffraction pattern of Kaolin clay2 might show few peaks for quartz. Fig 2. 9a showed a
peak for sample S2 at 26.5 ° corresponding 101 reflections for quartz. 101 peak is a prism
peak for quartz, which should appear only in the X-ray pattern of the sample with
flocculated microfabric. Since sample S4 has dispersed microfabric which mainly
provides the basal peaks, the X-ray diffraction pattern of S4 did not show any significant
reflection at 26.5 ° even for sample which contained quartz. This shows the importance of
orientation of platelets in interpretation of diffraction data.
Sample S5 and S6:

Glass slide samples S5 and S6 were prepared by using "Sampling technique
No. 3" with the use of Kaolin clayl and Kaolin clay2 respectively, without the use of
dispersant. X-ray diffraction pattern of sample S5, Fig 2. 1 2a, shows high intensity basal
peaks and prism peaks, which means X-rays hit both faces and edges of the clay particles.
This situation is only possible when clay particles are oriented randomly. Thus, the
microfabric of soil sample S5 should be interpreted as flocculated using X-ray diffraction
results.
However, SEM picture of soil sample S5 in Fig 2. 1 2b shows only faces of the
clay particles parallel to the surface of glass slide and that correspond to dispersed
microfabric at the surface. In SEM technique, the secondary electrons are reflected from
the surface of sample. Therefore, SEM can reveal the micro fabric of only topmost surface
of the sample. SEM picture in Fig 2. 1 2b shows only faces of the particles due to natural
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tendency for platelets to position on their face due to very large aspect ratio (size to
thickness) as explained below.
In "Sample preparation technique No.3", a thin layer of clay slurry was placed on
the glass slide. When a glass slide sample with clay slurry of high water content is kept
(50 gm clay powder with 1000 ml water) in the air for drying, the topmost surface of the
soil sample will be subjected to a force generated by surface tension. Since, clay particles
have platy shape (which means thin edges and large faces as shown in Fig 2. 5a); force
due to the surface tension on the faces will be larger than the force on the edges.
Therefore, clay platelets on top surface align themselves with their faces along the
surface. The particles existing under the topmost surface are however in random
microfabric. X-rays do not simply reflect from the sample's surface but penetrate up to a
depth of 30- 50 µm; therefore, X-ray diffraction pattern of sample S 5 shows the actual
microfabric of the sample which is identified as flocculated micro fabric.
X-ray diffraction pattern of sample S6 (Fig 2. 1 3) also shows high intensity basal
peaks and prism peaks, which corresponds to flocculated microfabric. SEM picture of
clay sample S6 again shows dispersed microfabric, which represents only the topmost
surface of the sample as explained above. This experimental observation proves that X
ray diffraction technique has the potential to give more representative and accurate results
than SEM for identifying geometrical arrangement of platelets.
Bulk Samples

Sample S7 and SB:
Both the bulk samples, S7 and S8, were made by corresponding high water
content slurry Kaolin clay 2 with and without dispersant (sample preparation technique 4
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and 5 for sample S7 and S8 respectively). X-ray diffraction pattern of sample S7 (Fig
2 .14) shows high intensity basal peaks and prism peaks indicating flocculated
microfabric. SEM picture of soil sample S7 confirms this observation. It is of interest to
note that X-ray diffraction pattern of sample S8 (Fig 2. 15) shows only high intensity
basal peaks indicating the preferential orientation of platelets normal to the view axis.
Since consolidated clay samples are relatively stiff, it was possible to hold the samples
for revealing the true microfabric by peeling of surface layers for SEM observations.
SEM images normal to this view show only edges of platelets. SEM picture of sample S8
confirms the dispersed form of microfabric.
Sample S9 (wet and dry):

Sample S9 was prepared by using Sample preparation technique No.4 with few
changes (no peeling) using Kaolin clay2 . Sample S9 was tested two times: i) wet
condition, before drying ii) dry condition or after drying in the air. Peeling off surface
layers was not possible for sample S9 in wet condition; however, peeling was done for
sample S9 after air drying. X-ray diffraction pattern of sample S9 (wet) (Figure 2 . 16, Fig
2 .16a), shows high intensity basal peaks and prism peaks indicating random orientation
of platelets. Thus, the microfabric of soil sample S9(wet) might be considered as
flocculated microfabric. X-ray diffraction pattern of sample S9(dry) (Fig 2 .16b) shows
high intensity basal peaks and prism peaks, which also corresponds to flocculated
microfabric. SEM picture of sample S9(dry) is shown in Fig 16c and agree with
diffraction data. The relative intensity of peaks in X-ray diffraction pattern of S9(wet)
(Fig 2 .16a) is smaller than in the pattern of S9(dry) because of the presence of inter-layer
water between the Kaolin unit cells. However, this data shows that X-ray technique can
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be used to evaluate wet samples and may be significant for studying soft clays. It is
important to note that SEM can not be used for studying wet samples directly.
Sample SJO:
A bulk sample S 1 0 was prepared by using Sample preparation technique No.4
with few changes (no peeling) using Kaolin clay2. Sample S 10 was air dried and not
peeled off in order to study the issues regarding peeling off surface layers in bulk
samples. X-ray diffraction pattern of sample S 1 0 (Fig 2. 1 7) shows high intensity basal
peaks and prism peaks indicating flocculated microfabric. However, SEM picture of soil
sample S 10 contradicts the above observation and shows only faces of the particles
indicating the dispersed micro fabric corresponding to the micro fabric of topmost surface.
Since topmost surface of the bulk sample is affected due to the shear force applied by the
cutting edge, the clay platelets tend to orient normal to view axis of SEM picture.
However, peeling off top surface layers reveals the undisturbed /actual micro fabric of the
sample. It is important to note that SEM can not be used without peeling off top surface
layers because of electron transmission through a thin section of the sample.
CONCLUSIONS
A new method for identifying the microfabric for cohesive soil using X-ray
diffractometer without the need for a pole figure device is proposed in this study. This
technique was based on identifying the occurrence of basal and prism peaks in a given X
ray diffraction pattern. In quantitative terms, relative intensities of basal and prism peaks
were considered to identify the microfabric. Several Kaolin clay specimens with different
particle orientations were prepared in the laboratory using five different sample
preparation techniques. Their microfabrics were identified using X-ray diffraction
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patterns and the results were assessed in conjunction with high magnification SEM
images. The technique was evaluated for two types of Kaolin clays with different
physical properties (grain size, Atterburg limits, and activity). The results indicated that
the technique worked quite well for both types of clays with different particle orientations
on both slide and bulk samples, showing its reliability and versatility.
The presence of high intensity basal peaks and relatively high intensity prism
peaks corresponded to random orientation of platelets. This was due to large number of
face-to-edge and/or edge-to-face contacts and this was identified as flocculated
microfabric. The presence of only high intensity basal peaks in the X-ray diffraction
pattern for a given sample corresponded to dispersed orientation of platelets.
The proposed method did not require impregnation of clay with alternate pore
fluids/epoxy, and was able to identify the undisturbed microfabric of clay sample at its
natural water content. The effect on interpretation of microfabric due to surface and
sample preparation procedures commonly used in studying clays using electron
microscopy, and variations in the microfabric in wet and dry conditions were also
presented. The proposed technique has the potential to become a routine tool for the
identification of microfabric of clays.
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CHAPTER 3 : EFFECT OF CONFINING PRESSURE ON
UNDRAINED SHEAR STRENGTH BEHAVIOR OF KAOLIN CLAY
USING LUBRICATED END PLATENS
ABSTRACT

The present paper deals with the effect of confining pressure on the shear strength
behavior of Kaolin clay using a triaxial system equipped with lubricated end platens. The
use of lubricated end platens reduces friction at the boundaries, and provides greater
uniformity of the stress and strain state within the specimen; however, little data has been
published in the past for clay soils using smooth platens. In this study, a series of
undrained compression and extension tests have been performed at three different
confining pressure values. The influence of confining pressure has been investigated on
the shear strength, stress-strain relationship, and pore pressure response of normally
consolidated (NC) and heavily overconsolidated (HOC) Kaolin clay. The solid
cylindrical specimens of Kaolin clay have been prepared in the laboratory by using slurry
consolidation technique. Based on the experimental data, it is shown that the shear
strength of Kaolin clay varies non-linearly and the excess pore pressure evolution varies
linearly with the change in effective confining pressure for both NC and HOC specimens.
This paper also presents a comparison between the observed shear strength parameters
for NC and HOC clay under compression and extension loading conditions.
INTRODUCTION

In the past four decades, the conventional triaxial test has become the laboratory
test that is most commonly used to investigate the mechanical behavior of soil in
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geotechnical engineering (Bjerrum and Simons 1960, Lowe and Johnson 1960, Wu et al.
1962 , Blight 1963, Janbu 1963, Lee and Seed 1967, Balasubramaniam and Chaudhry
1978, Saeedy and Mollah 1988, Kitamura and Haruyama 1988). A major drawback of the
conventional triaxial system is the non-uniformity of stress and deformation state along
the height of a specimen during externally applied load/deformation. The main source of
this non-uniformity is the shear stress in the radial direction at the frictional ends, which
can cause both the barreling effect and the concentration of dilation (volume expansion
due to shear) in local zones, which in tum results in the possibility of premature
development of failure state.
Considerable amount of research has been done in the past to improve the
conventional triaxial testing apparatus and its use. Rowe and Barden (1964) used
lubricated end platens in a desire to remove the dead zones within the specimen. Triaxial
testing with lubricated ends was also used by Barden and McDermott (1965), Sarsby et
al. (1982 ) to minimize the friction at the specimen ends so that the specimen deforms
uniformly over its full height and provides a marked increase in the uniformity of pore
pressure distribution within the clay specimen. The above experimental studies showed
that in comparison to the specimens used with frictional ends, the lubricated ends perform
better with shorter specimens. Rowe and Barden (1964) suggested to use specimens with
a slenderness ratio (height/diameter ratio; HID) of 1 for testing under lubricated end
conditions because it provides a more stable geometry and much greater uniformity of
stress and deformation throughout the test and allows the specimen to retain its
cylindri cal shape even at large strains.
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The lack of sufficient data using lubricated end triaxial system for clay soil from
previous investigations is the motivation of current experimental study. This investigation
concentrates on the effect of confining pressure on clay's undrained shear strength
behavior. A series of undrained compression and extension tests were performed on
normally consolidated (NC) and heavily overconsolidated (HOC) Kaolin clay specimens
at different confining pressure. In the present paper, an attempt has been made to evaluate
the observed mechanical behavior of clay using the concept of normalization. This study
provides an analysis of the variation of shear strength, effective friction angle (f ),
critical state parameter (M), and pore pressure parameter (Ar) at failure with respect to
the change in confining pressure.
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATION

Rowe and Barden (1964) performed a series of undrained compression tests on
sand and clay specimens with different slenderness ratio of the specimens using frictional
and lubricated end platens.

Their study was mostly focused on the importance of

lubricated end platens and explained the advantages of using lubricated ends for clay
specimens instead of using frictional ends. Barden and McDermott (1965) used lubricated
ends and performed a series of undrained compression tests on normally consolidated
boulder clay and overconsolidated specimens of remolded and weathered clay. They used
various types of grease to prepare lubricated ends and studied the change in effective
friction angle due to the change in the lubricant type. Sarsby et al. (1982) performed a
series of undrained cyclic compression tests on various artificial triaxial samples
composed of silicon carbide, zirconia, dolomite, and bronze by using lubricated ends. The
purpose of their research was to study the errors associated with the measured axial
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deformation due to the compression and distortion of the rubber/grease layer when the
lubricated platens were used to load particulate media.
Bjerrum et al. (1 958) first studied the effect of consolidation pressure on shear
strength behavior of clay using frictional end platens. In this study, undrained triaxial
tests were performed on soft marine clay at confining pressures of 98, 1 96, and 392 kPa.
The modulus of elasticity of clay soil was reported to decrease with a reduction of
consolidation pressure. Simons (1 960a) performed undrained compression tests on
normally consolidated Drammen clay at three different values of confining pressure (1 47,
2 45, and 343 kPa) using frictional ends. The experimental data showed that the Mohr
Coulomb failure envelop was non-linear, and the effective stress friction angle (<t>' )
decreased with an increase in confining pressure. Their study showed that the strength
normalized by the confining stress of clay specimen decreased as the confining pressure
was increased. The magnitude of axial strain at failure of Drammen clay specimen was
observed to increase with confining pressure. Simons (1960b) observed the effect of
overconsolidation on the shear strength characteristics of undisturbed Oslo clay
specimens using frictional end triaxial apparatus. In the later study, Simons reported that
the shear strength parameters of clay were significantly influenced by the consolidation
history of the specimens, and the shear strength parameter values were a function of the
overconsolidation ratio (OCR) of the clay.
Balasubramaniam and W aheed (1 977) used conventional triaxial system and
performed a series of extension tests on normally consolidated and overconsolidated
(OCR = 1. 4 to 6.6) specimens of Bangkok clay for confining pressure ranging from 10 to
414 kPa. They observed that the stress-strain behavior could be linearly normalized using
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pre-shear consolidation pressure, but only for normally consolidated clay and not for the
overconsolidated conditions. Balasubramaniam and Chaudhry (1978) studied the
compressive shear strength characteristics of Bangkok clay for the confining pressure
ranging from 138 to 414 kPa, and concluded that the effective stress ratio (cr' 1 /cr3 ' ) versus
axial strain relationships were constant for each confining pressure value. Saeedy and
Mollah (1988) performed a series of triaxial tests using frictional end platens for a range
of confining pressure values between 69 and 621 kPa, and proposed a method to predict
the undrained stability and deformation behavior of saturated cohesive soils. Kitamura
and Haruyama (1988) performed a series of drained compression tests using frictional
ends to study the stress-strain and stress-dilatancy relationship for clayey and sandy soils
under a wide range of confining pressure (98 to 980 kPa). In this research, the mechanical
behavior of clayey and sandy soil was reported to be similar under wide-ranging
confining pressure although these materials are often treated as different. Lee (1965), and
Lee and Seed (1967) studied the effect of confining pressure on shear strength
characteristics of sandy soil subjected to high confining pressure (3,900 to 14,000 kPa).
In these studies, Ottawa sand and Sacramento river sand specimens were tested using
frictional end platens. The experimental data presented the evidence of non-linear Mohr
failure envelop, and the �' decreased with an increase in confining pressure. This study
also reported that the dense sand dilates and exhibits a brittle type of stress-strain curve
for low confining pressures, and the same dense sand becomes contractive in nature and
exhibits a more plastic stress-strain relationship for high confining pressures.
The present research concentrates on the effect of confining pressure on the
mechanical properties of clay soil usmg the lubricated end triaxial testing for
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compression and extension loading on NC and HOC Kaolin clay specimens. Such data
does not exist in the published literature and one of the objectives for this paper is to
provide high quality triaxial stress-strain data using lubricated end platens for cohesive
soil. A second objective for this study is to provide reference stress-strain data for
cylindrical Kaolin clay specimens under triaxial conditions. The senior author recently
completed a comprehensive experimental study using the same Kaolin clay for evaluating
the effect of intermediate principle stress on true triaxial stress-strain behavior using
cubical shaped specimens (Prashant and Penumadu 2004), and the effect of rotation of
major principal stress using combined axial-torsion testing on hollow cylindrical
specimens (Lin and Penumadu 2005). The present experimental program describes the
behavior of identically prepared cylindrical specimens using conventional triaxial testing
with lubricated end platens for use in constitutive modeling and includes data for varying
confining pressures.
MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND SPECIMEN PREPARATION

The present investigation was carried out on a commercially available Kaolin
clay. All the experiments were performed on slurry consolidated Kaolin clay specimens.
The Kaolin clay used in this research has a liquid limit of 62 %; plasticity index of 30 %;
and specific gravity of 2.63. Grain size distribution of Kaolin clay indicates that 92% of
particles are finer than 10µm, and 62% are finer than 2µm, with an activity of 0. 44.
For triaxial experiments, the solid cylindrical specimens of Kaolin clay were
produced by using a two-stage slurry consolidation technique described by Penumadu et
al. (1998). Fig 3.1 shows the setup for specimen preparation in the laboratory. The clay
slurry was prepared with 155 % water content corresponding to 2.5 times its liquid limit
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Fig. 3.1 Sample preparation of Kaolin clay specimen using slurry consolidation. (a)
Prepared Kaolin clay slurry with 155% water content, (b) Teflon consolidometer
with clay slurry at applied vertical stress of 207 kPa, (c) Kaolin clay specimen of 102
mm diameter (HID =1) after Ko consolidation
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(62 %), as suggested by Sheeran and Krizek (197 1 ) to avoid the influence of the method
of placement in consolidometer. Fig 3. la, b, and c respectively show the prepared clay
slurry, the Teflon slurry consolidometer, and the prepared clay specimen. The slurry was
consolidated under Ko condition at a vertical effective stress of 2 07 kPa until the primary
consolidation was completed. The maximum target consolidation pressure was applied
during slurry stage of the specimen in order to minimize the effect of the consolidometer
wall deformation during Ko consolidation process of specimen preparation. Solid
cylindrical clay specimens of 102 mm diameter and 102 mm height (slenderness ratio = 1)
were obtained after slurry consolidation, as shown in Fig 3 .1 . The clay specimens with
height to diameter ratio of 1 were used in the present study as per the recommendations
of Rowe and Barden (1 964).
TRIAXIAL TESTING SETUP
Preparation of Lubricated End Platens

A schematic diagram of the triaxial cell with lubricated ends is given in Fig 3.2 a.
Fig 3.2 b shows a picture of polished end platen with a thin layer of silicon grease
(vacuum grease) on its surface, and Fig 3.2 c shows the location of radial drainage ports at
the platen. Each platen (top and bottom) had two radial drainage ports at their outer
surface, and these ports were covered by porous plastic strip that extended
circumferentially to improve the drainage conditions of the testing system. In order to
prepare the lubricated end platens (Free ends), the steel platens were cleaned thoroughly,
a thin layer of high vacuum grease was spread uniformly over each platen, and a circular
piece of latex membrane (same diameter as platen and 0.3 mm thickness) was then laid
on to the grease and pressed in such a way as to minimize the amount of entrapped air. A
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(a)

Filter paper strips

(b)
To back
pressure
Ends lubricated with vacuum grease and
latex membrane
Center post to pre\ent lateral rigid body sliding
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Fig. 3.2 Triaxial testing setup with Lubricated end platens. (a) Schematic diagram of
triaxial testing assembly, (b) Platen with vacuum grease, (c) Radial drainage ports
located, (d) Clay specimen (102mm diameter & 102mm height) with platens
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circular piece of filter paper, with much larger diameter than the platen was placed on top
of the latex membrane in a way that the filter paper completely covered the porous plastic
strip on the sides of the platens. The clay specimen was placed between the top and
bottom platens and wrapped with filter paper strips facilitating the soil specimen with
efficient radial drainage, as shown in Fig 3.2d. Authors arrived at the above reported
approach to use lubricated ends after a large number of initial trials to optimize drainage
associated with the saturated clay specimens during consolidation and application of
shear stress under undrained conditions.
Experimental Setup

The experimental measurements were recorded at a fixed time interval using six
sensors: a Load cell, three Pressure transducers, an LVDT (Linear Variable Displacement
transducer), and a differential pressure transducer. The Load cell was used to measure the
axial force applied to the specimen. The pressure transducers were used to monitor the
triaxial cell pressure, and the pore pressure values at the top and bottom of the soil
specimen. The LVDT was mounted on the top plate of triaxial cell to measure the
displacement, which was used to calculate the change in height of the specimen during
various stages of the test. The volume change was monitored by using a differential
pressure transducer. Figure 3. 3 shows the volume change measurement device, cell
volume control device, triaxial cell with Kaolin clay specimen, and a picture of complete
test setup. Fig 3.3a shows the volume change measurement device containing a burette
and a differential pressure transducer placed on the pressure control panel. The volume of
water expelled from the specimen was calculated by using the height of the water column
in burette, which was measured using the differential pressure transducer. Fig 3.3b shows
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Fig. 3.3 Triaxial testing setup. (a)Volume change measurement device, (b) Cell
volume control device, (c) Specimen in triaxial cell, (d) Testing setup with triaxial
cell, data acquisition system, and pressure control panel
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the cell-volume control device which was used in the triaxial setup to have de-aired water
inside the cell. This device has a membrane of very low water-vapor transmission rate
that separated the cell water from air pressure supply, and transferred the pressure
without dissolving the air in the cell water. Any air dissolved in the cell water could
transmit through the latex membrane in long duration tests, and significantly change the
saturation level of the specimens. Fig 3.3c shows a cylindrical Kaolin clay specimen
placed inside the triaxial cell filled with de-aired water. Fig 3.3d shows an overall
configuration of the test setup including a clay specimen inside the triaxial cell attached
with the pressure control panel, data acquisition system and other electronics, and an
attached computer that records consolidation and shear data throughout the test.
TEST PROCEDURE
Saturation

After assembling the clay specimen in a custom-built triaxial cell as shown above,
three pressure transducers were attached to the system for measuring the pore pressure at
top and bottom of the specimen, and the cell pressure. The assembly followed the
general procedure of ASTM: D47 67-95 for consolidated undrained triaxial compression
tests for cohesive soils. To saturate the specimen-boundary interfaces, the system was
flushed with CO2 initially, and then purged with de-aired, de-ionized water. Back
pressure was used to dissolve any trapped CO2 into the solution and to ensure proper
saturation level of the specimen. A back pressure of 172 kPa was applied to all the test
specimens throughout the consolidation and shearing processes. In all the tests, the
measured Skempton's pore pressure parameter B during saturation check was greater
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than 0.98 indicating that a high degree of saturation was achieved prior to the application
of shear stress.
Isotropic Consolidation and Shearing

After saturation, the specimen was isotropically consolidated under the chosen
effective confining pressure (207, 276, and 34 5 kPa). Radial drainage provided by the
filter paper strips on the outer surface of the specimen reduced the necessary time for
consolidation and pore pressure equalization. The volume change of the specimen was
measured throughout the consolidation process. After completion of isotropic
consolidation, a displacement controlled axial loading frame (Geotest, Model No. S576 1 )
was used to apply the axial load on the specimen simulating compression and extension
stress paths.
TESTING PROGRAM

Using the lubricated end triaxial system, a series of isotropically consolidated triaxial
compression and extension tests were conducted on normally consolidated
(overconsolidation ratio; OCR =l) and heavily overconsolidated (OCR =10) Kaolin clay
specimens (102 mm diameter & 102 mm height). Three pre-consolidation pressures (207,
276, and 34 5 kPa) were used in this study to evaluate the effect of confining pressure on
the mechanical response of clay. All the clay specimens were sheared under undrained
conditions at the strain rate of 0. 0 5% per min ensuring excess pore pressure equilibration
during shear. A good repeatability of experimental data was achieved during this testing
program. Figure 3.4 shows a typical example of the repeatability using the stress-strain
curves and effective stress paths (q Vs p' curve) for repeated triaxial compression tests on
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Fig. 3.4 Triaxial test data of Kaolin clay at 276 kPa of p' 0 for showing repeatability
of the tests. ( a) Stress-strain curves, (b) Effective stress paths
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NC and HOC clay with pre-consolidation pressure of 276 kPa. The values of q and p'
were calculated using Eq. 3. 1 and 3 .2 respectively.
q = (cr 1 '- cr3 ') . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . (3. 1)
p ' = (cr 1 ' +cr2 ' +cr 3 ' ) /3

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3.2)

DISCUSSION
Normalization Criteria

There are two ways of normalizing the stress paths that many researchers have
used in previous studies for normally and overconsolidated clays. In one method, the
stresses are normalized by the pre-shear effective confining pressure (ere ') and in the
other method by the effective pre-consolidation pressure before shearing (p0 ' ) . The
effective stress paths normalized by the ere ' for triaxial compression tests on NC and
HOC Kaolin clay specimens are presented in Fig 3.5. This figure shows that the
normalization method using ere' resulted in a large variation between the normalized
values of deviatoric stress corresponding to NC and HOC clay. These normalized
effective stress paths indicate that the shear stiffness and strength of the HOC clay would
be much higher in comparison to NC clay at the same effective confining pressure. This
could be attributed to the fact that the HOC clay would have much lower void ratio than
the NC clay at the same value of confining pressure. In order to' incorporate the influence
of void ratio (e), the normalization method using p0 ' was used for normalizing the stress
path, shear behavior, and pore pressure response of clay. The normalization method using
p0 ' was a common technique used in most of the volumetric hardening constitutive
models, such as the critical state model (Schofield and Wroth 1 968). It is important to
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Fig. 3.5 Normalized effective stress paths (normalization with a' c) for compression
tests on NC and HOC specimens

note that the values of ac ' used for triaxial tests on NC clay were 207, 276, and 345 kPa,
and for the tests on HOC clay, they were 21, 28, and 35 kPa. Therefore, the three values
of pre-consolidation pressure used for the triaxial tests on HOC clay were the same as for
the tests on NC clay (p0 ' = 207, 276, 345 kPa). Thus, it was reasonable to normalize the
stress-strain excess pore pressure evolution, and effective stress path by using p0 ' instead
of crc ' .
Pore-pressure Evolution

The volumetric response of a soil during undrained shearing is represented by the
evolution of excess pore pressure. Figure 3.6 shows the excess pore pressure evolution
normalized by p0 ' for the triaxial compression and extension tests on NC and HOC
specimens. In this study, the normalized excess pore pressure response of NC clay was
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Fig. 3.6 Normalized excess pore pressure response for three different confining
pressures
observed to be unaffected with the variation in confining pressure. The excess pore
pressure evolution during extension tests on NC specimens was negative at low strain
levels (Ea < 0. 5%), which eventually increased to positive values by further shearing. The
Stress-strain Relationship
Figure 3. 7 shows the relationship between the deviatoric stress normalized by P o '
and axial strain during undrained shearing. This figure shows the data for compression
and extension tests on both NC and HOC Kaolin clay specimens. The stress-strain
relationships for compression tests did not indicate well-defined peaks as those were
observed in extension tests. Perhaps, this behavior could be attributed to the inherent
instability that develops in the deforming specimen under triaxial extension loading
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conditions at high strain levels. During extension shearing, the specimen tends to have a
smaller cross-sectional area at the middle of the clay specimen compared to the area at
top and bottom of the specimen. This makes the clay specimen weak and unstable when
subjected to a large amount of shear deformation, and leads to strain localization within
the soil element. During compression testing, the cross-sectional area of the specimen
increases; and therefore, a tendency for such instability does not exist. However, the
specimen under compression loading may still undergo other modes of strain localization
close to peak shear stress location due to material imperfections. It is important to note
that the instability during extension is significantly reduced with the use of lubricated end
platens in the present research. Figure 3.8 shows the pictures of sheared Kaolin clay
specimens subjected to extension and compression loading conditions during this study.
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Fig. 3.8 Kaolin clay specimens after shearing at 1 8% strain levels using lubricated
end triaxial setup. (a) Extension test, (b) Compression test

The cross-sectional area of section 2-2 was found to be significantly smaller than the area
of section 1-1 in extension tests; however, the area of both the cross-sectional area at top
and bottom of specimen during compression test was observed to be fairly similar.
In all the undrained triaxial experiments performed using lubricated end platens,
the normalized deviatoric stress was decreased when p0 ' increased. The change in
normalized deviatoric stress due to the variation in p0 ' was found to be much stronger for
NC clay than that for HOC clay, which can be rationalized by considering the absolute
difference in the values of crc' for NC and HOC specimens of Kaolin clay. The applied
crc' values in the current study were 207, 276, and 345 kPa for NC clay and 21, 28, and
35 kPa for HOC clay. Therefore the corresponding variation in effective cell pressure
(crc') difference for a given p0 ' was found to be 69 kPa for NC and 7 kPa for HOC clay.
The small variation of crc' values for HOC clay contributed to a correspondingly small
variation in deviatoric stress. Therefore, the confining pressure shows a stronger
influence on the shear deformation behavior of NC clay than HOC clay.
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Stress Path Effects

Figure 3. 9 shows the effective stress paths (compression or extension test) of NC
and HOC clay, and the stress states are normalized by p0 ' . The normalized effective stress
paths for triaxial compression tests on NC clay showed a marked influence of the p0 '
values; whereas, the effective stress paths for extension tests for NC clay exhibited little
variation with respect to p0 ' . The pattern of effective stress path during undrained
shearing could depend on both the shear stiffness and the volumetric tendency of the soil.
The pore pressure evolution was observed to be linearly dependent on p0 ' (Fig 3.6).
Therefore, the observed variation in the normalized effective stress paths for NC clay was
due to the non-linear dependency of shear stiffness on p0 ' , as was shown by the shear
stress-strain relationships in Fig 3.7. The normalized effective stress paths of NC clay
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tests at three different confming pressures
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show a decreasing trend as p0 ' increased for both compression and extension loading
conditions, and therefore, the effective stress paths were not linearly dependent on p0 ' .
The normalized effective stress paths for HOC clay did not show significant variation
with respect to the change in p0 ' values due to the small difference of effective cell
pressure (ticrc '=7 k:Pa) applied during HOC stress state, as was explained earlier. For NC
clay, effective stress paths tend to shift towards the origin at higher strain levels;
however, effective stress paths for HOC clay tend to go away from the origin. This
behavior could also be interpreted as the normally consolidated clay being contractive
and overconsolidated clay being dilative in nature during shearing. This behavior was
observed to be the same for both compression and extension loading conditions.

SHEAR STRENGTH PARAMETERS

Table 3. 1 presents a summary of the shear strength parameters obtained from

various triaxial undrained tests performed on Kaolin clay specimens with different stress
history using lubricated end triaxial system described in this paper.
Hvorslev (1 960) reported that "the values of c' and fare not the actual cohesion
or angle of internal friction but merely mathematical components". Using Hvorslev's
approach the values of apparent cohesion and angle of internal friction were calculated
for the experimental data from the current study and the values are listed in Table 3.la.
For NC clay, the effective friction angle (cp') was found to be decreased with an increase
in the confining stress for compression and extension loading conditions. Similar
behavior was observed for HOC clay when cp' values were compared for triaxial
compression and extension tests performed at different confining pressure values. HOC
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Table 3.1 Shear strength properties of Kaolin clay during undrained shearing. (a)
Using Hvorslev's approach, (b) No aging effect (c'= 0 for HOC clay)
(a)

.,

c'
Ea
ac '
q
Po'
M
e
Ar
C'J1 '/C13'
Ao
(kPa) (%)
(kPa) (de2.)
(kPa) (kPa)
Compression tests performed on normally consolidated (OCR 1) clay specimens

207

207

1 .05

1 27. 1

1 1.1

1 .27

3.21

0.0

3 1.7

1 .08

276

276

1 .00

1 54.5

1 1 .5

1 .20

3.00

0.0

30. 1

1 .24

345

345

0.97

1 86.5

14.0

1.18

2.94

0.0

29.5

1 .29

-

207

21

1.12

82. 1

10.0

1 .42

3.69

9.5

27.5

-0. 1 1

0.8 1

276

28

1 .06

106.3

12.7

1 .49

3.99

22.0

2 1 .8

-0.07

0.84

345

35

1 .03

1 29.6

1 1 .5

1 .56

4.82

32.0

1 9.5

-0.05

0.84

207

207

1 .03

1 14.5

1 1 .0

1 .01

4. 1 0

0.0

37.4

1 .54

276

276

1 .00

147.2

1 1 .0

0.97

3.72

0.0

35.2

1 .55

345

345

0.97

1 76.6

12.7

0.91

3.33

0.0

32.6

1 .57

-

207

21

1.11

68.0

10.6

1.1 1

5.30

1 0.0

3 1 .4

0.01

0.75

276

28

1 .07

89.5

10.0

1.12

5.42

14.0

29.0

0.01

0.78

Compression tests performed on heavily overconsolidated (OCR 10) clay specimens

Extension tests performed on normally consolidated (OCR 1) clay specimens

Extension tests performed on heavily overconsolidated (OCR 10) clay specimens

1 .02 1 08.9 8.5 1 . 1 3
35
25.6
345
5.55
23.4
0.08 0.79
Ea =Axial strain at failure; M =Critical state parameter; cr 1 '/cr3' =Effective stress ratio; c' =Apparent
cohesion. Above shear test data represents the values at failure of the specimen.

(b)

Type of testing

.,

Po'
(kPa)
207

q
(Kpa)
82. 1

(de2.)
35.0

276

1 06.3

37.0

345

129.6

4 1 .0

207

68.0

39.0

276

89.5

4 1 .0

345

1 08.9

44.0

Compression tests on HOC clay

Extension tests on HOC clay
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clay also showed a marked increase in the apparent cohesion (c') of Kaolin clay with the
rise in pre-consolidation pressure (po'), and this indicates that the effective cohesion is a
function of p0 ' , as reported by Hvorslev (1 960).
Since the clay specimens used in the current study were slurry consolidated in the
laboratory and did not experience aging before triaxial testing; therefore, the true
cohesion for this clay could be assumed zero. Therefore, the tests performed at different
confining pressure but the same overconsolidation level would show zero intercept (c')
for the Mohr-Coulomb's failure envelope. Based on this approach, the values of cp' were
calculated at different confining pressures for HOC clay assuming c' to be zero. The
calculated values of cp' are given in Table 3. 1 b. Within the range of effective confining
pressure used in this study, the effective friction angle (cp') showed a marked increase
with the increase in po' values during both compression and extension shearing.
The effective friction angle of NC specimens of Kaolin clay {LL

=

62%, PI =

30%, activity = 0. 44) from this study was observed to be in the range of 29. 5 ° to 3 1 .7°
during compression shearing at various effective confining pressure values (207, 276, and
345 kPa). Seed (1 960) reported 24 ° of cp' value for Kaolin clay {LL = 47 %, PI = 16%) by
performing compression tests on NC specimens using frictional ends at 98 kPa of
confining pressure. Broms (1963) performed frictional end triaxial compression tests on
NC specimens (aspect ratio =2) of Kaolin clay (LL = 48 %, PI

=

1 5 %, activity = 0.38) at

the effective confining pressure of 63 7 kPa, and obtained the cp' value of 24.5 °. Sridharan
(197 1 ) observed cp'

=

25. 5 ° for Kaolin clay {LL

=

49%, PI

=

20%) by performing

compression tests on NC clay specimens (aspect ratio =2) at 207 kPa of confining
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pressure using lubricated ends . The current research showed the largest value of �' for
Kaolin clay in comparison to the reported values in previous studies . This could be
attributed to the fact that Kaolin clay used in the current study had higher liquid limit and
plasticity index . Another reason could be the use of clay specimens with aspect ratio 1
and lubricated ends for testing in the current study, which may contribute to the higher
value of f .
The critical state parameter, M, which is the ratio of deviatoric stress q and mean
effective stress p' at failure, was calculated for various triaxial tests . The M value
decreased for NC clay and increased for HOC clay as the p0 ' increased for both the
compression and the extension stress paths . Having a relationship with M, the effective
stress ratio at failure showed a similar pattern for NC and HOC clay, as listed in Table
3 . 1 . Skempton' s (1 954) pore pressure parameters (Ar) is used in practice to estimate the
pore pressure response of soil at failure conditions . Ar can be calculated by using Eq . 3 . 3 .
The parameter B was assumed to be 1 for saturated clay specimens in this research . Pore
pressure parameter (Ar) was observed to be fairly stable with the variation in p0 ' for all
cases; triaxial compression and extension tests on Kaolin clay with OCR values 1 and 1 0 .
The average value of Ar at three different confining pressures was obtained to be 1 . 25 for
compression tests and 1 . 5 5 for extension tests .
l:lu1 - B.l:la31
(3 3 )
A1 = ----------.
. . .. . .
.. . . .
fla1 J - l:la3f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mayne ( 1 979) introduced an empirical relationship for normalizing the undrained
shear strength of overconsolidated clay and normally consolidated clay, as shown in Eq .
3 .4.
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OCR Ao = (su I (J'cO ') oc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3 .4)
(su I (J'cO 1NC
The parameter A0 was reported to be constant for a particular soil in the study performed
by Mayne. As shown in Table 3. 1, the value of A0 did not change significantly for the
variation of p0 ' (69 kPa) at certain type of anisotropic loading conditions. The
approximate value of A0 for compression and extension testing were determined to be
0. 82 and 0. 77 respectively.
CONCLUSIONS

Using a lubricated end triaxial testing setup, a series of undrained compression
and extension tests were performed on solid cylindrical specimens of Kaolin clay with
overconsolidation ratios of 1 and 10. The influence of confining pressure on the
mechanical behavior of Kaolin clay was investigated using stress-strain relationship, pore
pressure evolution during shearing, and the observed shear strength behavior. The
cylindrical specimens were prepared by consolidating the Kaolin clay slurry under Ko
conditions at 2 07 kPa of axial stress.
In this study, the excess pore pressure evolution normalized by pre-consolidation
pressure (p ' 0) for NC specimens was observed to be unaffected due to the change in
confining pressure; however, there was a small effect of confining pressure for the HOC
specimens. During extension shearing of NC specimens, negative excess pore pressure
was observed at low strain levels (Ea < 0. 5%), which eventually increased to positive
values by further shearing under undrained conditions. For all practical purposes, it could
be concluded that the excess pore pressure evolution for Kaolin clay was linearly
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dependent on pre-consolidation pressure (p0 ' ) for both NC and HOC stress state. The
pore pressure parameter Ar was unaffected by the magnitude of p0 ' . The stress-strain
relationship for NC clay was observed to have a trend of decreasing normalized shear
stress with increasing p0 ' values. A similar trend was observed for the normalized
effective stress paths at different p0 ' values. The HOC clay showed a similar trend of
normalized stress-strain relationships and effective stress paths with varying pre
consolidation pressures; however, the relative variation was observed to be much smaller
in comparison to NC clay.
The undrained shear strength of Kaolin clay was observed to have a non-linear
relationship with the effective confining pressure during shearing of NC and HOC
specimens. The normalized deviatoric stress at failure (q/p0 ' ) decreased as p0 ' increased
for particular type of loading conditions applied on the clay specimens sheared from a
given overconsolidation level. The shear strength parameters (<!>'and c') showed a marked
difference with the variation in effective confining pressure. Pore pressure parameter
( A0 ) was calculated using the undrained shear strength (Su) of the clay specimens with
OCR values of 1 and 10, was found to be constant for a particular mode of anisotropic
loading (compression and extension) despite the variations in pre-consolidation pressures.
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CHAPTER 4: DRAINED SHEAR STRENGTH PROPERTIES OF
KAOLIN CLAY USING LUBRICATED END TRIAXIAL SETUP
ABSTRACT
This paper evaluates the significance of appropriate drainage conditions in a
triaxial testing device that uses lubricated end platens. The lubricated platens are used to
minimize the barreling effect of a deforming triaxial specimen and are used to minimize
strain localizations. However, the use of smooth end platen requires a unique design of
drainage conditions as presented in this paper for cohesive soil. In the proposed study,
improved drainage conditions are obtained by using: i) a circular poro-plastic strip which
is placed around top and bottom platens covering the radial drainage ports, and ii)
connecting drainage pathways on clay surface with radial ports using filter paper. The
variation in the shear stress-strain and volume change response during undrained and
drained testing with improved drainage conditions is also studied by performing a series
of compression and extension tests on normally consolidated (NC) and heavily
overconsolidated (HOC) specimens of Kaolin clay under drained and undrained shearing

conditions. A variation of o0-3° in the values of effective friction angle (q> ') was observed
for drained and undrained conditions for identical Kaolin clay specimens for OCR =1 and
10. The stress-strain relationship for drained and undrained testing exhibited the similar
trends of shear deformation for all compression and extension tests performed on NC and

HOC clay.
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INTRODUCTION

Previous studies related to triaxial testing on clays indicate that the conditions for
an undrained test involving excess pore pressure equilibration under applied shear load is
not difficult to satisfy; however the conditions of a drained test are strictly satisfied only
if the rate of loading is infinitely slow (Gibson and Henkel 1954, Henkel 1956, Bjerrum
et al. 1958, Crawford 1959, Simons 1960, Ladanyi 1965, Balasubramaniam and
Chaudhry 1978). In a drained triaxial test, it is assumed that the minor principal effective
stress is equal to the difference between the triaxial cell pressure and the back pressure
applied to the pore water through the drain lines. To satisfy this condition, a rate of
deformation must be estimated which will allow the pore pressure to equalize throughout
the specimen. Besides using an appropriate external deformation rate during a drained
test on clayey soil, it is also important to provide good drainage conditions to avoid
excess pore pressure generation within the specimen during the application of loading.
In comparison to higher permeability materials (sand), the drained tests on low
permeability cohesive materials such as clays require much lower strain rate and better
drainage conditions to allow complete dissipation of excess pore pressure developed in
the specimen during shearing. Most of the triaxial drained tests reported in the past
literature were performed using frictional end boundary conditions, which can provide
relatively good drainage conditions with the use of porous stones at the frictional ends,
but can lead to barreling effect and non-uniform deformation within the clay specimen
Lubricated ends have smooth platens, which minimize the barreling effect and the
concentration of dilation in local zones (Rowe and Barden 1 964, Barden and McDermott
1965, Sarsby et al. 1 982). Smooth platens require special arrangement for good drainage
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conditions in the triaxial system, which has been usually provided by having few drain
holes on the side of platens and connecting them to the specimen drainage using filter
paper strips (Bishop and Henkel 1962, Berre 1982, Leroueil et al. 1988). However, with
such an arrangement, the connectivity of complete drainage system could become a
critical issue during the phase of triaxial testing with drained boundary conditions. Most
of the previous investigations using lubricated ends were performed using undrained
triaxial compression testing, which had the drained conditions only during the
consolidation phase of testing. During a drained triaxial test, the external drainage
conditions might influence both the consolidation and shearing stage of testing and have
a significant impact on the interpreted soil properties. This motivated the authors to
investigate the influence of external drainage system on the measured soil properties and
modify the lubricated end triaxial testing setup to achieve good drainage conditions. The
necessary experimental data was obtained in the current study for three types of drainage
conditions to evaluate the variation of shear behavior of clay with respect to its drainage
conditions using testing setup with lubricated ends.
Drained triaxial tests on clay specimens are time-consuming due to the low
permeability of clay, and have been rarely performed in the past using triaxial system
with lubricated ends. Most of the published data using lubricated ends related to shear
strength of clay does not provide information related to drainage conditions of testing
setup and strain rate during shearing. Several experimental studies using frictional end
triaxial system report that the shear strength properties of clay may vary significantly
from triaxial compression to triaxial extension loading conditions (Yaid and Campanella
1 974, Nakase and Kamei 1 986, Mitachi et al. 1 988); however, it has not been shown
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experimentally using lubricated end triaxial system as per the author's knowledge. The
lack of consistent experimental data using a triaxial system with lubricated ends and good
external drainage conditions were the author's motivation to perform this study. This
paper presents a comparison analysis of the shear behavior of Kaolin clay under drained
and undrained conditions by performing a series . of triaxial compression as well as
extension tests on normally consolidated (NC) and heavily overconsolidated (HOC) clay.
These experiments were performed using a modified triaxial system with a new type of
specimen drainage conditions.
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATION

A significant amount of effort has been devoted in the last several decades to
characterize the shear strength behavior of clays using triaxial systems which facilitate
control of drainage boundary conditions during testing. Table 4.1 presents a
comprehensive summary of the important data published in the literature related to the
triaxial testing on clays. This table indicates that a very little amount of data has been
published using drained tnaxial testing due to its time consuming process. Few
investigations have reported triaxial extension test data; however, they were all
performed using frictional end boundary conditions. It has been recognized in the past
that the non-uniformities induced by the frictional ends during shearing may have much
stronger effect on the interpreted clay behavior under extension loading conditions than
the compression (Balasubramaniam and Waheed 1977).
The use of lubricated ends in the triaxial setup was introduced in 1960s in order to
achieve minimum radial friction at the specimen ends and thus reduce non-uniformity of
deformation during shearing (Rowe and Barden 1964, Barden and McDermott 1965).
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Table 4.1 A summary of shear behavior of various clays presented in previous
studies
Stress
C'c
OCR
c' (kPa)
Path
(kPa)
)
(9)
(7
(6)
(8)
Triaxial testing using Frictional ends: Undrained tests
1
207
0
43 25 0.6/40 cruc·
NA
Weald (R), Henkel 1956
24
34.5
10
1
207
0
NA
78 52 1 . 1/47 cruc·
London (R), Henkel 1956
32
34.5
12
NA
Fomebu (I), Bjerrum 1958
48 24 0.5/NA CIUC
oc
NA
4
Leda (I), Crawford 1959
f, I, Ch
24
65 39 0.6/60 cmc· oc 196-588
1
NA
33 15 NA
Drammen (I), Simons 1960 a
CIUC
196
0
1
4 1-130
CIUC
0
NA
39 1 8 0.4/45 CIUC
Oslo (I), Simons 1960 b
oc 99-21 7
7
CAUC oc 106-220
13
1
NA
38 1 8 NA
CIUC
Drammen (I), Bjerrum 1960
NA
0
1
NA
CIUC
54 29 NA
NA
0
48 23 NA
Oslo (I), Bjerrum 1960
NA
1
CIUC
NA
0
1
NA
39 1 6 NA
CIUC
NA
0
1
NA
0
Boston (I), Whitman 1960
NA
70 40 NA/45 cruc·
oc
NA
29
78 52 NA
1
NA
CIUC
London (R), Henkel 1960
NA
0
NA
1
43 25 NA
Weald (R), Henkel 1960
CIUC
827
0
CAUC
1
NA
32 13 NA
Hirfanali (1), Lowe 1960
48-414
0
1 345-1379
NA
Flannagan (I), Lowe 1960
CIUC
45 20 NA
0
NA
1
50 35 NA
Mexico (I), Marsal 1960
CIUC
97-484
0
38 14 NA
1
Clay (L), Seed 1960
NA
cruc
98
0
47 16 NA
1
Kaolinite (L), Seed 1960
NA
CIUC
98
0
NA
London (I), Skempton 196 1
95 65 1 .3/52 CIUC
NA
44
18
53 26 NA
NA
Ottawa (R), Kenny 1961
1
CIUC
NA
0
14
1
NA
NA
Cornell (R), Kenny 196 1
28
CIUC
NA
0
1
NA
55 32 NA/65 CIUC
Sault ste (I), Wu 1962
98-245
0
Ca. I
Ca. IL (L), Olson 1962
85 48 0.48/NA CAUC
1
0
35-48.3
0
1
637
CAUC
13
49
31
K
48 1 5 0.4/40
Kaolinite (L), Broms 1963
1
0
637
CIUC
13
49
28
K
Terra R. (R), Dacruz 1963
43 22 NA/42 CIUC
1
98
0
1
NA
0
NA
7 1 42 NA
Amuay (R), Lambe 1963
CIUC
oc
24
NA
NA
Clay (R), Richardson 1963
62 38 0.85/NA CIUC
1
0
4 14
1
CIUC
NA
0
I
Weald (R), Henkel 1964
46 22 NA/38
CAUC
1
NA
0
Name of Clay, Reference Mineralogy LL Pl
(1 )
(2)
(3) (4)

A/F
(5)

77

cl>'

(deg)
(10)

23
22
19
18
30
17
32.5
32
32
3 1 .5
30
30
31
33
22
22
18
22
33
31
42
37
24
20
35
37
28
24

27
26
24
23
30
30
14
23
26
25

Table 4.1 Continued

Winnipeg (I), Crawford 1964
Kyoto (R), Akai 1965
Massach.(L), Wissa 1 965

NA
NA

94 60 NA/83
88 57 NA
2 1 6 NA/15

Stress
Path
(6)
CAUC
CAUC
CIUC

Scott (R), Ladanyi 1965

NA

34 12 0.3/47

CIUC

25 NA/50
32 NA
29 NA
33 NA
36 1 .2/30
49 NA
10 NA/36

CIUC
CIUC
CIUC
CIUC
CIUC
CIUC
CIUC

Name of Clay, Reference Mineralogy LL PI
(3) (4)
(2)
(1)

I

NA
Clay (I), D'Appolonia 1 966
Modndal (I), Karlsson 1967 I, Q, Ch
Mu, G IB
Ghana (I), DeGraft 1 969
Silty clay
Milazoo (I), Croce 1969
NA
Japan clay (L), Shibata 1 969
NA
Bangkok (I), Moh 1 969
Hm, Ch
Newfield (I), Sangrey 1969
Clay (L), Mesri 1970

Ca. M

Ontario (I), Raymond 1972
Seattle (R), Sherif 1972
Mexico (R), Alberro 1973
Clay (I), Raymond 1973
Kimola (I), Berre 1973
Vaterland (I), Berre 1973
Boston blue (L), Simon 1974

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

50
60
42
61
64
85
28

A/F
(5)

203 1 69

NA

cruc·

45
52
343
56
62
47
35

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

CIUC
CIUC
CIUC
CIUC
CAUC
CAUC
CAUC
CAUC
CAUE
CIUC
CIUC

21
26
279
33
31
20
15

Haney (I), Vaid 1974

NA

44 1 8

Kanpur (R), Yudhbir 1974
Clay(l), Anderson 1974
Halocene (I), Koutsoftas
1 976

NA
NA

38 18 0.4/48
30 1 3 NA

Clay (R), Mitachi 1976

NA

NA

Holyw (R), Crooks 1 976
NA
Kinnegar (R), Crooks 1 976
NA
I
Illite (L), France 1 977
Pao (I), Hanzawa 1977
NA
K, i*, M*
Clay (I), Costa 1977
NA
Bangkok (I), Balasubra. 1977
K
Sydney (R), Poulos 1978
Hacken (I), Saxena 1978
NA
EABPL (R), Donaghe 1978

NA

NA

NA

65 38

52 2 1 NA/21
47 23 NA
64 39
NA
57 3 1 0.5/64
39 20 NA
140 90 NA/56
1 23 82 NA
50 16 NA/21
40 25 NA

NA

79 53

78

OCR
(7)

1 .5
1
1
1
6.5
8
1

oc
1
5.6

oc
1
1

oc
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

oc
oc
1

oc

CAUC

1

CIUC
CAUC

1
1

cruc·
cruc·
cruc
cruc

CIUC
CIUE
CAUC
CAUC
CAUC
CIUC

c' (kPa)
(deg)
(9)
(1 0)
59
9
0
32
27
0
33
0
15
32
NA
10
19
49-603
0
27
NA
10
21
20-196 1
0
23
NA
17
30
36
60
20
392
0
30
827
0
15
NA
24
14
1 0-250
0
28
138-4 14
0
29
24-98
34
0
480
0
24
NA
41
0
NA
0
30
NA
0
21
588
158
21
588
34
99
4 14
0
29
NA
7.5
85

192-575

196-579
1 67-1010
oc
43
oc
45
1
208
1
490
1
NA
1
69

oc
1
1
1

,,

O'c

(kPa)
(8)
294
294, 392
5883
1 10
69

NA

294
49-588
49-588

0

33

0
0
4.5
7
0
0
0
0
2.4
0
0
0

37
35
31
27
24
37
23
29
31
19
19
22

Table 4.1 Continued
Name of Clay, Reference Mineralogy LL PI
(2)
(1)
(3) (4)
Bucksh (R), Donaghe 1978

NA

Clayl (I), Mesri 1978
Clay2 (I), Mesri 1978
Clay3 (I), Mesri 1978
Bearpaw (I), Mesri 1978

I,Ch,K
I, Ch
M, Ch*
M,K,Q

Rang du (I), Tavenas 1978a

NA

NA
Clay (I), Tavenas 1978b
NA
Varved (I), Wu 1978
NA
Sensitive (I), Wu 1978
NA
Bangkok (I), Balasubra. 1978
I
Alaskan G (I), Singh 1979
M
Regina (I), Widger 1979
Q, K, I
Clay (R), Abeyesekera 1979
Drammen (I), Andersen 1980 Hm, f, Q
Marine (R), Koutsoftas 198 1

NA

ClayM30 (I), Nakase 1986

NA

Kuwaiti (I), Saeedy 1988

SM-SC

Kuwaiti (I), Saeedy 1988
Boston B (R), Germine 1988
Japan (R), Mitachi 1988

SC

NA
NA

A/F
(5)

NA

57 36
30
37
55
1 10

12
14
28
88

73 46
50
30
42
1 18
35
83
31
55

23
14
19
75
14
54
10
27

32 1 5

NA/25
NA/30
NA/32
NA/52

NA
NA/8 1

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA/7 1
NA/2 1
NA/50

NA

55 30 NA/22
23

5

28 1 1
35 1 5

NA
NA

NA
NA

63 33

Stress
Path

(6)
CAUC

cruc
cruc
cruc
CIUC

cruc
cruc
cruc
cruc
cruc
cruc
cruc

CIUC

cmc·
cmc·
CAUC
CAUC
CAUE

OCR

(7)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

oc
1
1
1
1
1

78 52 1 . 1/47

Fomebu (I), Bjerrum 1958
Drammen (I), Simons 1960a

NA
NA

48 24 0.45/NA
33 15 NA

oc

NA

1
1

oc
oc

CIUE*

1
1

cmc·

oc

Cornell (R), Kenny 1961
Winnipeg (I), Crawford 1 964

NA
NA

Scott (R), Ladanyi 1965

NA

CIDC
CIDC
CIDC
· CADC
CIDC
28 14 NA
94 60 NA/83 CADC
34 12 0.3/47
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CIDC

28-98
50-273
63-287
1 38-414

1 ,4, 10
1
469-575

cmc·
cruc·
cmc·

crnc·

NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

1

24

NA

49-588
49-588
552-1 0342
552-1 0342
552-1 0342
552-1 0342

oc
oc

CIUE* oc
Triaxial testing using Frictional ends: Drained tests
1
Weald (R), Henkel 1956
43 25 0.6/40 croc·
NA
London {R), Henkel 1 956

O'c

(kPa)
(8)

1
32
1
1

oc
oc
oc
1 .5
1
6.5

392
392

NA

69-4 14

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

207
34.5
207
34.5

NA

196
98-588
25- 155

NA

294
77
69

c ' (kPa)

(9)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.0
0
0
0
0
0
45
12
10
0
17
0
0
23
0
34
0
0
8
30
0
12
0
14
0
0
25
21
7.2
45
0
15

.,

(deg)
(1 0)

22
27
31
24
19
15
28
28
27
32
22
26
34
22
30
31
32
29
40
56
31
34
28
33
38
32
40

22
2 1 .5
18
17
29.5
32.5
32
31
35
12
33.4
32

Table 4.1 Continued
Name of Clay, Reference Mineralogy LL PI
(2)
(1)
(3) (4)

A/F

(S)

Stress
Path
(6)

OCR
(7)

O'c

(kPa)

(8)
827
588

c' (kPa) cl>'
(deg)
(9)
(10)

203 1 69 NA
cmc·
Ca. M
1
Clay (L), Mesri 1 970
0
44 18 NA
NA
1
CADC
Haney (I), Vaid 1 974
0
Bangkok (I), BalaSubra.
1
1 18 75 NA
138-4 1 4
CIDC
NA
0
1978
Triaxial testing using Lubricated ends: Undrained tests
1
44 1
H
cruc·
62 26 NA
Halloysite (L), Taylor 1 969
0
1
207
0
M
580 495 NA
CIUC
Clay (R), Sridharan 197 1
3.3
17
207
1
207
0
49 20 NA
K
Kaolinite (R), Sridharan 1 97 1
CIUC
3.3
207
44
NA
ClayM30 (I), Kimura 1 983
1
98-196
55 30 NA/15 cAuc·
0
NA
ClayM20 (L), Kimura 1 983
43 20 NA/1 1 cAuc·
1
98-196
0
1
29
0
45 22 NA
CIDC
ClayM20 (L), Kitamura 1 988
NA
1
10
0
( 1): I =Insitu "Undisturbed" sample, L =Laboratory sample (sedimented/ slurry consolidation),
R =Remolded sample
(2): I =Illite, K =Kaolinite, H =Halloysite, M =Montmorillonite, Mu =Muscovite, B =Biotite,
G =Granite, Q =Quartz, Ch =Chlorite, Cal =Calcite, Hm =Hydro mica, f =feldspar;
(3) LL =Liquid Limit;
(4) PI =Plastic Limit;
(5) A =Activity, F = % finer than 2 micron;
(6) CIU(C/E) =isotropically consolidated undrained test (Compression / Extension),
CAU(C/E) =anisotropically consolidated undrained test, CIDC =isotropically consolidated
drained Compression test, CADC =anisotropically consolidated drained Compression test;
(7) OCR = Overconsolidation ratio;
(8) crc' = Effective consolidation pressure; * Fliter paper strips were used for radial drainage
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13
26
24
34
12.5
7.8
25.5
19
40
37
36
38

However, as indicated in Table 4.1, most of the previous investigations on shear strength
behavior of clays involved the use of frictional end boundary conditions during triaxial
testing. The available data using lubricated end triaxial system (Taylor et al. 1 969,
Sridharan et al. 1 971, Kimura and Saitoh 1 983) involved mostly undrained triaxial
compression tests. Kitamura and Haruyama (1988) performed few drained triaxial
compression tests on clay specimens, and their results are indicated in Table 4. 1. In the
previous studies, triaxial extension testing using lubricated end platens have not been
reported. The lack of sufficient drained test data (for both triaxial compression and
extension) from previous investigations using lubricated end triaxial system for clay soil
was the motivation of current experimental study.
The long term stability of geotechnical structures requires analysis of soil
behavior under drained conditions. However, as mentioned earlier, the drained triaxial
test are relatively time consuming, and it may be of great advantage if the results of
undrained tests with measurements of pore pressure can be applied to the long term
stability analysis using effective stress concept. It is therefore of interest to compare the
results of drained and undrained triaxial tests. As shown in Table 4. 1, Henkel (1 956),
Bjerrum et al. (1958), Simons (1 960), and Ladanyi (1965) performed both drained and
undrained triaxial compression tests on different clays using frictional ends, and reported
that the angle of internal friction (<I>') under drained conditions was slightly lower (about

1 °) than the <I>' under undrained conditions for both normally consolidated (NC) and

overconsolidated (OC) specimens. Similar studies were also performed by Crawford
(1964), Mesri and Olson (1 970), and Balasubramaniam and Chaudhry (1978), and they
reported 2°-3° lower <I>' value for drained conditions in comparison to undrained. As listed
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in Table 4. 1 , Germaine and Ladd (1 988) and Mitachi et al. (1988) performed isotropically
consolidated undrained triaxial compression (CIUC) and extension (CIUE) tests on NC
and OC specimens of different clays using frictional ends and reported that the

f value

was 5 °-8° higher for extension shearing in comparison to compression. Vaid and
Campanella (1 974), and Nakase and Kamei (1 986) performed similar series of tests but
the specimens were consolidated anisotropically before shearing (CAUC and CAUE
tests), and reported 1 3 °- 1 6° higher <I>' value for extension tests in comparison to
compression. Henkel (1 956) compared the shear strength of clay observed during drained
and undrained triaxial tests using frictional ends. The ratio of drained to undrained shear
strength was calculated for Weald and London clay in a normally consolidated state,
which were approximately 2 for both the clays. However, the ratio for heavily
overconsolidated clay specimens was found to be 0.6 for Weald clay and 0.8 for London
clay.
In clays, the rate of deformation during the application of shear stress has a
marked influence on the pore pressure equilibrium during undrained loading. Similarly it
has significant impact on the dissipation of excess pore pressure during drained loading
and has been recognized by many researchers (Henkel 1 959, Crawford 1 964, Simons
1 960, Richardson and Whitman 1 963, Bjerrum et al. 1 958). Standard procedures for
determining these · strain rates for triaxial testing on saturated soils were described by
Bishop and Henkel (1 962), Germaine and Ladd (1 988). Nakase and Kamei (1 986)
reported that the strength of sand is almost independent of strain rate, but the strength of
clay is more sensitive to the strain rate. Kimura and Saitoh ( 1 983) measured the angle of
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shearing resistance ( f) of the clay specimen and stated that f decreases when the strain
rate decreases.
MODIFICATIONS IN DRAINAGE CONDITIONS OF LUBRICATED END
TESTING SETUP

In order to ensure the good drainage conditions, a detailed consideration is
required in the placement of filter paper on top, bottom, and sides of the clay specimen. It
is important to realize that there is very little published information about shear behavior
of clay sheared under drained conditions {Table 4.1). Most of the previous investigations
did not provide sufficient information about specimen drainage conditions in the testing
setup that was used, and the magnitude of strain rate during the application of shear
stress. The current research deals with the importance of proper drainage conditions on
the clay specimen that are required during shearing of clay specimen when lubricated
ends are used in the triaxial testing device.
The details of lubricated end platens and type of radial drainage used in the
present research were shown in Fig 3. 2. In order to achieve "good" drainage conditions
using lubricated ends, following modifications were implemented for a testing system
that was suitable for testing clays: i) a circular poro-plastic strip (width =6.5 mm) was
placed around each platen (top and bottom) in a way that the radial drainage ports were
covered completely under the poro-plastic strip ii) a large size circular filter paper was
placed on each end platen. This arrangement allowed the pore water to drain completely
from the radial drainage ports through the poro-plastic strip via circular filter paper to the
pore lines connected to the burette for measuring the volume change. The improvement
in drainage conditions was completed in three steps, and these modifications were
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simulated by varying the filter paper placement and the required time for the
consolidation of clay specimen at an effective confining pressure of 276 kPa. The three
steps of drainage improvement in the lubricated end triaxial setup are referred to as' Case
I, Case II, and Case Ill, for further discussion.
Figure 4.1 shows the variation in filter paper arrangement on poro-plastic strips in
three different drainage conditions: Poor, Intermediate, and Good drainage conditions
corresponding to Case I, Case II, and Case III respectively. The consolidation under
isotropic pressure of 276 kPa showed that the time of 100% consolidation for Case I (t 1 00
= 404 min) was much higher than that for Case III (t 1 00 = 60 min). In Case I, only 20 %
surface area of the porous-plastic strip was covered with the circular filter paper;
whereas, 60 % and 100% of the surface area was covered in Case II and Case III
respectively. Therefore, the consolidation time (t 10o) was decreased from Case I to Case
III, as listed in Table 4.2. Therefore, the limiting factor for the rate of pore-pressure
dissipation during consolidation process was not the permeability of clay� rather, it was

Table 4.2 Shear strength parameters of Kaolin clay (OCR =l ) for Case I, II, &III
Consolid.
Drainage Condition
of the lubricated end
time
triaxial testing setup
t100
(free end condition)
(min)
Poor
Case I
404
Drainage
Intermediate
Case II
210
Drainage
Good
Case III
60
Drainage
Case III
Good
60
(repeat)
Drainage

Ev

Drained test
(shear data at failure)
8v
8a
q
<I>'
(deg) (Kpa)
(%)
(%)

1 8.3

253

4. 1

14.4

2 1 .5

32 1

6.2

26.8

448

27.0

445

=Volumetric strain at failure; Ea =Axial strain at failure.
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Undrained test
(shear data at failure)
q
8a
<I>'
(deg) (Kpa) (%)

29.9

1 54.3

1 1 .9

20.6

30.0

154.0

1 1 .5

8.3

26.0

30.0

1 60.0

14.0

8.5

26.3

29.9

1 62.3

1 3 .6

(a)
Filter paper strip

Top / Bottom P laten

Radial Drainage P ort

(b)

P orous P lastic Strip
I

\

Filter paper st rip

Top / B ottom P laten

(c)

Radial Drainage P ort

Filter paper strip

Top I B ottom P lat en

Fig. 4.1 Drainage conditions of testing setup. (a) Case I: Poor drainage condition, (b)
Case II: Intermediate drainage condition, (c) Case III: Good drainage condition
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the external specimen drainage system. A series of compression tests were performed on
normally consolidated Kaolin clay specimens sheared under drained and undrained
conditions for Case I, Case II, and Case III to study the issues regarding drainage
conditions in lubricated end triaxial setup.
Experimental Program

All experiments were performed on solid cylindrical specimens of Kaolin clay,
which has liquid limit = 62 %; plasticity index = 30 %; and specific gravity = 2 .63. Grain
size distribution of Kaolin clay indicates 92 % finer than 1 0µm and 62 % finer than 2 µm,
with an activity of 0.44. These specimens were produced in the laboratory by using slurry
consolidation technique described by Penumadu et al. (1998). The clay slurry was
consolidated under Ko condition at a vertical effective stress of 2 07 kPa to obtain a
cylindrical specimen having a diameter of 102 mm and a height of 102 mm. A back
pressure of 1 72 kPa was applied to all the test specimens throughout the consolidation
and shear processes. The measured Skempton's pore pressure coefficient B during
saturation check was measured to be greater than 0.98 indicating that a high degree of
saturation was achieved for the samples. Initial effective isotropic consolidation stress for
all the triaxial compression tests was 2 76 kPa.
Prior to carrying out laboratory triaxial drained tests on cohesive soils, a suitable
rate of loading must be estimated so as to ensure that the effect of the undissipated pore
water pressure within the deforming clay specimen was very small. Appropriate strain
rate was calculated by using the equations suggested by Bishop and Henkel (1 962 ), and
Gennaine and Ladd (1 988). Strain rates for Case I, II, and III were calculated under
drained and undrained shearing conditions using the isotropic consolidation data obtained
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for solid cylindrical specimens of Kaolin clay. Time to failure (tf) for drained and
undrained testing was approximately estimated as suggested by Germaine and Ladd
(1988) using equations (4. 1)-(4. 3). The slowest strain rate was chosen for all triaxial
drained (0.005 % per min) and undrained (0.05 % per min) tests, as listed in Table 4.2 .
t1 = 16.t100 (Drained tests) . . .. . . .. ... . .. . . .......... .. ...... . . .. . . .......... . ... . (4.1)
t1 = 2 .t1 00 (Undrained tests) . .. . .... ..... .... . ....... . . ........... .... ........ ..... .... .... (4.2 )

Estimated strain at failure ( s)
.
& = ---------- ..... . . . .. . ..... . ... .... . ... . (4. 3)
Target stram rate (-)
Time to failure (tr )
The time required for 100 % consolidation (t 100) was obtained by using the relationship
between volume change and log (t) during isotropic consolidation, as suggested by
Bishop and Henkel (1962 ).
Discussion for Case I, Case II, and Case III

Volumetric Response:

Figure 4.2 presents the relationship of volumetric strain and axial strain for three
drainage conditions (Case I, II, and III) during drained triaxial compression testing.
Volumetric strain at failure showed a marked increase with the improvement of drainage
conditions between specimen surface and end platens with radial drainage ports. Case I
(poor drainage condition) exhibited 4. 1% of volumetric strain at failure, whereas Case II
and Case III showed 6.2 % and 8. 3 % respectively. Although the drainage was allowed
during shearing in Case I, a significant amount of excess pore water pressure was not able
to drain out from the specimen, which caused excess pore water pressure generation
within the specimen. However, Case III provided the complete removal of pore water
from the clay specimen resulting in no excess pore water pressure evolution under the
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good drainage conditions, which resulted in higher value of volumetric strain at failure of
the specimen. If there was a reliable way of measuring pore pressure inside clay pore
space during shear, this hypothesis could have been confirmed. It was difficult to
implement a needle probe pressure system (Penumadu et al. 1 998), for present triaxial
system due to the use of lubricated end platens.
Stress-strain Relationships:

The stress-strain relationships for Case I, II, and III of drained triaxial
compression tests are presented in Fig 4. 3. Deviatoric stress corresponding to good
drainage conditions was found to be significantly larger than that for the other two
drainage conditions throughout the shearing. The failure of Kaolin clay specimen was
observed at 1 4% of axial strain for poor drainage conditions, whereas specimens sheared
with intermediate and good external drainage conditions showed failure at the axial strain
of2 1 % and 2 6 % respectively. These experimental observations indicate that the drainage
conditions of triaxial system with lubricated ends can significantly influence the shear
deformation behavior of clay specimens and it is important to evaluate the suitability of
drainage system being used for a given clay type and pore size distribution.
Shear Strength Properties:

The shear strength of Kaolin clay was observed to be strongly dependent on
drainage conditions during drained shearing with the use of lubricated end platens. The
values of effective friction angle (<I>') and deviatoric stress (q) at failure for Case I, TI, and
III are listed in Table 4.2. A difference of 8 ° was observed between the q,' values for poor
and good drainage conditions. The measured value of q increased almost twice from Case
I to Case Ill indicating the importance of good drainage conditions in lubricated ends for
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drained testing. The reliability of the results for good drainage conditions was ensured by
repeating many drained tests.
Effect ofDrainage Conditions in Undrained Testing:

Figure 4.4 presents the stress-strain relationship of Kaolin clay sheared under
undrained conditions. In the undrained tests, the stress-strain relationships, volumetric
response in terms of excess pore pressure generation, and shear strength properties for
Case I, II, and Case III were found to have a close agreement. It was expected during
these tests that the external drainage conditions would not show a significant impact on
undrained shear behavior of clay. This is because the external drainage to the specimen
was allowed during consolidation stage until the end of primary consolidation in all the
drainage cases. During shear, volumetric strain was not allowed and excess pore pressure
equilibrated relatively easily, thus not depending on the efficiency of pore-water
connectivity to the external drainage.
Summary:

The experimental findings showed that the drainage conditions provided with the
lubricated ends can strongly influence the shear strength properties of clay when sheared
under drained conditions; however, they do not influence the test data significantly. This
research suggests that the shear test data during drained shearing can only be considered
reliable if drainage conditions and strain rate are appropriate and for a given soil type and
permeability.
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SHEAR BEHAVIOR OF CLAY FOR DRAINED AND UNDRAINED TESTING
USING GOOD DRAINAGE CONDITIONS
Experimental Program

After improving the drainage conditions of the lubricated end testing setup, a
senes of isotropically consolidated triaxial compression and extension tests were
performed on the normally consolidated (NC) and heavily overconsolidated (HOC)
specimens of Kaolin clay with the effective pre-consolidation pressure (p0 ') of 2 76 kPa.
The same series of experiments were performed for both drained and undrained shearing
conditions. The specimens were saturated using a constant back pressure of 172 kPa
during this series of tests; and the measured B value was obtained to be a minimum of
0.98 during the saturation stage for all the experiments. The clay specimens were sheared
at the strain rate of 0.005 %/min for drained conditions and 0. 05 %/min for undrained
conditions using the lubricated end triaxial system with good drainage conditions.
Results and Discussion
Stress-strain Relationship:

Figure 4.5 illustrates the stress-strain relationships for drained and undrained tests
using lubricated ends. The X-axis shows the axial strain values and the Y-axes presents
the absolute value of corresponding deviatoric stress (q) during compression and
extension shearing of the NC and HOC specimens. Failure points were chosen at the peak
deviatoric stress location. The effective confining pressure (ere') before shearing was 2 76
kPa for NC (OCR =l) specimens and 2 8 kPa for HOC (OCR =10) specimens. Therefore,
the effective pre-consolidation stress (p0 ') was constant (2 76 kPa) for both NC and HOC
specimens.
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For NC clay, the undrained extension test showed slightly lower value (147 kPa)
of peak deviatoric stress than the undrained compression test (155 kPa), and the
difference was much higher (448 kPa for compression and 1 97 kPa for extension) for the
drained shearing conditions. The same pattern was also observed for the compression and
extension tests on HOC clay specimens. These observations could be attributed to the
effective stress paths followed by the compression and extension loading under drained
and undrained conditions, as shown in Fig 4.6. The mean effective stress (p') was
increasing for compression and decreasing for extension under drained conditions;
whereas the values of p' for both compression and extension followed the same
patternunder undrained conditions. In comparison to the undrained conditions, the
drained shearing conditions showed much higher difference between the peak deviatoric
stress values for NC and HOC specimens. This could also be explained by considering
the effective stress paths during shearing. The change in values of p' with increasing
strain levels showed the similar pattern for both NC and HOC specimens under drained
shearing conditions; however, this pattern was opposite for NC and HOC specimens
during undrained shearing conditions. The p' value during undrained shearing decreased
(contractive nature) for the NC specimens and it increased (dilative nature) for the HOC
specimens. Therefore, the gap between the p' values for two specimens reduced as they
reached failure.
During extension tests, the stress-strain relationships for drained conditions did
not indicate well-defined peaks as those were observed for undrained conditions. Perhaps
this phenomenon could be attributed to the undrained instability that might develop in the
specimen inherently under extension loading conditions. During extension testing, the
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specimens formed a neck due to significant shear banding (having a much smaller cross
sectional area) close to mid height of the specimen, as shown in Fig 4. 7. Average area of
cross section of the Kaolin clay specimens after shearing under compression and
extension loading are given in Fig 4. 7. A further increase in the axial deformation could
result in large shear deformation and pore pressure increase within the necking zone
under undrained conditions, and such undrained instability resulted in a sudden drop of
deviatoric stress.
Volumetric Response:

The volumetric response of soil during an undrained test is represented by the
evolution of excess pore pressure; however this response during a drained test is
represented by the relationship of volumetric strain and axial strain. Positive excess pore
pressure shows contractive nature and negative shows dilative nature of soil. Figure 4.8
presents the volumetric response during drained and undrained testing performed on NC
and HOC specimens of Kaolin clay under extension and compression loading conditions.
Figure 4. 8a shows positive volumetric strain for NC clay and negative for HOC clay
during drained shearing as it is generally expected that normally consolidated soils are
contractive in nature and overconsolidated soils are dilative in nature. As shown in Fig
4. 8b, the pore pressure evolution during undrained compression and extension tests
exhibit the same pattern of volumetric response of the NC and HOC specimen under
triaxial compression and extension loading conditions.
The only disagreement in volumetric responses of drained and undrained testing was
observed for the extension tests performed on NC specimens of Kaolin clay. The
volumetric response during undrained shearing in terms of excess pore pressure evolution
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(a)

(c)

Fig. 4. 7 Sheared Kaolin clay specimens using lubricated ends under drained
conditions. (a) Compression, NC clay, (b) Compression, HOC clay, (c) Extension,
NC clay (d) Extension test, HOC clay
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was observed to be negative at low strain levels; however, this response during drained
shearing in terms of volumetric strain was observed to be positive at same strain levels. It
is important to note that in general NC soil does not have negative volumetric response
due to its contractive nature under both compression and extension loading conditions .
Therefore, this unusual behavior of Kaolin clay during undrained shearing revealed a new
aspect of the shear behavior of Kaolin clay indicating that the soil is less contractive in
nature under extension loading applied on NC specimens.
Shear Strength Parameters:
Table 4.3 presents a comparison between the drained and undrained shear strength
parameters using several triaxial tests performed on Kaolin clay. The relationship
between drained and undrained shear strength has been examined in terms of the ratio of

Table 4.3 Drained Vs undrained shear strength behavior of Kaolin clay using Case
III drainage boundary conditions
Type of Test

OCR

q
(kPa)

QNc /
QHOC

Comp.

Undrained

1

155

1 .5

Comp.

Drained

1

448

5.4

Exten.

Undrained

1

147

1 .6

Exten.

Drained

1

197

4.9

Comp.

Undrained

10

106

Comp.

Drained

10

82

Exten.

Undrained

10

90

Exten.

Drained

10

40

Qd

/qu

2.9

1 .3

0.8

0.4

Volumetric
Response
at failure

c'
(kPa)

(deg)

Au = 200 kPa

0

30

1 1 .5

Ev = 8.34%

0

27

26.0

Au = 73.6 kPa

0

35

1 1 .0

Ev = 2.46%

0

34

10.4

Au = -8.2 kPa

22

22

12.7

Ev = -0.85%

13

25

1 1 .6

Au = -86.9 kPa

14

29

10.0

Ev = -1 .30%

20

28

6.0

cl>'

Sa

(%)

Au =Excess pore pressure in undrained tests; Ev =Volumetric strain at failure in drained tests; c' =Apparent
cohesion; Ea =Axial strain at failure. Above shear test data represents the values at failure of the specimen.
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corresponding q-values at failure (qd;qu). The value of qd/qu for triaxial compression tests
was measured to be 3. 0 for NC clay and 0. 8 for HOC clay. Similar values of drained
shearing for NC clay; however, the opposite behavior was observed for HOC clay. The
undrained shear strength ratio were obtained by Henkel (1956) for compression tests on
NC and HOC specimens of weald and London clay, as mentioned in previous
investigations. The ratio of drained-undrained shear strength for extension tests was
found to be 1.3 for NC clay and 0.4 for HOC clay. The shear strength during drained
shearing was observed to be significantly larger than the strength during undrained reason
may be due to the work done by the increase in volume of HOC specimens during
drained shearing; and this could reduce the shear strength of overconsolidated clay under
drained conditions. The increase in volume during drained shearing process was caused
due to the subsequent swelling of the specimen at its overconsolidated stress state.
Another interesting result was observed by determining the ratio of shear stress
(q) at failure for NC and HOC clay. This ratio was calculated to be 5.0 for drained tests
and 1.5 for undrained tests, and this was found to be true for both compression and
extension tests. Hvorslev (1960) approach was used in this study to calculate the values
of ·apparent cohesion and angle of internal friction, and the values are listed in Table 4.3.
The effective friction angle ( �') of Kaolin clay for undrained tests was observed to be

higher than that for drained tests by o0-3°. The variation in effective friction angle of o0 1° for silty clay was reported by Bishop and Bjerrum (1960).

CONCLUSIONS
This paper showed the importance of using appropriate drainage conditions when
using lubricated end triaxial testing. The variation in the shear stress-strain and volume
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change response during drained and undrained testing with improved drainage conditions
was also presented. Three drainage conditions were selected to show the impact of
drainage conditions on drained and undrained shear behavior of clay using lubricated end
platens. Using improved drainage conditions, a comparison between the drained and
undrained shear response was presented for the variation in the loading conditions
(compression and extension) and the stress history (NC and HOC) for Kaolin clay
specimens. The external drainage conditions provided by the lubricated ends were found
to have a significant effect on the shear strength behavior of clay when sheared under
drained conditions. Good drainage conditions of lubricated end platens offered higher
values of shear strength, effective friction angle, volumetric deformation, and axial strain
at failure conditions in comparison to the corresponding values obtained for the poor and
intermediate drainage conditions. As expected, the efficiency of external drainage
conditions showed no impact on clay's behavior when sheared under undrained
conditions.
In drained and undrained testing with improved drainage conditions, the pattern of
volume change behavior in terms of volumetric strain during drained shearing and excess
pore pressure evolution during undrained shearing were similar for a particular type of
loading conditions on identical type of specimens. The stress-strain relationship for
drained and undrained conditions exhibited the same trend for all compression and
extension tests performed on NC and HOC specimens of Kaolin clay. Distinct peak was
observed in the stress�strain relationship during undrained extension tests for OCR =1
and 10 and indicates significant strain localizations near to failure. The shear strength of
Kaolin clay during drained shearing was found to be significantly larger than the strength
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during undrained shearing for NC specimens. However, this trend is opposite for HOC
specimens of Kaolin clay. A variation of 0°-3° in the values of effective friction angle (<f> ')
was observed for drained and undrained conditions for identical Kaolin clay specimens
for OCR =l and 10. The drained-undrained shear strength ratio (qd,qu) was observed to be
larger for compression tests than extension tests.
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CHAPTER 5: EFFECT OF MICROFABRIC ON SHEAR BEHAVIOR
OF KAOLIN CLAY
ABSTRACT

The influence of geometric arrangement of platelets (microfabric) on the
mechanical behavior of Kaolin clay is investigated using lubricated end triaxial testing on
solid cylindrical specimens. A series of compression and extension tests under drained
and undrained conditions were performed on clay specimens with different microfabric
for OCR =1 and 10. The solid cylindrical specimens with dispersed and flocculated
microfabric were produced in the laboratory using slurry consolidation technique under
Ko condition. Based on the experimental observations, it is evident that microfabric
strongly affects the mechanical behavior of Kaolin clay, such as its stiffness, stress-strain
relationship, friction angle, shear strength, excess pore pressure evolution and volumetric
response. The influence of confining pressure on clay specimens with dispersed and
flocculated microfabric is also studied in this research. This paper also evaluates the
impact of microfabric on its volume change behavior (dilative or contractive) during the
application of shear stress.
INTRODUCTION

In the investigations of the engineering properties of cohesive soils, many
investigators (Mitchell 1 9 56, Lambe 1958 & 1 960, Odom 1 967, Rosenqvist 1 959,
Brewer 1 964, Martin 1 966, Smart 1 967, Yoshinaka and Kazama 1 973, Gillot 1 970,
Barden and Sides 1 97 1 ) have been concerned with the fundamental problem of how these
properties are affected by its microfabric. The term "fabric" refers to the arrangement of
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particle, particle groups, and pore spaces in a soil (Mitchell 1 993). Microfabric reflects
the imprints of the geologic and stress history of the deposit, the depositional
environment, and weathering history. Therefore, it is generally believed that the
arrangement of particles in soils has a profound effect on its shear strength properties.
Most of the researchers (Seed and Chan 1 959, Warkentin and Yong 1 960, Olson 1 960,
Sloane and Kell 1 966, McKeys and Yong 1 971, Martin and Ladd 1 974, Mitchell 1 993)
concentrated on the effect of microfabric on clay's mechanical behavior during
compaction and consolidation. Nagaraj (1959) and Sridharan et al. (1971) studied the
effect of microfabric on clay's behavior during shear deformation by performing
undrained triaxial compression tests on Montmorillonite and Kaolinite clay specimens
with controlled microfabrics, which were obtained by treating the clay with various
inorganic materials such as calcium hydroxide, and sodium oxalate. The clay specimens
treated with calcium hydroxide (dispersed micro fabric) increased the value of <I>' and
resulted in positive values of c' even when the soil was normally consolidated. According
to Germaine and Ladd (1 988) and Bishop and Henkel (1962), the strain rate could have a
marked influence on the excess pore pressure evolution in triaxial testing during an
undrained test or on the dissipation of excess pore pressure during a drained test for clay
soil. Therefore, prior to carrying out laboratory tests on cohesive soils under drained or
undrained conditions, a suitable axial strain rate must be estimated. For the present study,
Kaolin clay specimens with dispersed microfabric requires longer amount of time for
excess pore pressure equilibration during undrained shearing or for excess pore pressure
dissipation during drained shearing than for the specimens with flocculated microfabric.
The reason can be attributed to the variation in particle arrangement and related
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permeability. As a result, the Kaolin specimens with dispersed microfabric should be
sheared at lower strain rate than the flocculated microfabric.
A lack of comprehensive experimental data on evaluating the role of clay's
microfabric on stress-strain behavior using lubricated end triaxial testing setup under
drained and undrained conditions from the previous investigations using appropriate
strain rate as a function of its microfabric provided the motivation for this experimental
study. In the current research, the effect of microfabric on the mechanical behavior of
Kaolin clay has been studied by performing a series of compression and extension tests
on normally consolidated (NC) and heavily overconsolidated (HOC) clay specimens with
dispersed and flocculated microfabric under drained and undrained conditions. This
experimental study will provide a unique opportunity for developing suitable constitutive
model for clay soil considering the effect of microstructure.
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATION

The mechanical properties of soils, such as shear strength and modulus can be
significantly affected by the distribution and arrangement of the particles and the
interaction between them (Mitchell 1 993). Lambe (1958) used laboratory test data and
double-layer theory to show that changes in the physico-chemical environment may have
a significant effect on the engineering properties of soils. Seed and Chan (1959)
supported Lambe's concept, and suggested that particle orientation could be caused by
the shear strain during compaction. Rosenqvist (1959) explained that the interaction
forces between clay particles are well developed; therefore clay structure and particle
arrangement are influenced by interaction of these forces. In this research, the argument
of adsorbed water molecule on the surface of clay particles was used to study the particle
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arrangement of highly overconsolidated Norwegian marine clay. Yong (196 1 ) reported
that the mechanical behavior of clays under certain loading conditions could be analyzed
on the basis of certain fundamental concepts of forces of interaction between clay
particles using Physico-chemical approach.
In the past several studies, researchers employed many different approaches to
obtain specific type of microfabric or particle arrangement for cohesive soils and
presented various techniques to identify the microfabric of clay. Brindley (195 1 ), Martin
(1962 ), Brewer (1964), Gillot (1970), and Barden and Sides (1 97 1 ) used X-ray
diffractometer and Scanning electron microscope (SEM) for the identification of
microfabric for clay specimens. Seed and Chan (1959), Olson (1 960), Yong (1 961),
Martin (1966), Sloane and Kell (1 966), and McKyes and Yong (197 1 ) analyzed the
microfabric of various clays during compaction using Polarizing microscope, X-ray
diffraction technique, SEM, and Transmission electron microscope {TEM). Olson (1960)
studied the relationship of microfabric of Calcium Illite and its swelling behavior with
various dispersants and flocculants using conventional triaxial testing setup. Seed and
Chan (1 959), Sloane and Kell (1966), and Yoshinaka and Kazama (1973) observed the
microfabric of compacted Kaolin clay using X-ray diffraction techniques and scanning
electron micrographs (SEM). They reported that the particles of compacted Kaolin clay
were arranged in block-like structure (book-house, packet, stack, turbostratic etc.) within
the soil sample. McKyes and Yong (197 1 ) analyzed the microfabric of sheared specimens
of Kaolin clay using SEM images at very low magnification (XI O & XlO0); however,
they could not provide information about the particle orientation within the clay
specimens used for SEM. It is important to note that the SEM images should be taken at
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appropriate magnification to see individual clay particles (for example: X6000 for Kaolin
clay used in this study) to observe the interaction between them.
Nagaraj (1 959) investigated the shear strength characteristics of high plasticity
cohesive soils at confining pressure of 207-5 1 7 kPa using various electrolytic
environments; Calcium Hydroxide (flocculating agent) and Sodium Oxalate (dispersing
agent). This study exhibited that the effective friction angle (<j>') during undrained
compression tests performed at a target confining pressure was smaller for the dispersed
microfabric in comparison to the flocculated microfabric . During this study, a high strain
rate of 1 %/min was used for dispersed microfabric specimens, which might have caused
inaccurate measurement of the excess pore pressure evolution during undrained shearing.
Sridharan et al. ( 1 97 1 ) presented the shear strength characteristics of saturated and
remolded specimens of montmorillonite and Kaolinite clay with controlled microfabric
using lubricated ends . The variation in_ clay's microfabric was obtained by changing
initial moulding water content, stress history, type of cation and its concentration in the
electrolyte system. Clay specimens treated with Calcium Hydroxide (flocculating agent)
exhibited larger value of <j>' than that for untreated specimens during undrained triaxial
compression tests by using the strain rate of 0.01 % per min for both the cases.
The previous investigations report that the shear strength of a cohesive soil
depends on both physical and physico-chemical factors (Yong 1 96 1 , Nagaraj 1 959) for a
certain confining pressure . The important physical factors are the spontaneous adhesion
between the particles depending upon the magnitude of the Van der Waal' s forces of
attraction and the geometric arrangement of the particles, which determine the
interparticle contacts. The important physico-chemical factors are the electrolytic
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concentration, ion exchange capacity, and pH-value of the pore fluid. The strength
parameters depend on the particle orientation and thickness of the diffuse double layer
which is governed by the electrolytic concentration and cation valency. Crystal structure
of clay minerals shows that clay particles are negatively charged, and in the presence of
water, cations concentrate near the surface of clay particles. The potential established as a
result of interaction of adjacent charged particles can be used to predict the behavior of
clay soils. If the electrolytic environment of a clayey soil is changed by adding
flocculating agent, (such as: calcium oxide, which has divalent calcium exchangeable
cations) the potential energy is reduced; thereby the particles approach each other so as to
form a flocculent structure. The high electrolytic concentration prevents the double layer
from fully developing thus resulting in low inter-particle repulsion; and this increases the
value of angle of internal friction (f ). On the contrary, the potential energy is increased
in the presence of dispersing agent (such as: Sodium hexa meta phosphate or Calgon,
which has monovalent sodium exchangeable cations) in the clay slurry. The positively
charged ions in the solution concentrate near the surface of the clay particles in an
attempt to balance the net negative charge with high inter-particle repulsion, thereby
resulting in a dispersed structure. The high inter-particle repulsion will lead to the parallel
particle orientation, which causes lower resistance to external stresses; and thus a
decrease in the value of friction angle (f ). The present research deals with the variation
in shear stress-strain behavior of Kaolin clay with two platelets oriented randomly
(flocculated microfabric) and predominantly in a target direction (dispersed microfabric).
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND SPECIMEN PREPARATION

In this study, solid cylindrical specimens with a slenderness ratio of 1 were
prepared using the 1 -D slurry consolidation method, as suggested by Penumadu et al.
(1998). Specimens with flocculated microfabric were obtained by mixing powdered Kaolin
clay with de-aired and de-ionized water at a water content of 1 55% to result in a high water

content slurry, then placed in a slurry consolidometer and consolidated under Ko condition
at 2 07 kPa vertical stress. The dispersed microfabric specimens were obtained by using the
same procedure adding 2 % dispersant (Calgon) in the clay slurry with 1 55% water content.
Clay specimen with flocculated microfabric of 102 mm diameter and 1 02 mm height was
obtained after 2 4 hours of consolidation; whereas, the dispersed specimen was obtained by
consolidating the corresponding slurry for 330 hours. This variation of consolidation time
was due to differences in pore size distribution. The permeability of dispersed specimen
along the vertical direction was much smaller than that of flocculated specimen for
identical stress state (Ko consolidation at 207 kPa); and the slurry consolidator design
allowed only vertical drainage at top and bottom of the specimen.
Fig 5. 1 shows the SEM images at 1 4000 magnification for two microfabric patterns
(flocculated and dispersed) of Kaolin clay specimens obtained after the

Ko

slurry

consolidation. These images were taken by viewing in the direction of specimen axis,

which was the direction of major principal stress (207 kPa) during Ko slurry consolidation.
Fig 5. la shows flocculated microfabric, which has random orientation of clay platelets
(face-to-edge contact), and Fig 5. lb shows dispersed microfabric, which has a layered
arrangement of the clay platelets with face-to-face contact.
1 10

(b)

Fig. 5.1 SEM images of slurry consolidated Kaolin clay specimens with two extreme
microfabrics. (a) Flocculated microfabric (b) Dispersed microfabric

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The effect of confining pressure on the shear behavior of clay with distinct
variation in Kaolin clay's initial microfabric was studied by performing a series of
triaxial undrained compression and extension tests at three pre-consolidation pressure
(p0 ')

values; 2 07 kPa, 2 76kPa, and 34 5 kPa. In addition, a series of drained compression

and extension tests on the specimens with flocculated and dispersed microfabric were
also performed at p0 ' = 2 76 kPa. Table 5.1 provides a summary of all the tests performed
in this study. The time of 100% primary consolidation (t 1 00) was found to be much larger
for the dispersed microfabric in comparison to the flocculated microfabric. Therefore,
based on the empirical correlations (Equations 5.1 to 5.3) developed by Germaine and
Ladd (1 988), a slower strain rate was required to be employed for the specimen with
dispersed microfabric during the application of shear stress in order to allow the
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Table 5.1 List of triaxial experiments performed on Kaolin clay specimens with two
extreme microfabrics
Type of
Microfabric of
clay specimen

Type of
Triaxial
Test

Method
of Loading
during shear

Previous
stress state
(OCR .value)

Effective
pre-consolidation
pressure (po' )

Flocculated

Undrained

Compression

1

207 kPa, 276kPa, 345 kPa

. Dispersed

Undrained

Compression

1

207 kPa, 27 6kPa, 345 kPa

Flocculated

Undrained

Compression

10

207 kPa, 276kPa, 345 kPa

Dispersed

Undrained

Compression

10

207 kPa, 276kPa, 345 kPa

Flocculated

Undrained

Extension

1

207 kPa, 276kPa, 345 kPa

Dispersed

Undrained

Extension

1

207 kPa, 276kPa, 345 kPa

Flocculated

Undrained

Extension

10

207 kPa, 276kPa, 345 kPa

Dispersed

Undrained

Extension

10

207 kPa, 276kPa, 345 kPa

Flocculated

Drained

Compression

1

276kPa

Dispersed

Drained

Compression

1

276kPa

Flocculated

Drained

Compression

10

276kPa

Dispersed

Drained

Compression

10

276kPa

Flocculated

Drained

Extension

1

276kPa

Dispersed

Drained

Extension

1

276kPa

Flocculated

Drained

Extension

10

276kPa

Dispersed

Drained

Extension

10

276kPa

1 12

1

10

Time (min)
1 00

1 000

1 0000

2

·ca

.i:

4
t100 = 200 min

6

8

t1 00 = 60 min

Dispersed

Flocculated

Fig 5.2 Volumetric strain versus Time (log scale) under isotropic consolidation for
flocculated and dispersed specimens at 276 kPa of pre-consolidation pressure (p' 0)

equalization of excess pore pressure in undrained conditions and for the dissipation of
excess pore pressure evolution during drained conditions.
t1 = 16.t100 {Drained tests) .......................................................... ..........

(5.1)

t1 = 2.t100 {Undrained tests) ..................... ... ........................................... (5.2)
_ _ Estimated strain at failure ( e)
.
Target stram rate (e) - ---------- ................................... (5.3)
Time to failure (tr )
The time required for 100% consolidation (t100) was obtained using the relationship
between volume change and log (t) during isotropic consolidation of the clay specimen
using the method suggested by Bishop and Henkel ( 1962). The consolidation history
under isotropic pressure of 276 kPa is plotted in Fig 5.2, which shows that the time of
100% consolidation for dispersed microfabric (t 1 0o = 200 min) was much higher than that
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for flocculated microfabric (t 1 00 = 60 min) even under best radial and axial drainage
conditions using filter paper strips. It is important to note that all the drained tests for
dispersed and flocculated microfabric were performed using lubricated end triaxial
testing device achieving the good drainage conditions to ensure that no appreciable
excess pore pressure gradients were generated within the specimens during the
application of shear stress. The experimental setup and the improvements in drainage
conditions for using lubricated end platens in triaxial testing are described in Chapter 4.
Based on the calculated strain rates for undrained tests using equations 5 .1-5 .3, an
axial strain rate of 0.05 % per min was found to be appropriate for flocculated microfabric
and 0.008 % per min for dispersed microfabric. The calculations for drained tests
suggested a strain rate of 0.005 % per min for flocculated microfabric and 0.002% per min
for dispersed microfabric. A back pressure of 172 kPa was applied to all the clay
specimens throughout the consolidation and shearing processes. During all the triaxial
tests performed in this study, the measured Skempton' s pore pressure coefficient B was
achieved to be greater than 0.98 indicating a high degree of saturation.
DISCUSSION

For comparison of data at vanous confining pressure the stress-strain
relationships, excess pore pressure evolution, and the effective stress paths are
normalized using pre-consolidation pressure, p0 ' .
Triaxial Tests with Undrained Shearing
Volumetric Response (Excess pore pressure evolution):
Figure 5.3 shows the excess pore pressure evolution for NC clay normalized by
p0 ' . It is generally believed that NC clay is contractive in nature and HOC clay is dilative.
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Fig. 5.3 Normalized excess pore pressure response for undrained tests on NC clay

However, the NC Kaolin clay with dispersed microfabric showed the opposite behavior
during extension tests (Fig 5.3 ). A large amount of negative excess pore pressure was
observed during these tests indicating the dilative response of soil. Although, a positive
excess pore pressure was observed for compression tests on NC clay with dispersed
microfabric, it was significantly smaller than the pore pressure evolution for NC clay
with flocculated microfabric (Fig 5.3). This behavior showed that the dispersed
microfabric changed the basic nature of NC clay and made it dilative or less contractive
in nature, which could be considered as a significant effect of microfabric on constitutive
behavior of soil. The reason for this behavior might be the difference in particle
1 15

re-arrangement of dispersed and flocculated microfabrics during application of external
loading. As it has been explained earlier that particles are oriented randomly in
flocculated microfabric and oriented parallel to each other (one direction) in dispersed
microfabric. Therefore, the dispersed microfabric (wi = 30%) had very close packing of
particles in comparison to the collapsible packing of flocculated inicrofabric (wi = 45 %),
as shown in SEM images (Fig 5.1 ). Under an application of external anisotropic loading,
the clay platelets would try to re-orient themselves according to the direction of loading.
Considering tpe lack of enough free space among the clay platelets in dispersed
microfabric to deform by re-arrangement, the small movement of clay platelets during
anisotropic loading would result only in a dilative or less contractive nature of NC clay
with dispersed microfabric.
Figure 5.4 exhibited the dilative nature of HOC specimens of Kaolin clay for both
the microfabrics; dispersed and flocculated. No significant impact of microfabric was
observed during compression shearing. For extension stress path, the dispersed
microfabric indicated relatively less amount of dilation in comparison to flocculated
microfabric. However, as discussed earlier, the NC specimens showed the dilative nature
for dispersed microfabric in comparison to the contractive nature for flocculated
microfabric. This variation observed in the mechanical behavior of Kaolin clay
specimens with dispersed and flocculated microfabric for HOC and NC stress state can
be explained as below. The HOC specimens had higher pre-shear void ratio in
comparison to NC specimens, and thus the clay platelets within the HOC specimens had
slightly larger free space to re-orient themselves according to the direction of applied
1 16
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deviatoric loading. For example, the void ratio of specimens after consolidating at 2 76
kPa was 0.99 for flocculated and 0.69 for dispersed microfabric, and then after unloading
the specimen to achieve OCR = 10, the void ratio was 1. 06 for flocculated and 0. 76 for
dispersed microfabric. The other possible reason could be due to the difference in the
values of crc' for NC and HOC stress states of Kaolin clay. The applied crc' values in the
current study were 2 07, 2 76, and 345 kPa for NC clay and 21, 2 8, and 35 kPa for HOC
clay. Therefore the corresponding variation in effective confining pressure (crc')
difference for a given p0 ' was found to be 69 kPa for NC and 7 kPa for HOC clay. The
small variation of

O'c '

values for HOC clay contributed to a correspondingly smaller

variation in excess pore pressure.
Stress-strain Relationship:

Figure 5. 5 illustrates the relationship of normalized deviatoric stress with axial
strain for NC specimens of Kaolin clay with flocculated and dispersed microfabrics. The
stress-strain relationships for dispersed microfabric indicated well-defined peaks as those
could not be observed for flocculated microfabric. These relationships also showed a
marked increase in the peak shear stress for dispersed microfabric in comparison to the
flocculated microfabric. In dispersed microfabric, the parallel stacking of clay platelets
has capacity of carrying larger amount of axial load applied perpendicular to the faces of
platelets; however, at the same time platelets tend to slip suddenly at high stress levels.
The slipping of platelets within the specimen leads to a looser configuration of platelets
in a local zone induced by the dilative (or less contractive) nature of soil. These weak
zones expand in size and propagate towards each other on further shearing. In this
process, when several of these weak zones are connected, they may lead to significantly
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localized failure response, as indicated by the post-peak softening in Fig 5.5. Flocculated
microfabric has clay platelets oriented in all possible directions and a larger initial void
ratio (e0 = 1.18 for flocculated and e0 = 0.79 for dispersed microfabric)� therefore, it can

not carry as much deviatoric stress as dispersed specimen for the same boundary
conditions. When the clay platelets slip at high stress levels in flocculated microfabric, it
locally creates denser configuration (lower void ratio) due to its contractive nature; and
this prevents the flocculated specimen to show appreciable post-peak softening. The

flocculated microfabric showed well-defined peak during extension shearing due to the
necking (having a much smaller cross-sectional area), but not as prominent as in
dispersed microfabric sheared under extension loading conditions. It is important to note
that the non-uniform deformations were observed at large shear strains for both dispersed
and flocculated microfabric even when the lubricated ends were used for triaxial testing.
These non-uniformities eventually formed thin shear band within the specimens. If the
stress and strain states were interpreted at this stage ignoring the fact that the strain
localization would have already taken place, the interpreted stress and strain would be
inaccurate. Therefore, the stress-strain relationship in the post-peak softening response
would not represent the true stress-strain behavior of the soil.
Figure 5.6 shows the normalized stress-strain relationship for HOC specimens of
Kaolin clay with flocculated and dispersed microfabrics. The shear resistance of HOC
specimens with dispersed microfabric was found to be lower than that of the specimens
with flocculated microfabric, which was unlike the response of NC specimens shown in
Fig 5.5. The effect of overconsolidation on the stress-strain behavior of clay can be
studied by normalizing the deviatoric stress values by mean effective stress before
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shearing and comparing the normalized stress-strain relationship for normally and
overconsolidated clay. In such a case, the HOC specimens (OCR = 10) of the Kaolin clay
used in this study would show a much higher normalized stress-strain curve in
comparison to NC specimens. Therefore, if the stress-strain curves shown in Fig 5.6 were
rather normalized by mean effective stress before shearing, the dispersed microfabric
would show much lower effect of overconsolidation on the stress-strain relationship in
comparison to the flocculated microfabric. This can be further justified by the volumetric
response of soil during shearing. For the flocculated microfabric, the HOC specimens
showed a dilative response during shearing due to the effect of overconsolidation, when
the NC specimens showed contractive response. The dispersed microfabric changed the
basic nature of NC clay and resulted in its dilative or less contractive response during
shearing. However, the volumetric response of HOC specimens was similar for both the
microfabrics, indicating higher effect of overconsolidation in flocculated microfabric
compared to dispersed microfabric.
As shown in Fig. 5.5 and 5.6, the experimental data for undrained triaxial
compression and extension tests showed a decreasing trend of normalized stress-strain
relationships with increasing po' values for both the microfabrics; dispersed and
flocculated.
Stress Paths:

For both flocculated and dispersed microfabric, the normalized effective stress
paths observed during triaxial compression and extension tests are shown in Fig 5.7 and
5. 8 respectively. The NC specimens of Kaolin clay show a large variation in the shape
and trend of effective stress paths for two microfabrics. The effective stress paths for
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1 .2

flocculated microfabric approach towards the origin at high strain levels along a critical
state line showing contractive response; whereas, for the dispersed microfabric, they
demonstrate dilative response at approximately same strain levels. The effective stress
paths for HOC clay showed a trend of moving away from the origin for both the
microfabrics indicating the dilative nature of HOC clay.
Triaxial Tests with Drained Shearing
Volumetric Response (volumetric strain):

Figure 5. 9 shows the relationship of volumetric strain and axial strain for NC and
HOC specimens of Kaolin clay with dispersed and flocculated microfabrics. In this
figure, positive volumetric strain represents decrease in the volume of specimen. For all
the drained triaxial tests performed in this study on both the NC and HOC specimens, the
dispersed microfabric showed significantly lower values for volumetric strain when
compared to flocculated microfabric indicating the dilative or less contractive nature of
Kaolin clay with dispersed orientation of clay platelets within the specimen. The NC
specimens with dispersed microfabric were observed to have negative volumetric strain
response under drained extension loading conditions showing their dilative nature, which
was similar to the negative excess pore pressure evolution during undrained extension
loading. These observations can be rationalized using the same concepts presented earlier
for the corresponding undrained test data.
Stress-strain Relationship:

Figure 5. 10 presents the relationship of normalized deviatoric stress with axial
strain for drained testing. The dispersed microfabric specimens showed relatively sudden
failure response followed by significant softening response when compared to flocculated
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microfabric. The reason could be attributed to the same explanations used for undrained
shear response of the specimens with dispersed microfabric based on the evolution of
small weak zones within the specimens at high strain levels. During drained shearing, the
NC specimens with flocculated microfabric sustained much higher strain levels before
failure in comparison to dispersed microfabric (Ea at failure = 26% for flocculated and
11 % for dispersed micro fabric). This is because, when the clay platelets in flocculated
microfabric slip at high strain levels, they create a denser configuration (lower void ratio)
due to collapse of microstructure in the local zones providing further stability to the
specimen against failure. The dispersed microfabric showed slightly higher shear
stiffness of the specimens at small strain levels than the flocculated microfabric (Fig
5.10), which was partly due to the much lower void ratio (eo = 1. 18 for flocculated and, eo

= 0. 79 for dispersed microfabric) of specimens with dispersed microfabric. However, due
to their ability of sustaining much higher shear strains before failure, the shear strength
was higher for the specimens with flocculated micro fabric (q = 448 kPa for flocculated
and 401 kPa for dispersed microfabric).
Shear Strength Parameters for Undrained and Drained Testing

Table 5.2 presents a summary of the observed undrained shear strength
parameters for flocculated and dispersed microfabric clay specimens sheared at different
confining pressure. For the same loading/boundary conditions, the specimens with
dispersed microfabric failed at lower strain levels (Ea) in comparison to the specimens
with flocculated microfabric. As it was discussed earlier that for dispersed microfabric
the large amount of inter-particle repulsive forces between the clay platelets caused the
lower resistance to external stresses applied on the clay specimen and caused failure of
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Table 5.2 Undrained shear strength properties of Kaolin clay specimens with
flocculated and dispersed microfabric
Microfabric

Po '
(kPa)

q
(kPa)

q/po '

Ea

(%)

(kPa)

au

M

a,'/a3'

Compression tests performed on normally consolidated (OCR = 1) clay specimens
1 1.1
145
127
1 .27
3.2 1
0.61
Flocculated
207
92
2.63
0.92
1 0.0
1 .06
191
Dispersed
207
1 .20
200
0.56
1 1 .5
3.00
1 55
Flocculated
276
1 32
1 . 10
2.73
25 1
0.9 1
10.9
276
Dispersed
1.18
14.0
253
2.94
0.54
1 87
Flocculated
345

�o

-

1 68
2.58
1 .04
0.8 1
10.7
279
345
Compression tests performed on heavily overconsolidated (OCR = 10) clay specimens
-9
1 .42
3.69
0.8 1
0.40
9.8
Flocculated
207
82
-10
1 .22
3.06
0.33
0.56
207
9.6
69
Dispersed
-8
1 .49
12.7
0.39
276
3.99
106
0.84
Flocculated
-12
1 .33
0.54
0.32
9.1
3.40
276
88
Dispersed
-6
1 .56
4.82
1 1 .5
0.38
0.84
1 30
345
Flocculated
-15
2.89
1.16
0.29
0.56
345
9.0
101
Dispersed
Extension tests performed on normally consolidated (OCR = 1) clay specimens
1 .01
4. 10
58
1 1 .0
0.55
207
Flocculated
115
3.18
0.89
177
0.84
8.6
207
-54
Dispersed
3.72
0.97
1 1 .0
0.53
74
276
Flocculated
147
3.19
-61
0.89
0.8 1
8. 1
225
276
Dispersed
95
0.91
3.33
0.5 1
12.7
177
345
Flocculated
-63
3.04
0.89
9.2
0.8 1
279
345
Dispersed
Dispersed

Extension tests performed on heavily overconsolidated (OCR = 10) clay specimens
-60
1.11
5.30
0.75
10.6
0.31
207
68
Flocculated
1.1 1
-50
5.36
8.0
62
0.30
0.54
207
Dispersed

1 . 12
5.42
-87
0.78
0.32
10.0
276
90
Flocculated
-70
1.1 1
5.27
0.29
0.55
8.6
80
Dispersed
276
5.55
-96
1.13
8.4
345
0.79
0.32
109
Flocculated
-85
5.00
0.53
1 .09
0.27
8.0
Dispersed
345
94
Ea =Axial strain at failure; L\u =Excess pore pressure in undrained tests; M =Critical state parameter;
cr 1 '/cr3' =Effective stress ratio. Above shear test data represents the values at failure of the specimen.
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the dispersed microfabric specimens at early stage of shearing. The critical state
parameter, M, which is the ratio of deviatoric stress q and mean effective stress p' at
failure, was calculated for all the triaxial tests performed in this study. q and p' were
obtained using Eq. 5 .4 and 5.5 respectively.
q = (cr 1 '- cr3 ') . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5.4)
p ' = (cr1 ' +cr2 ' +cr3 ' ) /3

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5.5)

The values of M were observed to be smaller for the specimens with dispersed
microfabric in comparison to flocculated microfabric tested under the same
loading/boundary conditions. This indicated that the dispersed microfabric would have
lower shear resistance in comparison to the flocculated microfabric at the same mean
effective stress.
The pore pressure parameter ( A 0 ) was determined using the experimental data
obtained for dispersed and flocculated microfabrics and the empirical relationship (Eq.
5.6) presented by Mayne ( 1 979).
(s
OCR Ao = u I (]'co 1oc
(su I (]'co ') NC

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5.6)

The parameter A 0 was suggested to be constant for a particular soil in the previous
studies. The current study showed that the calculated value of A 0 for a soil might change
with the change in its microfabric. For the same clay, the value of A 0 was obtained to be
0.8 for flocculated microfabric and 0.5 for dispersed microfabric using lubricated end
triaxial test data.
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Table 5 .3 provides a summary of drained shear strength parameters obtained for
flocculated and dispersed microfabrics using lubricated end triaxial testing setup. As
observed for undrained testing, the drained testing also showed the failure of dispersed
microfabric specimens at early stage of shearing and the lower value of critical state
parameter (M) for dispersed microfabric in comparison to flocculated.
CONCLUSIONS

The influence of microfabric on the mechanical behavior of kaolin clay was
studied under drained and undrained conditions with the variation in stress history of the
specimen, loading conditions during shearing, and confining stress during consolidation
and shearing processes. A series of triaxial tests were performed on solid cylindrical
specimens with dispersed and flocculated microfabric using lubricated end platens. Key
observations from this study are summarized as follows:
1) During undrained extension test, a large amount of negative excess pore pressure
was observed for the NC specimens with dispersed microfabric indicating the
dilative nature of soil. However, for these specimens, a positive excess pore
pressure was observed during compression tests, and was significantly smaller
than the positive excess pore pressure evolution observed in specimens with
flocculated microfabric indicating the less contractive nature of dispersed
microfabric.
2 ) The excess pore pressure response of HOC specimens with dispersed microfabric
showed slightly less dilative nature of Kaolin clay in comparison to flocculated
microfabric during extension stress paths; however, no significant impact of
microfabric was observed during compression shearing.
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Table 5.3 Drained shear strength properties of Kaolin clay specimens with
flocculated and dispersed microfabric
Po'
(kPa)

q
(kPa)

q/po'

Flocculated

276

448

Dispersed

276

Flocculated

Microfabric

M

(%)

( %)

1 .62

26.0

8.3

1 .05

401

1 .45

1 1 .3

3.0

1 .00

276

82

0.30

1 1 .6

-0.8

1 .50

Dispersed

276

53

0. 19

5.7

-0.6

1.17

Flocculated

276

1 97

0.71

10.4

2.5

0.95

Dispersed

276

177

0.64

5.1

-0.4

0.82

Flocculated

276

40

0. 14

6.0

-1.3

3.23

Dispersed

276

28

0. 10

6.3

-2.8

1 .54

Sa

Ev

Compression tests performed on normally consolidated (OCR = 1) clay specimens

Compression tests performed on heavily overconsolidated (OCR = 10) clay specimens

Extension tests performed on normally consolidated (OCR = 1 ) clay specimens

Extension tests performed on heavily overconsolidated (OCR = 10) clay specimens

Ea =Axial strain at failure; Ev =Volumetric strain at failure in drained tests; M =Critical state parameter.
Above shear test data represents the values at failure of the specimen.
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3) In undrained testing, the stress-strain relationships for dispersed microfabric
showed higher shear strength in comparison to flocculated microfabric, and also
indicated well-defined peaks caused by significantly localized failure response.
This was not observed for specimens with flocculated microfabric. The
normalized deviatoric stress during undrained shearing was decreased when pre
consolidation stress increased, and this pattern was observed for both the
microfabrics.
4) The volumetric response during drained tests showed dilative nature for Kaolin
clay with dispersed microfabric. The drained shear strength for NC clay for
dispersed microfabric was lower than that for flocculated microfabric. This was
contrary to what was observed from undrained testing.
5) The value of critical state parameter for specimens with dispersed microfabric
was lower than that for specimens with flocculated microfabric; and this response
was observed to be true for compression and extension stress paths for both
drained and undrained conditions. The large amount of inter-particle repulsive
forces between the clay platelets in · dispersed microfabric explains this
observation.
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CHAPTER 6: STRAIN LOCALIZATION IN SOLID CYLINDRICAL
CLAY SPECIMENS USING DIGITAL IMAGE ANALYSIS
INRODUCTION

In a triaxial test, the cylindrical specimens typically deform with uniform
distribution of strain along the height of the specimen in the early stage of shearing.
However, when a specimen is subjected to larger stress levels (near to failure), the
distribution of strains suddenly concentrates within a localized region while the
remainder of the specimen undergoes little deformation, as shown in Fig 6.1. Strain
localization is caused by the imperfections inherent in the soil specimen, the boundary
constraints, and non-uniform loading conditions (Hvorslev 1 960, Hill 1962, Rudnicki and
Rice 1975, Rice 1 976, Rice and Rudnicki 1 980, Vardoulakis 1 980, Desrues et al. 1 985,
Peters et al. 1 988, Bartlet 1 990, Bigoni and Heueckel 1 991, Finno et al. 1 997, Szabo
2000, Lade and Wang· 2001 ). Therefore, strain localization is considered to be a major
factor, which controls the overall observed mechanical response of the specimen, at or
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Fig. 6.1 Deformation of a soil element under external loading conditions
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near failure. Strain localization manifests in the form of a shear band, a narrow zone of
intense straining (Jirasek 2002, Lai et al. 2003). Although, shear banding is one of the
most possible deformation modes, it is usually a precursor to catastrophic failure. The
initial thickness of the localization band depends on the material's micro-structure. The
transmission of microdefects in the localization band leads to the formation of
displacement discontinuity and stress-free crack at macro level.
It is believed that non uniformity of stress state and deformation mode along the
height of a specimen during anisotropic loading can be avoided by the use of lubricated
end platens in triaxial testing system. Triaxial experiments with lubricated ends on the
specimens with slenderness ratio 1 (height /diameter = 1 ) provide a more stable geometry
and much greater uniformity of stress and deformation throughout the test, and allow the
specimen to retain its cylindrical shape even at large strains (Rowe and Barden 1 964,
Barden and McDermott 1 965, Sarsby et al. 1 982). Although, during this study, all the
experiments were performed on a triaxial testing setup with lubricated ends; non-uniform
deformations were observed at larger strains during shearing, which eventually led to
strain localizations within the specimen. If the stress and strain states were interpreted at
this stage ignoring the fact that the strain localization would have already taken place, the
interpreted stress and strain would be inaccurate. Therefore, the focus of this study is to
detect the initiation and propagation of strain localization within the clay specimen. Lin
and Penumadu (2005) studied the strain localization patterns of hollow cylindrical
specimens sheared under combined axial-torsional loading conditions using digital image
analysis (DIA) technique. They developed an experimental setup for DIA technique, a
procedure for digital data processing, and a program for data interpolation; which was
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used in this study to produce the strain contour plots and study the initiation and
propagation of strain localization within the specimen. This DIA technique was used in
the current research for evaluating the impact of confining pressure, loading conditions,
stress history, drainage conditions, and soil's microfabric on the strain localization aspect
for solid cylindrical specimens of Kaolin clay.
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATION

The localization theory is recognized to be a mathematically well established
concept for many years; however, only a few experimental studies including Rice and
Rudnicki (1980), Vardoulakis (1980), Desrues et al. (1985), Finno et al. (1997), Lade and
Wang (2001), have been performed using geo-materials. Hvorslev (1960) observed shear
bands and/or post failure bulging in a series of unconfined compression tests on clay
specimens, and reported that the degree of non-uniformity at large strains was much
larger than theoretically expected non-uniformity due to the influence of frictional end
restraint. Hill (1962) gave a general formulation for shear bands in elasto-plastic material
using the concept of acceleration wave in the context of a boundary value problem.
Rudnicki and Rice (1975), Rice (1976) proposed criterion for formation of shear band
and critical orientation of shear band, considering a non-associated flow rule. Based on
Rice's work, the general principles of localization of deformation into shear strain band
were well established, and they were applied to investigate the thin shear band type
localization (Peters et al. 1988, Bartlet 1990, Bigoni and Heueckel 1991, Szabo 2000,
Lade and Wang 2001, Heueckel 2002). The most typical localized deformation observed
in geo-materials is linear shear banding.
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Most of the previous experimental studies on strain localization were dependent
on the visual observations from the deformation profile of the specimens. During
previous investigation using triaxial testing, this phenomenon was not studied in depth
due to the lack of proper techniques for quantifying the local strains with a reasonable
degree of accuracy. Recent developments in digital image analysis (DIA), to some extent,
allows for the capturing and studying local deformations within the specimen as a
function of global deformations.
In this study, many triaxial tests were performed to study the variation in strain
localization and pattern of shear banding within the clay specimens with respect to the
change in stress history of clay (normally consolidated and heavily overconsolidated),
micro fabric of clay specimens (dispersed and flocculated), drainage conditions during
shearing (drained and undrained), the type of deviatoric loading (compression and
extension), and for varying levels of effective confining stress. During the deformation
process, a digital image analysis (DIA) was used to monitor the overall specimen
uniformity, potential initiation of localization, and to quantify the specimen dimensions.
Digitized data were obtained from digital images to perform the calculations for local
deformation and strain profile, which also facilitated the analysis for strain localization.
Digital imaging technique was used in this research for all triaxial experiments to study
the evolution of shear bands with respect to the specimen and loading /boundary
conditions, which is important for evaluating constitutive behavior of cohesive soil.
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
In order to study the mechanical behavior of kaolin clay having liquid limit of 62%,
plasticity index of 30%, and a specific gravity of 2.63, solid cylindrical specimens were
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obtained using one-dimensional slurry consolidation technique, as explained by Penumadu
et al. (1 998). Initially these specimens were isotropically consolidated under 2 07 kPa, 2 76
kPa, and 34 5 kPa effective confining pressure. After isotropic consolidation, the specimens
were sheared under compression and extension loading conditions using lubricated end
triaxial testing device developed for this study, and the measured data were recorded on a
computer using a data acquisition system. The triaxial testing setup and testing procedure
were explained by in Chapter 3. The information related to all the triaxial tests performed
in the study is summarized in Table 6.1, and the stress-strain relationships for Kaolin clay
as obtained from these tests are presented in Fig 6.2 .

Table 6.1 Effect of various factors on the strain localization patterns and the
orientation of shear Bands observed in the patterns
Stress Drainage
6sb
6m
Microfabric 6p
History Conditions
(%) (%) (%) (deg)

Test
No.

(kPa)

Po'

Loading
Conditions

1

207

Compression

NC

Undrained

Flocculated

1 1 .3 14.0 1 8.0

31

2

276

Compression

NC

Undrained

Flocculated

1 1 .5 14.0 1 9.0

36

3

345

Compression

NC

Undrained

Flocculated

1 3 .9 14.8 20.0

39

4

276

Extension

NC

Undrained

Flocculated

1 1 .0 1 3 .0 26.0

31

5

276

Compression

HOC

Undrained

Flocculated

1 2.7 14.0 1 9.0

32

6

276

Compression

NC

Drained

Flocculated

26.0 26.0 29.0 NA

7

276

Compression

NC

Undrained

Dispersed

1 0.9 1 1 .0 17.0
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Note: p0 ' is pre-consolidation pressure before shearing; Ep is the global axial strain at the peak of stressstrain curve; Esb is the global axial strain at the formation of shear banding; Em is the maximum local axial
strain shown in the contour plot
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Fig. 6.2 Stress-strain curves for triaxial tests (as listed in Table 6.1) performed on solid
cylindrical specimens of Kaolin clay. ( a) Test No. 1 to 3, (b) Test No. 4 to 7
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DIGITAL IMAGE ANALYSIS (DIA)

To address the strain localization and its impact on the interpretation of test
results, the deformation and strain components at various locations of a deforming
specimen are needed. However, direct measurement of deformation at various locations
along the height of a specimen is a difficult experimental task. In the present study,
digital image analysis (DIA) was used to evaluate the strain localization in the solid
cylindrical Kaolin clay specimens sheared by using lubricated end triaxial testing setup,
as shown in Fig 6.3. Digital imaging technique in this study uses a latex membrane
(thickness 0.3 mm) with dots marked in a grid pattern. Grid points were spaced
approximately 10 mm apart as shown in Fig 6.3a. The latex membrane was placed over
the cylindrical specimen used for triaxial testing, which was confined in a cast-acrylic
cylinder filled with water. The dots on the specimen were tracked using high resolution
digital images. To obtain the digital images of triaxial specimens, a Digital camera
(Kodak DC 290®) with approximately 2. 1-million pixel resolution (1792 H: 1200V) was
placed at 562 mm distance from the outer wall of cell, as shown in Fig 6.3a. The digital
camera was mounted on a two-axis controller, which allowed for precisely adjusting
camera position in two directions. Images were then downloaded in to a personal
computer, and Image-Pro-Plus 4. 1 software was used to measure the co-ordinates of the
points (dots made on the latex membrane placed on the clay specimen). The accuracy of
measurement was 0.2 mm in vertical direction and 0.3 mm in circumferential direction. A
soft light (Lowell Softlite 2®) was used to provide uniform illumination of the triaxial
specimen and significantly reduced shadows in the digital images. After finding the co
ordinates of the points on the specimen by using Image-Pro Plus 4. 1 software, the
1 40
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Fig. 6.3 Strain localization using digital image analysis. (a) Digital imaging setup,
(b) Prepared Kaolin clay specimen for digital imaging setup
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co-ordinates were then used to get the shear band information by using a contour plot
program made in programming language MAPLE (Lin 2003).
During the triaxial test, the specimen was confined in a cast-acrylic cylinder filled
with water, as shown in Fig 6.3b. The presence of confining cylinder and water around the
specimen in a triaxial cell caused multiple refractions of light rays to occur, which needed
to be accounted in the analysis of digital images. Light rays bend, or refract, as they travel
through media of differing indices of refraction, which can magnify or reduce the observed
size of the target object being analyzed. In triaxial testing, the refraction of light will cause
the specimen to appear enlarged. Therefore, corrections must be applied to the data
obtained from digital images in order to determine true specimen dimensions and grid point
positions. By incorporating Snell's law of refraction, a 2-D correction model (Parker 1987,
Lin and Penumadu 2005) was developed to describe the relationship between the observed
and actual specimen measurements. This model was used in this study to obtain the true
position and displacement of tracking dots on the surface of cylindrical specimens. Macari
et al. (1997) also used a similar technique for measuring volume changes in triaxial testing.
EVOLUTION OF SHEAR BAND

Using the data from digital images, the strain components of a point on the soil
specimen were calculated based on the formulation developed by Lin (2003). The
contour plots were developed to illustrate the strain field, which facilitated the
visualization of the potential for the occurrence of strain localization. In a contour plot of
soil specimen, such as those shown in Fig 6.4, the vertical strain on the surface of the
specimen is displayed and the intensity of color at certain point of the plot represents the
magnitude of corresponding strain. It should be noted that the X-coordinate of a contour
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Contour

Values

Fig. 6.4 Contour plots and the digital images of the deformed Kaolin clay specimen
at various strain levels for 207 kPa of confining pressure. (a) Uniform deformation
(relatively), (b) Initiation of shear banding, (c) Shear band formation
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plot is essentially the circumferential coordinate, so that the cylindrical surface of the
specimen can be visualized in a planar manner. The contour lines connect the points that
share the same value of strain. It is more meaningful to read the pattern of a whole
contour plot rather than focusing on a single point in a contour plot. Figure 6.4 shows the
deformation profile of Kaolin clay specimen sheared under triaxial compression loading
conditions at the confining pressure of 207 kPa, which includes the images of specimen
and corresponding local-strain-contour plots at different global axial strain values. Visual
inspection of the images of specimen during shear deformation can help in identifying
non-uniformity of deformation within the specimen but only when the non-uniformities
are large enough in magnitude. An advanced technique such as DIA used in this research
is required to measure the variation of local strains more precisely and study small
magnitude of deformation that could lead to the development of shear band type
formations within the specimen. As shown in Fig 6.4, the images of clay specimen at 6%,
1 1 % and 14% global axial strain did not exhibit a significant variation in the local
deformation pattern by visual inspection through naked eye. After processing these
images using DIA technique, the corresponding local strain contour plots indicated the
formation of strong localized deformation zones at high strain levels. It is important to
note that the accuracy of measuring displacements using DIA system was 0. 2 mm in the
vertical direction. The calculations of local strains were based on an element with
maximum vertical dimension of approximately 10 mm; therefore, the accuracy of
measurement was ±2% for obtaining local axial strain. The contour plot at 6% global
axial strain (Fig 6.4a) showed distribution of local vertical strains within the accuracy
range, which can be used to infer that within the constraints of the measurement system,
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the deformation was relatively uniform until the global axial strain reached 6%. Shear
band with practically constant inclination emerged at 1 1 % global axial strain and became
more significant as the global axial strain increased. The shear band was observed to be
fully developed at 1 4% global axial strain, as shown by the contours of two local zones
(Zone A and Zone B) in Fig 6.4c. Zone A shows a much smaller values of local axial
strains (8-10%) in comparison to Zone B (1 4-1 6 %). The contour lines are very dense in
the interface between these two zones, which implies a dramatic transition of the axial
strain values. Therefore, the interface between zones A and B can be regarded as a shear
band with an approximately constant inclination. It should be noted that the local strains
in the shear bands could be much higher than what is depicted by the contour plots. This
is because the shear bands were much thinner than the distance between nodes of
measurements (approximately 10 mm grid) causing an averaging effect in deforming
local strain values.
In Fig 6. 4c, the interface of Zone A and Zone C represents a part of another shear
band, which is approximately parallel to the shear band between Zone A and Zone B. For
local strain analysis, the images taken during shear deformation covered approximately
1/3 of the perimeter of specimen. At the end of shearing, the specimens were extruded
from the triaxial cell and then visually inspected to evaluate the continuity and inclination
of shear bands around the specimen. Figure 6.5 shows images of the specimens extruded
after shearing under triaxial compression and extension stress paths. These images were
taken from four orthogonal directions to completely observe the outer surface of
specimen (front, rear, right, and left views). As shown in Fig 6.5, the inclinations of all
the thin shear band formations in a sheared specimen were observed to be identical, and it
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Fig. 6.5 Shear banding in Kaolin clay specimens using lubricated end triaxial setup.
(a) Compression shearing, (b) Extension shearing
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was true for both compression and extension tests. The specimens were also observed to
have additional zones of localized deformations as can be seen in Fig 6.5.
The stress-strain relationship for triaxial compression test on the cylindrical
specimen of Kaolin clay with flocculated microfabric exhibited the peak shear stress
location at 11 % global axial strain (ep), as shown in Fig 6.2a. It is important to note that
small amount of localized deformations were observed before 11 % axial strain, and the
degree of localization increased as the shearing process continued. However, a clear shear
band type formation was observed starting at a global axial strain of 11 %. It could be
reasonable to interpret that strain localization initiated at peak shear stress location, and
the failure planes in the form of significant shear bands were developed in the post-peak
response.
DISCUSSION ON LOCAL STRAIN ANALYSIS

Table 6. 1 summarizes the information related to orientation of shear band formation
within the specimens during a series of triaxial tests performed under different loading /
boundary conditions. The contour plots of local deformations on the surface of solid
cylindrical Kaolin clay specimens were analyzed with respect to the variation in following
factors: Confining pressure, External loading conditions, Stress History, Drainage
conditions, and Microfabric.
Strain Localization Patterns of Clay Specimens Sheared under Undrained
Conditions

The undrained triaxial compression tests were performed on NC clay specimens

with flocculated microfabric at the confining pressures

crc '

of 207, 276 and 345 kPa to

study the impact of confining pressure on strain localization patterns of Kaolin clay. The
effect of anisotropic loading conditions and specimen's stress history were also studied
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by performing an undrained triaxial extension test on NC clay specimen at crc ' = 276 kPa
and compression test on HOC clay specimen (OCR = 10) at crc ' = 28 kPa. The contour
plots of local strain measurements during triaxial compression test at crc ' = 207 kPa were
discussed earlier, as shown in Fig 6.4. Similar contour plots for the other individual tests
are shown in the Figures 6.6 to 6.9.
Effect of Confining Pressure:

As shown in Figures 6.4, 6.6 and 6.7, the distribution of local axial strain on the
deforming triaxial specimens at the three confining pressure values of 207, 276, and 345
kPa was observed to be uniform for global axial strain values up to 6 %. The shear band
emerged at 1 1 % of global axial strain and became more and more significant as the strain
level increased. Shear banding was observed at 1 4 % global axial strain for crc ' = 207 and
276 kPa (Fig 6.4c and 6.6b), and at 1 4.8 % global axial strain for crc ' = 345 kPa (Fig
6. 7b). For all the three cases, strain localization was observed to be initiated for stress
state corresponding to the occurrence of peak shear stress in the stress-strain plot (Fig
6.2). The intensity of strain localization was observed to be much stronger for higher
confining stresses exhibiting an increase in the value of maximum local axial strain
(18 %-20%) experienced by the specimen with the increase in confining pressure (207
kPa -345 kPa). In this study, the orientation of shear band, represented by 'V angle, was
obtained by measuring the angle of inclination of shear band from the horizontal
direction. A trend of increasing 'V angle was observed with the increase in confining
pressure, which varied from 'V =3 1 ° to 39° for the variation in confining pressure from
207 to 345 kPa, as listed in Table 6. 1.
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Fig. 6.6 Contour plots for undrained triaxial compression test on NC clay with
flocculated microfabric at confining pressure of 276 kPa. (a) Uniform deformation
(relatively), (b) Shear band formation
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Fig. 6.8 Contour plots and digital images of deformed specimens sheared under
extension loading. (a) Uniform deformation (relatively), (b) Shear band formation
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(a) Uniform deformation (relatively), (b) Shear band formation
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Effect ofExternal Loading Conditions:

Contour plots for compression and extension stress paths (Fig 6. 6 and Fig 6.8)
showed that local deformation was uniformly distributed up to 6% global axial strain for
both the loading conditions. Small zones of localized deformation were obseryed within
the clay specimen after 6 % of global axial strain and were connected with each other in
the process of further shear deformation. Strain localizations in the form of shear bands
were observed to occur at the peak value of stress-strain curve, as shown in Fig 6.2. It is
thus reasonable to interpret the state of stress and strain from measured external load and
displacement assuming a uniform state of deformation up to an axial strain value of 11%
for compression stress path and of 11.5 % for extension. The shear band formation was
observed to be fully developed at a global axial strain of 14 % for compression, and 13%
for extension testing. A significant difference was noticed between the values of
maximum local axial strain (Em) for compression (19%) and extension tests (24 %), which
indicated that the strain localization was much stronger in the specimen subjected to
extension stress path. The orientation of shear band (\JI) was observed to be significantly
higher for compression loading (36°) in comparison to extension loading (31°), as listed
in Table 6. 1. The reason could be attributed to the rotation of major principal stress by
90 ° from vertical to horizontal direction. During extension shearing, the specimen tends
to have a smaller cross-sectional area (necking) at the middle of the clay specimen
compared to the area at top and bottom of the specimen (Fig 6.8b). The necking of
specimen induced by the extension loading conditions could also influence the inclination
of shear bands, which was not an issue for compression loading.
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Effect ofStress History of Clay Specimen:

For the HOC specimen, the global axial strain (Ea) corresponding to uniform
distribution of strains (Ea = ·6%), initiation of shear banding (Ea = 1 1 %), and fully
developed shear band (Ea = 14%) were the same as those for NC specimen. They also
shared the same value of maximum local strain (Em) when the shear band was fully
developed at Ea = 14%, as shown in Fig 6.6 and Fig 6.9. The orientation of shear banding
for NC clay (36°) was observed to be larger than that for HOC clay (32°), as listed in
Table 6.1.
Effect of Drainage Conditions

The impact of drainage conditions on strain localization behavior of clay
specimens was studied by repeating the triaxial compression test on NC clay specimen of
Kaolin clay with flocculated microfabric at the confining stress of 276 kPa, and by
allowing free drainage during the shearing stage of repeated test. The contour plots of
local strain measurements during drained compression test are shown in Fig 6. 10. The
distribution of local axial strain was observed to be uniform until 6% global axial strain
for undrained shearing and 13 % for drained shearing (Fig 6.6 and Fig 6. 10). As discussed
earlier, the undrained triaxial compression showed clear evidence of shear bands within
the specimen at 1 4% global axial strain {Esb), During drained triaxial compression test, the
specimen did not show linear shear band type localized deformation mode as observed
during undrained testing; however, it was observed to have many small zones of highly
localized deformations at 26 % of global axial strain. The reason could be attributed to the
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Fig. 6.10 Contour plots for drained compression test performed on NC clay.
(a) Uniform deformation (relatively), (b) Strain localized deformation
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different modes of instability causing strain localization for varying drainage conditions.
During undrained shearing, the instability caused by pore pressure evolution could play
an important role in the development of shear band type formations within the specimen,
which apparently did not occur under free drainage conditions during drained testing.
Effect of Microfabric

In this research, two extreme microfabrics of Kaolin clay were used to study the
effect of microfabric on strain localization behavior of soil. The results of triaxial
compression test on Kaolin clay specimens with flocculated microfabric at crc' = 276 kPa
were discussed earlier (Fig 6.6). The same test was repeated using the Kaolin clay
specimen with dispersed microfabric, and the corresponding contour plots of local axial
strain measurements are shown in Fig 6.1 1. The distribution of local strains was observed
to be uniform until 6% global axial strain for flocculated microfabric and 4 % for
dispersed microfabric. The initiation of shear banding was observed at 9% and 1 1 %
global strain for dispersed and flocculated microfabric respectively. The shear band type
formation was observed at much lower strain levels for dispersed microfabric (Esh = 1 1 %)
in comparison to flocculated microfabric (Esh = 1 4 %), which indicated a higher possibility
of sudden failure in Kaolin clay with dispersed microfabric. As shown in Fig 6.2, the
peak shear stress was observed at a global axial strain of 1 1.5 % for flocculated
microfabric and 10.9% for dispersed microfabric. Unlike the response of flocculated
microfabric specimen, the specimen with dispersed microfabric showed a clear formation
of shear band at peak shear stress followed by a sudden failure response. A notable
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Fig. 6.1 1 Contour plots for undrained compression test performed on NC clay with
dispersed microfabric. (a) Uniform deformation (relatively), (b) Shear band
formation
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difference in 'V values were observed for flocculated (36°) and dispersed (33°) microfabric,
as listed in Table 6. 1.
CONCLUSIONS

With the use of lubricated-end triaxial testing setup, a series of compression and
extension tests were performed on solid cylindrical specimens of Kaolin clay under
drained and undrained conditions to study the impact of confining stress, loading method,
stress history, drainage conditions and microfabric on the patterns of strain localization
within the specimen using digital imaging (DIA) technique. This study presented the
evidence of occurrence of strain localization in the clay specimens tested using lubricated
end platens. Key observations from this study are summarized below:
1) The shear band was formed at similar global axial strain levels for all three
confining stresses; however, the specimens tested at higher confining stress
showed higher value of Em (maximum local axial strain), indicating a stronger
degree of localized deformations within the specimen. The angle of orientation of
shear bands showed an increase with the increase in confining stress.
2 ) Shear band formed at lower global axial strain levels for extension loading than
for compression, and its angle of orientation was also observed to be lower for
extension testing. The maximum local strain was found to be significantly higher
for extension tests than for compression tests indicating much stronger strain
localization response during extension shearing.
3) Strain localization pattern, development of shear banding, and the orientation of
shear bands were observed to be the same for both the NC and HOC specimens of
the Kaolin clay.
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4) The strain localization was observed at much higher global axial strain levels for
drained test than for undrained. The drained testing did not show a linear shear
banding type deformation process as observed during undrained testing.
5) Shear band for dispersed microfabric was formed at lower axial strain value in
comparison to flocculated microfabric, and showed notable difference in its angle
of orientation.
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CHAPTER 7: EFFECT OF SHEAR DEFORMATION ON THE
MICROFABRIC OF CLAY SPECIMENS USING X-RAY
DIFFRACTION TECHNIQUE
INTRODUCTION

The microfabric (geometric arrangement of platelets) of clay was studied by many
scientists in the past using X-ray diffraction technique (Gruner 1932, Brindley and
Robinson 1946, Brindley 1951, Seed and Chan 1959, Martin 1962, Sloane and Kell 1966,
Martin 1966, Odom 1967, Gillot 1970, Barden and Sides 1971, Yoshinaka and Kazama
1973, Martin and Ladd 1974). These studies were performed using powdered samples,
glass slide samples, and compacted / consolidated bulk samples; however, there was no
prior study on evaluating the change in the microfabric due to shearing of clay samples.
Mitchell (1956), Nagaraj (1959), Lambe (1960), Yong (1961), Sridharan et al. (1971),
and Mitchell (1993) reported that the microfabric of clay could have a strong impact on
its shear strength properties, and this motivated the authors to present this study on
quantifying the microfabric of Kaolin clay subjected to various stress paths.
In the past, researchers used a variety of techniques for the quantification of
microfabric of cohesive materials using: X-ray diffraction patterns, scanning electron
microscope (SEM), and transmission electron microscope (TEM). A quantitative X-ray
diffraction technique was developed by Brindley (1953) and Martin (1962). Martin (1966)
described the use of a texture goniometric diffractometer that produced three-dimensional
information. Scanning electron microscopy was also used by many researchers (Tovey
and Wong 1978, Roscoe 1967, O'Brien 1971) to evaluate the microfabric of clay. The
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main problem in using electron microscope (SEM, TEM) for studying the microfabric of
cohesive soil is the difficulty related to the preparation of sample surface, surface replica,
or ultra thin sections that can retain the undisturbed features of microfabric. Wet soil
sample can not be studied directly without special environmental cell, in electron
microscopy because it requires an evacuated sample chamber.
Most of the past studies (Seed and Chan 1959, Warkentin and Yong 1 960, Olson
1960, Sloane and Kell 1966, McKeys and Yong 1971, Martin and Ladd 1 97 4, Mitchell
1 993) were concentrated on the effect of microfabric on clay's behavior during
compaction and consolidation only. Nagaraj (1959) and Sridharan et al. (197 1) studied
the effect of microfabric on the mechanical behavior of clay soil during shear
deformation by performing undrained triaxial compression tests on clay specimens with
controlled microfabrics. The specimens were obtained by treating Montmorillonite and
Kaolinite clay with various inorganic materials such as calcium oxide, sodium oxalate,
etc. They showed a relationship between the shear strength properties of clay specimens
and their microfabric before shearing. However, these studies could not offer the
variation in microfabric of clay specimen before and after shearing. McKyes and Yong
(1971) analyzed the microfabric of Kaolin clay that experienced shear distortion using
SEM images of the specimen at low magnification (Xl0 & Xl00 ), which did not provide
conclusive effect on the microfabric of soil specimen as affected by the deformation
process.
The present paper provides a companson of the microfabric of Kaolin clay
specimens before and after shearing under compression and extension loading conditions.
It also includes a discussion on the variation in microfabric of clay specimen inside a
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shear band developed at failure of the specimen during compression and extension
shearing. This study was performed using a technique developed for defining microfabric
for clays using a standard X-ray diffractometer, as given in Chapter 2.
METHOD FOR STUDYING THE MICROFABRIC OF SHEARED SPECIMENS
OF CLAY

Authors reported in a recent study that the microfabric of a clay specimen could
be identified on the basis of two simple observations: i) type of peaks found in X-ray
diffraction pattern of the sample, ii) Intensity of the peaks with respect to the highest
intensity peak in the X-ray diffraction pattern of a given sample. The faces of Kaolin clay
platelets consist of mostly basal planes and edges consist of mostly prism planes as
reported by Ross and Kerr (1931), Gruner (1932), Hendricks (1938) and (1942), Grim
(1942), Brindley (1946) and (1 951), Martin (1966), Martin and Ladd (197 4), Carroll
(1970), Carty (1999). The micro fabric ( flocculated and dispersed) of a soil specimen
could be identified on the basis of the existence of type of peak (basal or prism) and their
relative intensity in a X-ray diffraction pattern. The presence of high intensity basal peaks
and relatively high intensity prism peaks corresponded to random orientation of clay
platelets, which was observed due to the large number of face-to-edge and/or edge-to
face contacts indicating flocculated microfabric. Correspondingly, the presence of only
high intensity basal peaks for a given specimen corresponded to dispersed orientation of
platelets.
In the current research, peak ratio (PR) was calculated usmg the relative
intensities of strongest basal and strongest prism peak

(Iprism /

lt,8521); and the comparison

of the peak ratio was the quantitative basis for evaluating the variation in microfabric of
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clay specimens before and after shearing at different spatial locations of a deformed
specimen. Two basal peaks (001,002) and six prism peaks (020, 1 30, 200, etc.) were
considered when calculating the peak ratio (Eq. 7. 1) from the X-ray diffraction pattern of
Kaolin clay.
Intensity of strongest prism peak ( Iprism )
.
.... . ..................... (7. 1)
Peak ratio ( PR ) =
Intensity of strongest basal peak ( Ibasat )
A large value of PR indicates that the specimen has high intensity basal and prism peaks;
whereas, a small value of peak ratio exhibits the specimen has only high intensity basal
peaks. As it was explained earlier that prism planes were positioned at the edges of clay
platelets and basal planes were positioned at the faces of platelets due to Kaolin's unique
atomic bonding and crystal structure. Therefore, a large value of PR would indicate a
large number of face-to-edge particle contacts within the specimen and a smaller value of
PR would be due to a large number of face-to-face particle contacts. The average particle
orientation would depend up on the number of face-to-edge and face-to-face particle
contacts, and this was analyzed in the present study as a function of applied external
shear stress.
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
Using lubricated end triaxial testing device, a series of undrained compression and
extension tests were performed on Kaolin clay specimens with two extreme microfabrics;
dispersed and flocculated corresponding to two types of initial microfabric of clay before
shearing. These specimens were obtained using a slurry consolidation technique, as presented
by Penumadu et al (1 998). The cylindrical specimens with flocculated microfabric were
obtained by mixing powdered Kaolin clay with de-aired and de-ionized water at a water
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content of 155% and consolidating under l<-0 condition at 207 kPa axial stress. The specimens
with dispersed microfabric were obtained by using a similar procedure and with the use of
2% dispersant (Calgon) in the clay slurry with 155% water content. Table 7. 1 shows the
physical properties of Kaolin clay used in this study. The specimens were isotropically
consolidated at 207 kPa and then sheared at an axial strain rate of 0.05% per min for
flocculated microfabric and 0.008 % per min for dispersed microfabric to allow for the
equalization of excess pore pressure during application of extension and compression
loading. After shearing, the cylindrical clay specimens were carefully removed from the
assembly and allowed to dry at the room temperature. Smaller rectangular shaped samples
(20x20x5mm3) for X-ray diffraction analysis were obtained from the deformed cylindrical
specimen at the end of triaxial testing at three locations; as shown in Fig 7 .1. The side
samples were taken from the area of the sheared clay specimen which experienced strain
localization during shearing process. The direction of the incident beam of X-ray was
different for the three samples extracted from three different local zones of the cylindrical
specimen. The "unavoidable disturbance" of the sample surface during trimming process was
minimized by

Table 7.1 Physical properties of Kaolin clay
Engineering property

Value

Specific Gravity (Gs)

2.63

Liquid Limit (LL)

62

Plasticity Index (PI)

30

Unified Soil Classification

CH

% finer than 2 µm (PC)

62
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Fig. 7.1 Slurry consolidated Kaolin clay specimens with two different microfabrics.
(a) Flocculated microfabric specimen, (b) Dispersed microfabric specimen
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peeling off the surface layers using double stick tape. Finally, a bulk sample of2 Ox2 Ox5mm3
was used in X-ray diffraction sample holder to get the diffraction pattern of a given sample as
a function of its location. The small rectangular samples for X-ray analysis of clay before
shearing were obtained using the same procedure by drying the cylindrical specimens after
slurry consolidation stage.
In the current study, experiments were performed on Siemens standard X-ray
diffractometer, which allowed the sample to rotate in about one axis (Chapter 2 ). The X-ray
detector moved by 2 0 angle from the incident ray when the sample holder rotated by 0 angle
about a given axis. All X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments were performed for 2 0 varying

from o0 to 85 ° because Kaolin clay was expected to show most of its significant peaks of

diffraction within this range.
DISCUSSION

Figure 7. 1 shows a cylindrical specimen with dispersed or flocculated microfabric
and also indicates the locations from which small samples (top, bottom, and side) were
obtained for the X-ray diffraction analysis. The objective is to evaluate the change in
microfabric for these samples after shearing as compared to its initial microfabric
(flocculated or dispersed). Tables 7.2 and 7.3 present the intensities of basal and prism
peaks for flocculated and dispersed clay samples obtained from various locations of
specimens subjected to shear at the end of triaxial testing.
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Table 7.2 X-ray diffraction data for Kaolin clay specimen with flocculated
microfabric
Peak
Intensity of Prism Peaks
Intensity of Basal Peaks
Location of
ratio
X-ray samples in _________________________
cylindrical clay
specimen
001
002
020
130
200
!02

Flocculated samples before shear
Top

0.99

1 .00

0.28

0. 17

0. 1 6

0.28

0.14

0. 1 3

0.28

Side

1 .00

0.98

0. 1 3

0.2 1

0.24

0.29

0.23

0.2 1

0.29

Bottom

0.90

1 .00

0.14

0.20

0.23

0.29

0. 1 8

0.23

0.29

Flocculated samples after extension stress path
Top

0.98

1 .00

0.3 1

0.28

0.28

0.42

0.25

0.3 1

0.42

Side (shear band)

0.77

1 .00

0.22

0.27

0.26

0.38

0.20

0.28

0.38

Bottom

0.99

1 .00

0.32

0.26

0.24

0.35

0.23

0.25

0.35

Flocculated samples after compression stress path
Top

1 .00

0.84

0.24

0.2 1

0.20

0.30

0 . 14

0.20

0.30

Side (shear band)

1 .00

0.83

0.27

0.22

0.20

0.27

0. 1 5

0. 1 8

0.27

Bottom

0.90

1 .00

0.22

0. 1 9

0.20

0.25

0. 1 6

0. 1 8

0.25
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Table 7.3 X-ray diffraction data for Kaolin clay specimen with dispersed
microfabric
Intensity of Prism peaks
Intensity of Basal peaks
Peak ratio
Location of
-----------------X-ray samples in
cylindrical clay
331
200
202
020
131
130
002
001
specimen

Dispersed samples before shear
Top

0.60

1 .00

0.06

0.00

0.00

0.06

0.04

0.00

0.06

Side

1 .00

0.65

0.35

0.32

0.34

0.42

0.2 1

0.38

0.42

Bottom

0.90

1 .00

0.07

0.04

0.00

0.00

0.04

0.00

0.07

Dispersed samples after extension stress path
Top

0.90

1 .00

0.2 1

0. 17

0. 19

0.3 1

0. 1 8

0. 1 6

0.3 1

Side (shear band)

0.86

1 .00

0.50

0.32

0.35

0.57

0.52

0.5 1

0.57

Bottom

1 .00

0.95

0. 10

0.09

0.08

0. 1 0

0.07

0.00

0. 10

Dispersed samples after compression stress path
Top

0.60

1 .00

0.07

0.06

0.05

0.08

0.06

0.00

0.08

Side (shear band)

1 .00

0.8 1

0.43

0.32

0.35

0.42

0.26

0.36

0.43

Bottom

0.62

1 .00

0.05

0.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.05
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XRD Results for Clay Samples Having Initially Flocculated Microfabric

In flocculated samples, X-rays interact with both basal and prism planes due to
the significant number of both face-to-face and face-to-edge contacts due to the random
orientation of clay platelets within the X-ray irradiated volume. The diffraction patterns
reveal high intensity of both basal and prism peaks, as shown in Fig 7. 2. High Peak Ratio
(Eq. 7. 1) values were obtained for all the samples taken from flocculated specimens
before and after shearing, as listed in Table 7. 2. For the samples before shearing, the PR
values of the flocculated Kaolin clay at three local zones (top, bottom, and side) were
practically the same (0. 28-0. 29) indicating that the microfabric was uniform throughout
the specimen. Since the PR values did not change significantly by the change in the
direction of X-ray beam (from top to side sample or side to bottom sample) (Fig 7. la),
the microfabric was interpreted to have random arrangement of the particles throughout
the specimen.
The PR values of the flocculated samples after compression shearing were not
significantly different from those values before shearing, as indicated in Table 7. 2. Figure
7.3 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern for the side of cylindrical clay specimen with
flocculated microfabric after extension and compression shearing. It could be interpreted
that there was no significant re-orientation of the clay platelets during compression
loading since PR values (0.25-0. 30) changed by small amount after the application of
loading. On the contrary, the PR values for the samples after extension shearing (0. 350. 42) were significantly higher than those for the undeformed samples (0. 28-0. 29)
indicating that the deformation under extension loading conditions caused significant
reorientation of clay platelets within the specimen. However, the mechanism causing
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reorientation of the platelets at the top and bottom sample locations could be different
from the mechanism at the side near mid-height of the specimen. The clay platelets
attempt to re-align opposing the major principal stress when they are subjected to
anisotropic loading conditions. During extension shearing, the axial normal stress was
lower than the radial stress. Therefore, the axial direction was also the minor principal
direction, and the platelets reoriented themselves by decreasing the angle between their
long axis and the axial direction. As a result, the proportion of platelet edges in the axial
direction increased as the shearing progressed, and resulted in higher intensity of prism
peaks when the X-rays interacted with the sample from top or bottom. Based on this
mechanism, the intensity of prism peaks for side sample after extension shearing would
be lower than the value before shearing. However, the side samples were taken from the
localized deformation zone, which involved another mechanism of particle re-orientation
induced by the development of thin shear bands. In the shear banding zone, the clay
platelets aligned their platelet face along the shearing planes, and increased the
proportion of platelet edges in the radial direction of the specimen. Consequently, the
intensity of prism peaks was significantly higher for samples extracted from the deformed
specimen in comparison to the undeformed specimen. For the samples obtained after
extension and compression shearing, the PR values obtained from top of the specimens
were found to be slightly higher than those for the bottom (Table 7. 2). A possible reason
behind this observation could be that the triaxial testing system used in this study allowed
loading piston to apply the external force on the soil specimen from its top surface during
shear deformation process, which might cause a small variation in the mode of
deformation from top to bottom. A soil element at the top of the specimen would
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experience slightly higher strain localization in comparison to the element at the bottom.
As a result, the reorientation of clay platelets during shear deformation within the top
sample would exhibit higher intensity prism peaks in comparison to the bottom sample.
XRD Results for Clay Samples Having Initially Dispersed Microfabric

Since the clay platelets in the virgin specimen with dispersed initial microfabric
were oriented in a preferred direction, it was necessary to analyze the results considering
the relative direction of incident X-ray beam. For the XRD samples obtained from top
and bottom location of the cylindrical specimens with dispersed microfabric, the faces of
the platelets were aligned parallel to the surface examined during X-ray diffraction
analysis. Therefore, the X-rays interacted predominantly with basal planes along the
faces of the clay platelets and showed high intensity basal peaks (no prism peaks) as
shown in the XRD diffraction patterns. On the contrary, the clay platelets were stacked
normal to the examined surface of the sample obtained from the side, and the direction of
X-ray beam was at 90° angle to the faces of the particles as shown in Fig 7. l b. This
allowed a large number of edges of the platelets to be exposed to the incident X-rays,
thus showing high intensity prism peaks in the diffraction pattern (Fig 7.4). As a result,
the PR value of side sample (0.42) was much higher than the values for top and bottom
samples (0.06 and 0.07). A close agreement between the PR values for the top and
bottom samples showed that the microfabric of the clay was uniform throughout the
cylindrical specimen.
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Similar to the specimens with flocculated microfabric, the arrangement of particles in the
cylindrical specimens with dispersed microfabric was also not significantly influenced by
compression shearing, as suggested by the variation in PR values at top and bottom for
undeformed specimens subjected to triaxial compression shown in Table 7.3. However,
the PR values for the XRD samples after extension shearing at top and bottom locations
were higher than those for the unsheared samples indicating significant reorientation of
clay platelets within the specimen during the shearing process. Figure 7.5 shows the X
ray diffraction patterns for the side sample with dispersed microfabric sheared under
extension and compression loading conditions. As explained earlier for the flocculated
microfabric, the stress state during extension loading conditions would have the tendency
of reorienting the clay platelets by reducing the angle between long axis of platelets and
the axial direction of the sample. This mechanism appears to have much stronger effect
for specimens with dispersed micro fabric due to layered arrangement of the particles with
their faces normal to the axis of symmetry. However, the PR values for the samples from
top and bottom locations (0.3 1 and 0. 10) showed that the re-orientation of the platelets
was much stronger at the top of the cylindrical specimen in comparison to the bottom.
The reason could be attributed to the action of pulling the clay platelets away from each
other combined with the effect of application of external loading from top of the
specimen. The deformation caused by the extension loading conditions would cause a
larger reorientation of clay platelets at the top of the specimen than observed at the
bottom of the specimen. This effect would be much stronger for the dispersed microfabric
in comparison with the flocculated microfabric due to the fact that the face-to-face
contact between the platelets would much weaker mechanical interlocking against the
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action of pulling the platelets away from each other. The PR value for the XRD sample
obtained from side of the extension sheared specimen (0.57) was much higher than the
PR value (0.42) for the corresponding location in undeformed specimen. Since the side
samples for X-ray analysis were taken from the zone of shear banding, the increased PR
values after extension shearing indicate slipping of clay platelets along the shearing plane
and forming an arrangement with much stronger orientation than for the dispersed
microfabric specimen before shearing.
CONCLUSIONS

Using X-ray diffraction technique, the arrangement of particles (microfabric)
within the cylindrical specimens of Kaolin clay was studied before and after shearing
under compression and extension stress paths. These experiments were performed on
slurry consolidated specimens with two extreme initial microfabrics; dispersed and
flocculated. The "undisturbed" samples for X-ray diffraction analysis were extracted
from three local zones, top, bottom, and side of a cylindrical clay specimen. The side
sample for X-ray analysis was taken from the zone of localized deformation within a
shear band. The effect of shearing on microfabric of clay specimens was studied by
calculating the Peak Ratio (PR) of the relative intensities of strongest prism peak to the
strongest basal peak

(!prism / Ibasa1)

associated with intensity count from an X-ray

diffraction pattern. A close agreement between the PR values of the samples from
different locations of an undeformed Kaolin clay specimen indicated that the microfabric
of the clay specimen was uniform throughout the cylindrical specimen before shearing.
Key observations from this study are summarized below:
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1 ) For the unsheared specimens of Kaolin clay with both flocculated and dispersed
microfabric, the PR values obtained by X-ray diffraction analysis at different
local zones (top, bottom, and side) indicated that the microfabric was relatively
uniform throughout the cylindrical specimens used for triaxial testing.
2) The particle orientation in the dispersed clay specimens was significantly affected
by the extension shearing. Re-orientation of particles due to the compression
shearing was found to be minimal outside the zone of highly localized
deformations or shear band formations.
3 ) For the specimens with flocculated microfabric, the X-ray diffraction analysis
after shear deformation showed larger PR values for extension stress path than the
compression indicating significant re-orientation of clay particles within the
specimen during extension loading.
4) After triaxial extension test, samples taken from the top of the sheared specimens
exhibited slightly higher PR value in comparison to the sample taken from bottom
indicating the non-uniformity of microfabric in the specimen induced by
extension mode of deformation.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter summarizes the accomplishments from this study along with
conclusions and recommendations for future research.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The mechanical behavior of clay is complex and varies significantly with the
change in its microstructure, stress history, and loading/boundary conditions. These
factors have a combined non-linear influence on the mechanical behavior of cohesive soil.
To investigate the influence of these factors on the shear stress-strain behavior of Kaolin
clay, an extensive experimental program was performed in this research. The objective of
this research was to develop a simple method for the identification of the arrangement of
clay particle orientation (microfabric), and evaluate the impact of quantified microfabric
on the shear strength properties of soil by performing triaxial tests on normally
consolidated (NC) and heavily overconsolidated (HOC, OCR =10) Kaolin specimens.
The effect of shearing on the microfabric of clay was studied by considering the X-ray
diffraction patterns of the specimen before and after shear deformation under
compression and extension loading conditions. A significant effort was devoted for
studying the strain localization observations and pattern of shear banding as a function of
microfabric using digital imaging technique.
During this research, all the triaxial tests were performed on reconstituted solid
cylindrical specimens of Kaolin clay having a slenderness ratio of 1 using a lubricated
end triaxial testing system. The specimens with flocculated microfabric were obtained by
mixing powdered Kaolin clay with de-aired and de-ionized water at a water content of
155% and consolidating it under Ko conditions at 207 kPa axial stress. The dispersed
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microfabric specimens were obtained by using the similar procedure with the addition of
2% dispersant (Calgon) in the initial clay slurry with 1 55% water content.
A new method for identifying the microfabric for cohesive soil using X-ray
diffraction technique was proposed in this study. This method was based on identifying
the occurrence of basal and prism peaks in a given X-ray diffraction pattern. In
quantitative terms, relative intensities of basal and prism peaks were considered to
identify the microfabric. The presence of high intensity basal and prism peaks
corresponded to random orientation of platelets. This was due to large number of face-to
edge contacts, and was identified as flocculated microfabric in this study. The presence of
only high intensity basal peaks in the X-ray diffraction pattern for a given sample
corresponded to dispersed orientation of platelets (face-to-face contact). In validating this
experimental technique, Kaolin clay specimens with different particle orientations were
prepared in the laboratory using five types of specimen preparation technique. Their
microfabric was identified using X-ray diffraction patterns as explained above and the
results were assessed in conjunction with high magnification SEM images.
The importance of using appropriate drainage conditions for triaxial testing setup
with lubricated end platens was experimentally demonstrated by performing drained and
undrained compression tests on NC specimens at three different drainage conditions
(Poor, Intermediate, and Good) at 276 kPa confining pressure. The external drainage
conditions provided by the lubricated end platens were found to have a significant effect
on the observed shear strength behavior of clay when sheared under drained conditions;
however no impact was observed when sheared under undrained conditions. Good
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drainage conditions offered higher values of shear strength, effective friction angle,
volumetric deformation, and axial strain at failure conditions in comparison to the
corresponding values obtained for the poor and intermediate drainage conditions. In
drained and undrained testing with improved drainage conditions, the pattern of volume
change behavior in terms of volumetric strain during drained shearing and excess pore
pressure evolution during undrained shearing were similar for a particular type of loading
conditions on identical type of specimens. A variation of 0°-3° in the values of effective
friction angle (<I>') was observed for drained and undrained conditions.
The influence of confining pressure on the mechanical behavior of Kaolin clay
was investigated by performing a series of undrained compression and extension tests on
remolded Kaolin clay specimens with overconsolidation ratio of 1 and 10 for pre
consolidation pressure (po') of 207, 276, and 345 kPa. For NC specimens, the normalized
excess pore pressure by pre-consolidation pressure was observed to be unaffected by the
change in confining pressure; however, there was a small effect of confining pressure for
the HOC specimens. The stress-strain relationship for NC clay was observed to have a
trend of decreasing normalized shear stress with the increasing confining pressure. A
similar trend · was observed for HOC clay; however, the relative variation was much
smaller in comparison to NC clay. The strength parameters (q>'and M) showed a marked
increase for HOC clay and a significant decrease for NC clay, when the confining
pressure increased.
The impact of microfabric on the mechanical behavior of Kaolin clay was studied
by performing a series of lubricated end triaxial compression and extension tests on NC
and HOC specimens with two extreme initial microfabric ( dispersed and flocculated)
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under drained and undrained conditions. During an undrained extension test, a large
amount of negative excess pore pressure was observed for NC specimens with dispersed
microfabric indicating dilative nature of the clay. However, for these specimens, a
positive excess pore pressure was observed during compression tests, and was
significantly smaller than the positive excess pore pressure evolution observed in
specimens with flocculated microfabric indicating a relatively less contractive nature of
deformation. The excess pore pressure response of HOC specimens with dispersed
microfabric showed slightly less dilative nature of Kaolin clay in comparison to
flocculated microfabric during extension stress paths; however, no significant impact of
microfabric was observed during compression shearing. In undrained testing, the stress
strain relationships for dispersed microfabric showed higher shear strength in comparison
to flocculated microfabric, and also indicated well-defined peak in stress-strain curves,
which were not observed for triaxial specimens with flocculated microfabric. In drained
testing, the volumetric response also showed the dilative nature for Kaolin clay with
dispersed microfabric. Unlike the results obtained from undrained tests for NC clay, the
drained shear strength for NC clay for dispersed microfabric was lower than that for
flocculated microfabric. The shear strength parameters (<!>'and M) were obtained to be
lower for the dispersed microfabric in comparison to the flocculated microfabric for the
same loading/boundary conditions.
The impact of confining pressure, loading method, stress history, drainage
conditions and microfabric on the patterns of strain localization within the specimen
during shearing was studied using digital imaging (DIA) technique. The intensity of
strain localization was observed to be much stronger for higher confining stresses and the
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angle of orientation of shear bands (0) also show a marked increase with an increase in
confining stress. The loading conditions (compression and extension) during shear
deformation and the overconsolidation of soil specimens were also observed to have a
significant impact on the inclination of shear band formation within the specimen. The
intensity of localization was observed to be much stronger for drained shearing than for
undrained shearing; however, drained testing did not show a linear shear banding as
observed during undrained testing. In the dispersed microfabric, the strain localizations
were observed at lower strain levels than the flocculated microfabric, which indicated a
higher possibility of sudden failure in Kaolin clay with dispersed microfabric.
The effect of shearing on microfabric of the clay specimens was also evaluated
under compression and extension loading conditions. The average orientation of platelets
before and after shearing was evaluated in terms of the peak ratio (PR), which was
defined as the ratio of the relative intensities of strongest prism peak and strongest basal
peak (Iprisrn / Ibasat) using X-ray diffraction patterns. For both flocculated and dispersed
microfabric, a significant particle re-orientation was observed within the clay specimens
due to shear stress under extension stress path as compared to triaxial compression stress
path.
FUTURE WORK

• In this study, only one type of cohesive soil i. e., Kaolin clay, was used for the
identification of microfabric using X-ray diffractometer. However, the sampling
techniques and identification method as proposed using X-ray diffraction patterns
need to be generalized for other types of cohesive soils. It could also be interesting to
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use this method for identifying the microfabric of swelling clays such as
Montmorillonite, Smectite, and relate their microfabric with moisture content.
• With the present method of specimen preparation, only flocculated and dispersed
microfabric can be obtained, which represents two extreme cases in terms of the
degree of dispersion. However, there is no practical technique to accurately control
the degree of dispersion of microfabric in between those two extreme cases.
Therefore, the transition from the flocculated to dispersed microfabric and its impact
on the mechanical behavior of Kaolin clay is not easy to study using the proposed
methods used in this research.
• The lubricated end triaxial experiments were performed on remolded specimens of
Kaolin clay in an effort to study the influence of confining pressure, loading
conditions, stress history, and the change in microfabric on its mechanical response.
However, it is necessary to perform similar studies on other cohesive soils to confirm
the applicability of the current research findings for natural soils.
• The effect of confining pressure was studied only under undrained conditions. The
influence of confining pressure on shear strength properties of soil under drained
conditions may be significantly different than the results obtained for undrained
conditions. It would be interesting to perform a series of tests under drained
conditions and compare the results with the observations obtained from undrained
testing.
• Only one overconsolidation level (OCR =10) was used in all the triaxial tests. The
quantitative effect of varying overconsolidation ratio on Kaolin clay was not
investigated in this study. The effect of confining pressure on clay specimens with
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different overconsolidation level also needs to be studied under drained and
undrained shearing conditions using lubricated end triaxial system with improved
drainage conditions.
• The specimen shape and boundary conditions used in a testing method may
significantly influence the observed mechanical response of soil. In most cases, the
specimen is assumed to be a single element for analysis of data, which may not be
adequate to interpret the soil behavior accurately. Simulation of these tests, using
various numerical methods, such as finite element or finite difference method is
suggested as a future research topic, so that the findings in this study can be applied
to practical geotechnical engineering projects, such as slope stability and excavation.
•

The specimens were observed to have developed localized deformation regions in the
form of shear bands at failure . McKyes and Yong (1971) reported that the clay
particles in the proximity of observed shear bands at failure aligned themselves along
the failure plane. If we can assume this to be true for other cohesive materials as well,
then based on the observations from current study, the failure condition at the macro
level may be derived using a correlation between the interparticle forces at micro
level and the void ratio of the soil at macro level. However, at present, the mechanical
behavior of clay at micro level, i.e. the mechanics of clay particles and the
interparticle interactions is largely unknown. For this matter, a comprehensive study
should be performed using the latest testing facilities available for studying
particulate mechanics. Such study would also be able to answer the questions related
to the onset and propagation of localized deformations in soils.
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